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GOOD部ADた§
Congratulations to writer Chris
Berdik, Dean Linda Vfe11s, and
Provost David Campbell for
noting the serious issue of dis-
parity of grades distributed to
different sections of the same
COurSe (``Making the Grade at
BU,’’Fal1 2006). Berdik cites the
introductory psychoIogy class
Where 82 percent of one section’s
Students received As versus the
15 percent of As distributed to
another section’s students. This
is the more alarming, yet far
less publicized, grading concern.
Googling grade in組ation yields
millions of citations. Grade dis-
Parity yields very few
The most alarmlng POint
about sections grade disparity
is one that was neglected: the
〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇∴∴ 臨闘躍顕閲闇蟻蹴麗 
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role gr‘ade distribution plays in
Student couI.Se eValuations and
the subsequent role those student
evaluations play m administrative
evaluations of faculty perfor-
mance. My own research of
multiple institutions grading
makes clear the remarkably high
COrrelation between the average
grade distributed and the student
COurSe eValuation generated.
I do believe the solution is the
One SuggeSted in the article:
dissemination of this data will
have a ``self-COrreCting,, impact.
Finally, COngratulations also to
Professor Snyder for his ``weenie’’
Observation; lamentably he is
in a minute minority of faculty
With the courage and integrity to
acknowledge that not all of our
Students are golng tO eXCel at all
Subj ects.
MA隔剛Bi購馳輔弼翻粥麟
GreeJt調Ie, NをuJ Hampshゴre
p柵I§漢音Oは部州各
Having grown up in Dalton,
Massachusetts, I found the arti-
Cle on Lansmg Crane most inter-
esting (``Good on Paper,’’Fall
We we看come
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to叩bIish as many
as po§Sibie,
Lette「§ may be
edited for ciarity
and length, PIea§e
incIude your fuli
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a lumni/bostonia/
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2006)・ I left Dalton shortly after
graduating from BU. This past
year, at my郎tieth high school
reunion, I was amazed to find that
not only were the Crane mi11s
Still in operation, but they were
thriving in an industry that has
been rocked by mill cIosings and
COnSOlidations.
The continued operation of
Crane & Co. is apparently due, in
no small part, tO the leadership
Of Lanslng Crane. But that is
On y part of the Crane family
StOry. Their contributions to
the welfare of Dalton can be
found in the library, COmmunity
Center, SChooIs, Churches, and
many other facets in the life of
the town・ Through scholarships
and summer employment in the
mills, they gave many of us the
OPPOrtunity to attend co11ege,
Which we would not otherwise
have been able to afford.
鵬虻鵬汽欄醐$鞘髄鞘
DagtonタO疑o
MED書A B書A§
Lou Ureneck’s article on the
PrOblems of the media was
COrreCt When he pointed out the
Challenges they face, but he didn’t
SPend a moment on the most
important one: independence and
Ver.ification (``perspectives ,’’Fal1
2006). This once more exposes
the hubris of so many JOurnalists.
Yes, there are economic problems
Created by the Intemet, but he
lgnOreS the issue of bias that
has turned so many away from
COnVentional media. Once more,
a recent study revealed that
approximately 80 percent of
a ticles in the last few years in
COnVentional media have been
OVertly anti-Bush. He further
notes research that ``the people
Who were most likely to be i11-
informed about weapons of
mass destruction in Iraq were
those who got their news from
Fox Television.’’If my memory
S VeS me, it was the UN, France,
Russia, the U.K., etC., Who were
Letters
i皿nformed, and I doubt they were
WatChing Fox TV!
T e conventional media simply
don’t get i  when the Fox phrase
``fair and balanced’’is used. Nei-
ther does Mr. Ureneck.
し削澗聞鴫E $。脚脚州即灘醐糟輔
1招Imt gton, DelauJare
FAMI=AR FACE
I was pleasantly surprised to re-
Ceive the latest edition of Bosto扇a
(Fal1 2006). While I was reading
th ough, I came to page 72 and
noted a full-page Photograph of
the Myles Standish student room
that I occupied and wherein I was
a proctor during my residency in
that dorm. I graduated in 1953.
I would be interested in know-
mg Where you obtained the photo-
graph and the name of the other
PerSOn, Who is standing looking
in th  drawer with his hand on my
raccoon c p. Obviously, I am the
guy standing on the chair.
し.恥輔Y干醒能し賦艦華弼
H llts H棚s, NeuJ ybrk
MAK!問A CO州鵬丁看O‖
Th nks, BU. This week I got one
Of th st beautiful surprlSeS
Wh n I rrived at home and got in
my mail a BosCo7亮a SamPle. I usua11y
r ad it on the W七b, but seemg it on
Paper WaS delightful, nOt Only for
the nice stories, but feeling cIoser to
BU. I am an international student
fr m Honduras. I work for an edu-
Cational foundation, teaChing
Video/凱m production, and I am
also into politics. I wish I could find
Out ab ut my teachers at COM.
肌用$冒しÅ寄り紳看しし0購馴馴騰貴
柁guczgalpa, Ho7tdzIraS
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T帖$格llAYS Americans are eager
to learn more about the Islamic
WOrld. Bookstores, neWSpaperS,
and television newscasts br'im
With commentary about Muslims
and their worldview. Unfortu-
nately, a lot of what’s being said
``is very superficial, and much
of it discounts how varied the
Muslim populations are,’’says
Herbert Mason, William Good-
Win Aurelio Professor of History
and Religious Thought and a
University Profe ssor.
Mason is the director of Bos-
ton University’s new Institute for
the Study of Muslim Societies
and Civilizations. Its mission,
he says, is to foster a broader,
more nuanced understanding
Of Islam and those who practice
it. In November the institute
held its inaugural event, a Show-
CaSing of Islamic texts from the
University’s Howard Gotlieb
Archival Research Center,
selected from the co11ection
Of Richard Frye, founder of
Harvard’s Center for Middle
Eastern Studies, Who also
attended the event.
In addition to four recently
acquired libraries of Middle
Eastern and Central Asian texts,
the heart of the new institute
Wi11 be twenty-eight af即iated BU
faculty, in disciplines rangmg
from modem forelgn languages
and literatures to anthropoIogy to
religion to women’s studies.
These faculty include Shakir
Mustafa, a College of Arts and
Sciences assistant professor of
modem foreign languages, Who
teaches Arabic and courses in
COntemPOrary Arabic literature ,
and Jenny White, a CAS associate
PrOfessor of anthropoIogy, Who
SpeCializes in the politics, gender
roles, and urban life of Turkey.
AIso among the faculty are Hou-
Chang Chehabi, a CAS professor
Of international relations, Whose
books include Distant Relations:
舟an andLebanon tn theLas亡500
`
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and Keci  Ali, a CAS assistant
PrOfessor of religion, Whose
re earch focuses on Islamic
religious text , Particularly
regarding JurlSPrudence and
women in both classical and
COntemPOrary Muslim writings.
In addi ion, the new institute
has incorporated the American
Institute of Afghanistan Studies,
headed by Thomas Barfleld,
a CAS professor and chair of
anthropoIogy, Who will serve as
associate director.
``This institute will be a coor-
dinat ng body,’’says Mason, nOt-
1ng that it will foster research
CO11aborations among faculty
and graduate students, aWar.d
graduate and postdoctoral fel-
lowships, host lecture series and
Visi ing scholars, and design aca-
demic programs within exist-
ing departments at the master’s
and doctoral levels. Mason also
SayS hat the institute is develop-
i g an interdepartmental under-
graduat  concentration related
t Islamic studies.
瞳U騨寵轢鰯驚醗
B∪疎放もyi葛鵬A事由的せ
“We will be dedicated to prl-
mary source reading and expe-
rience in the field. VIfe want to
understand the Muslim peoples’
S nS  Of history and what’s pre-
Cious to them,’’Mason says. ``Now,
applying that kind of knowledge
really akes time, and I think one
thing th t would characterize us,
as opposed to more politica11y or
d velopment-Oriented institutes ,
is a sense of the longevity of the
Islamic world.’’　　　　cHR音$ BほDI晴
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the director of
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BU PROFESSOR S丁U馴ES
BENGAL音SCROLL PA顕N丁ERS
l‖ T晴格i軸l]1州state of West Bengal, One form of
entertainment hasn’t changed much with the
advent of video and DVDs: narrative ballads sung
While versions of the stories painted on scrolls
are unrolled frame by frame. Traditionally, the
Performances revolved around religion (both
Hinduism and Islam) as well as community history,
news, and myth. These days, they can discuss
anything, from the Taliban to the AIDS virus.
Making paints for the scro看is, Photos by PauI §mutko
The history and evolution of scroll painting
has fascinated Frank Korom, a Co11ege of Arts
and Sciences associate professor of religion
and anthropoIogy, for years. He received a 2006
Guggenheim fellowship to help him且nish his new
book, V境Zage ofPatnters: Ndrra誼Je Scro“s from l梅st
Bengal (Museum of New Mexico Press), Published
this fa11, Which coincides with a scroll painting
exhibition running through April at the Museum of
International Folk Art in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Korom estimates that there are a few thousand of
the Patuya artisan caste who make their livelihood
This scro= painting teI看s about the goddess of
Snakes, Manasa, Who cu「ses a Iocal merchant,
and vows to kiil ail his sons. A snake has ki獲営ed the
SeVenth and final son of the merchant, and his widow
is accompanylng his body down the rive「 of death,
intending to plead fo「 his life,
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as scroll painters. The painted
SCrOlls average about six to seven
feet in length, and the ballads
that accompany them range from
且ve to鮒teen minutes.
Before the British colonized
India beginning in the seven-
teenth century, the scroll painters
traveled from village to village
bartering their performances
for a night’s Iodging, SOme rice,
Or a few coins. Because their
audiences were both Hindu and
Muslim, the scro11 painters played
to both religions.
In the coIonial period, the songs
Changed, SayS Korom. ``They al-
most always ended with some
indigenous Indian freedom且ghter
getting hung for insubordination,’’
he notes. In modem times, the
Performances have changed once
again・ Audiences have fragmented,
tumlng tO radio, then movies, then
television for entertainment. But
as the t,raditional audience was
Iosing interest, intemational folk-
art markets emerged that created
demand for the painted scrolls
independent of their musical
accompaniment.
``They are且nding new ways to
market their art,’’says Korom.
``They wander into the cities and
go to the lobbies of且ve-Star hotels,
Where they know tourists are go-
1ng tO be・ They’re also painting on
T-Shirts and greeting cards.’’
The motifs of their art have
ranged into current events,
SuCh as the terrorist attacks of
September ll, 2001, and the 2004
tsunami. One nongovemmental
Organization even employed
SCrOll painters to perform in
rural villages on the topIC Of
HIⅤ prevention∴` They,re always
innovating,’’Korom says.　I:B
陥れひoffhe paZJltfngs伽d songs
COllected的CAS4ssocZate
Pro危ssor Frank Korom are
On eXhtbttion at the晩se工王m Of
加temattonal互b雄Art, in Santa Fと,
Ne妙MみZco,硯rozzgh 4prtl.
WEB EX丁RA: seea s看ide
Show narrated by Frank
Korom on Bostoni才s Web site:
WWW。bu。edu/bostonia,
in CommonWealth,
丁he towers on the left are the piamed Student Vii○age 2 apartments, in
an architecturai rende「ing〇
十wo Do「ms P漢anned
響聴聞彊開聞醒鰯躍罷醐酷掴摘踊魁弼醗帯輔弼撞鱈鵡
丁聞$TU皿剛TVlしし舶格2 apartment comp案ex, Which w雪ll add 962 beds to
Boston University,s on-camPuS houslng StOck, is nea細ing the end of the
city app「ovals p「ocess"丁he Boston Zoning Commission signed off on the
PrOject in early Septembe「" Const「uct冒on is scheduled to begin in ea「!y
Win宣er, and the project should be finished in 2009。
“The city wants us to house a highe叩ercentage of our underg「aduate
population, and we be漢ieve that living on campus is best fo「 the students
and the University77, says Ma「c Robi音lard, director of the O怖ce of Housm望"
“There,s a ve「y st「ong demand fo「 houslng"当n the fal!, near寡y 600 stu-
dents we「e看iving in the Hya宣t Regency and the Holiday音m, hotels BU
uses to accommodate the ove「¶ow of first-yea「 Students,
The new bu曲ng’designed by the a「chitectu「al firm Camon Design,
Wi○○ be behind Agganis Arena and is intended to satisfy the inc「eas-ng
demand for apa「tment-Styie houslng by sophomo「es, juniors, and se-
nio「s, The building consists of two towers - One Of nineteen sto「ies with
eight-Pe「SOn Suites and one of twenty-Six sto「ies with four“pe「son apart-
ments" The suites wi看l have fou「 slng看e and two double bedrooms, With a
Shared living room/kitchen and two bath「ooms; the apartments wil漢be
Simi音ar to some of those a=0 Buick St「eet, With fou「 slng!e bedrooms
and two baths,
Campus houslng Cu「rent漢y inc漢udes War「en Towers and other large,
t「aditiona喜do「ms and the sma看l residence hal菓s in Bay State Road row
houses" “We need to glVe Students some va「iety,,ずsays Dean of §tudents
Kenneth管1more,
App「oximate-y =,200 BU undergraduates, SOme 76 percent of the
undergraduate popu!ation’一ive in campus hous獲ng" With the new buiiding,
that numbe「 wil看「ise to 80 percent・ Ultimate看y, RobiIlard says, the Uni-
VerSity would音ike to be ab看e to house 85 pe「cent of its underg「aduates,
and both Unive「sity P「esident Robe「t A" B「own and Boston Mayor Thomas
Menino (HoN,’01) support the effort,
“しiving on campus improves the educational expe「ience fo「 everyone,,7
SayS Robil看ard" “1 think as the campus has developed, eSPecia○○y with the
問ness and Recreation Cente「, Students want to be pa「t of the action,
The「e9s much mo「e gravitationa看叩看l,,,
’竿o「 a university to have its scholars nearby adds to ou=eputation,ずり
adds Eimo「e"冊’s one of those subtIe things that enriches us,,,
J格$$1帥U臆し看きり
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Vouth Movement
醜聞鞘鰯彊躍縄醍醐躍苛酷弼踊醜聞踊
Sports
WIT晴S音X freshmen,且ve sopho-
mores, and two seniors, men’s bas-
ketba11 coach Dennis Wblff has a
young team - the youngest squad
in his thirteen years at BU. But
his recruiting has paid off with a
freshman class that’s been amaz-
1ng Terrier fans at every game.
Although BU sported a 3-5 rec-
Ord in mid-December, the Terrier
freshmen have been making an
impact opponents can ill afford to
ignore. Corey Lowe (CGS’08), for.
example, SCOred seven points in
his college debut against George
W古shington on November lO and
Went On tO POSt SeVen Straight dou-
ble〇五gure efforts. His seven three-
POinters in BU’s 74-65 victory over
Manhattan College on November
25 tied the University record and
earned him America East Rookie
Of the Week honors. In a near-uP-
Set On December 6, Lowe poured
in sixteen points in BU’s 56-54 loss
to a 7-2 UMass team that’s offto
the best start since its 1995-1996
Final Four season, Picking up his
SeCOnd Rookie of the V勅eek. ``He,s
ego-less, and he’s a lOO percent
team player,’’says wolff of the
COnference’s sixth-1eading scorer.
``Corey Lowe sets a very good tone
for the team:’
Tyler Morris (SMG’10) is having
an impressive rookie year as we11,
leading BU with nineteen points
in the Terriers’lopsided 92-55 vic-
tory over St. Bonaventure on De-
Cember 3. And then there’s fellow
freshman Carlos Strong (CGS’08),
Who scored nineteen points in the
Terriers’70-57 loss to GW.
Wo雌says the two senior co-
Captains, Brian Macon (CAS’07)
and Omari Peterkin (CAS’07), have
PrOVided the team with excellent
leadership. Still, With such a youth
movement in a conference fu11
Of veterans - rOOkies typically
take time to leam how to play at a
high level with consistency - the
Terrier  are picked to且nish fifth
in America East. `As is often the
CaSe With a young team, We Play
Well o鵬nsively one game and play
W ll defensively the next da荘says
Wolff. ``Our coaching staff has been
trying to get them to understand
that we have to play both ends of
the皿oor every game, Which is what
We did against St. Bonaventure.’’
Aside from facing the daunting
t sk of playmg SuCh top-nOtCh pro-
grams as George VAshington and
UMass, BU’s schedule includes
the likes of St. Joseph’s (BU lost
to the Cardinals, 55-39), Rhode
Island, St. John’s, and Holy Cross.
Wolff says such a lineup glVeS his
Terriers res lience by requlrlng
them to play at a high level・ ``If you
look back, Ven before I was hired
- and the entire time I’ve coached
here - the strategy has always
been to play this caliber of non-
COnference teams, because it gives
Our PrOgram a little notoriety,’’he
SayS∴`It helps with recruiting, and
it helps prepare our team for the
COnference games. we’ve never
Shied away from it. We know it’s
a tough nonconference schedule,
but that’s what these kids expect
When they come here.’’
Wolff’s priority is to reduce the
number of offensive giveaways.
``If we hadn’t tumed the ball over
SO muCh against St. Joseph’s, We
WOuld have been in that game
until he very end,’’he says. ``Part
Of the problem was gomg into a
hostile environment for the宜rst
time・ With players who had played
Only four or宜ve college games.
But we’ve improved in every game,
and that’s what’s important.’’
鵬1きり書!丁案i旺然きし皿
丁HE剛鵬H丁MOVE§
ON REPLAV
弼舗輔弼艶鏑鞘肥彊魁踊醍
醐鱒蹴翫醸鵡離間臓臨
Men’s hockey Terrier Tbm Morrow (ME丁’07)
Wrists a shot under the Harvard goai・
tender’§ glove and scores the first goal of
his ca「eer. Some fans may have blinked
aれd mis§ed the oruciaI goal, but Comcast
customers were able to watch the ‖ovem-
ber 21 BU win ove川arvard on州8, repiay"
i g Mo「「ow’s goal a$ many times as they
Wanted, thanks to a recent partner§hip
between BU and Comcast.
Under the two"year deal, CN8, Part Of
the Comcast ‖etwor旧s b「oadca$ting
eight of thi§ §eaSOn’$ BU men’s hockey
games and two BU me南basketbaIl games○
○mmediately fol!owing the broadcast, the
contests wiIl be availa肌e On Demand for
at ieast two weeks for viewer§ tO Watch
Whenever they want, With the abiIity to
PauSe, fast-forwa巾rewind, and replay,
州8’s Terrier coverage began Novem-
ber lO with the men’s hoop§ 70・57 loss
to G o「ge Washington, “The idea was
to provide greate「 o叩ortunities for our
fans to foiIow our team§ locaiiy, reglOnally,
and natioれaily,方says Mikeしynch, BU ath一
ietics冊ector. `十he athletics department
i§ trying to stay on the cutting edge of
technology, and this Ilea看h帥§ uS tO do
that,卿The Comcast Network’§ CN8 is avaii"
ab看e in more than nine miliion homes in
tweive state§,
BU aiso partnered with Comcast to
ai「 other excIu§ive coれtent On Demaれd,
beginnlng With a thi「ty-minute interview
With BU hockey coach Jack Parke「 ($MG’68,
HoNJ97) by 「adio hookey commentator
Bemie Corbett (CA§’83),
The deai expands regiOnaI television
coverage of BU athletics this winter, Five
men’§ hockey games - including both
Bea叩ot toumament contests - and two
WOmeれ’s basketbalI games are already
Sch duled on帖§‖, Which wili a看so te看evise
Hookey East tournament contests. ln addi-
tion  three men’s hockey game§ Wi冊e
teIevi§ed on C§TV, Which is offered in oable
PrOViders’specialty packages,　　BF
了了
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$pO「tS Docs to the Rescue
丁軸髄話FO離間職丁国電開聞$晴間P聞脚は国D皿は$園丁Y鮒’聞回田臣$能丁B舶ほ聞舶十日0聞
WHÅT’$ T帖惟Yto a sports team’s
SuCCeSS? A high-POWered roster
Of players with stats through the
roof? Not if the best of the best
are unable to play. A team is only
as good as the personnel it puts on
the且eld, rink, Or COurt.
Anthony Schepsis, Tim Foster,
and Shawn Ferullo can help. Three
Of the physicians for the BU men’s
and women’s varsity teams, they
are all former Terriers. SchepsIS
(CAS’73, MED’76) is a former
wrestler, Foster (CAS’81, MED’86)
Played football, and Ferullo (CAS’97,
MED’01) was a goaltender on the
men’s hockey team.
Schepsis, an Orthopedic surgeon
and a professor at the BU SchooI
Of Medicine, is relieved when he
且nds that hockey i刊uries, SuCh
as the fractured shoulder socket
Of Brandon Yip (CAS’09), don’t
requlre Surgery. There have been
enough cases that do. SchepsIS
recalls performing surgery on t,he
disIocated shoulder of basketball
guard Matt Tumer (CAS’04)
during the 2003-2004 season.
Sometimes the surgeries re-
quired are so complicated that he
and Foster, also an orthopedic
SurgeOn, refer players to a special-
ist. When women’s basketball
guard Katie Meinhardt (SMG’07)
Suffered a rare and debilitating
foot tendon tear that ended her
2003-2004 season, SchepsIS Sent
her o a surgeon in Maryland and
then oversaw her rehabilitation.
``With the help of a special boot
brace,’’says Meinhardt, “he helped
me go from walking to runnmg
to playlng basketball, and now it’s
fully healed.’
In his tw nty-tWO yearS at BU,
Schepsis has seen remarkable
dvanc s in sports medicine,
Particularly in arthroscopIC Sur-
gery, Where an endoscope is in-
Serted through a small incision
to examine and repair the interior
Part Of a joint. ``In general,’’he says,
“surgeries have become less inva-
Sive and more comprehensive and
ha,Ve been achievlng better results
and needing shorter rehabilitation
times. The preventive aspects of
SPOrtS medicine - Strength and
COnditionmg - have also gotten
much better.’’
Foster, a runnmg back in college
who knew he didn’t have an NFL
Career ahead of him, Still found
his inspiration on the gridiron.
``when I was playing footba11, I met
Dr. Robert Leach, Who was pretty
much one of the founding fathers
Of sports medicine in the United
States,’’says Foster, an aSSistant
PrOfessor of orthopedic surgery
at MED. ``He was the team doctor
for BU athletics, aS Well as for the
Boston Celtics, and he’s been a
fantas ic mentor for me.’’
Rehabilitation has also come
a long way since the docs were
mixmg it up. “Now people have
Surgery and immediately start
to move the joint,’’Foster says.
``The trainers begin to work on
SPeCi且c leg exercises so they don’t
lose rmscle mass in the leg, and
therefore people recover faster.’’
For Ferullo, Playmg hockey was
a wayto stay in shape and take a
break from the pressures of BU’s
Premed program. He was on the
Terriers’national champIOnShip
t am in 1995, although as a fresh-
man walk-On, he goaltended in
POrtions of only eight games, for
a grand otal of紺ty-且ve minutes.
A family physician at the South
Boston Community Health Center,
a Boston Medical Center clinic,
Ferullo treats a variety of player
illn sses∴`It’s great to sti11 have
some role in BU athletics after
Playmg here,’’he says. ``It’s always
fun to see the coaches and staff
Who worked with me when I played
hockey, and now I have the oppor-
tunity to work with the team as
an M.D.’’　　　　　聞皿蘭書看TZa格はALD
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Anthony
Scheps看S
〈CAS’73う
MED’76〉うan
O「thopedic
SurgeOn and
Physician
for BU’s
SPO「tS teamS,
eXamlneS
SenlO「 men’s
ice hockey
Player Kevin
Schaeffe「
〈CAS’07〉 after a
「-O win against
P「ovidence on
November 17,
Photo by Chiya
Louie (COM’07)
A「t vs獲Mo「a漢書ty
聞$」肥田$惟棚①開聞$聞間重油脚粧巳
p髄$音D剛丁8A=OW‖ M幡丁漢輔
弼繚醒購㊥舘醜輔弼醗鵜酷鯛踊鞘酷鮭輔弼蹄酔舗髄離踊鵡轡鴨鮎艶輔弼
輔睡駒塵師顎軸聞畳鰯艶鴨購醜態繭弼鵜醜態鵡鵬輔弼割の補講醗輔弼醜
鵡鵡評艶鞘贈軸曜弼轡醜態軸軸輔報う蹴鞠憾醐舗醒糟聴彊弼輔弼醜態軸醍乱酔醗弼
馳軸醒賎脂甜醐軸甜軸輔弼醗酵硝酸舗靴観醒輔弼彊輔罷輔醜鵡軸繊鵬
醐醜鵡態骨髄髄鞘頚髄軸融溝髄醜態賠軸醗鵡醐鴨覿粥繋蓮鰯誹距弼臨職種
艶暗闘鵡曜態醒騰輔鰯輔弼睡輔躍醍醜聞糖勘馳鞘輔弼翻醜聞観弼韓
醐鰯憩臨調甜艶漕艇雛轡輔弼鵡臨醍醐鵡醍醐諦観鴫覿疇艶弼憧轡鋪鞄醗
輔弼翻軸輔鵡鞘翻避臓翻輔弼艶聞醸醜輔弼輔輔鞄障蝿輔乱
gram, Set most漢y i叩re-Wo州Wa州
1ta漢y, the novei takes it§ title from a
monument intended to r印resent
Benito Mussolini’s oon叩est of Ethiopia,
丁he b「a§h American a「chiteot Amos
P「ince win§ the design competition
With his miie"high tower but grows
mad with hi§ fe「vor to oomp!ete the
P巾eot as the war Ioom§。 Meanwhile,
his assistant, a yOung Jewish a「chi"
tectu「e student named Max Sha聞ian,
is to「n between his admi「ation fo「
P「inoe and his oonoem about the fate
Of italy’s Jews,
鞄輔弼擬態醗醜態脚韻鏑鵡蹴鞠
睡醜聞躍鑑鞄鏑闘醗揮鞘醜態酌鱗
語睡踊輔弼鏑摘鏑醍醐醗捕縄蹴酷舗鰯
醜聞鵡弼醜翻酔鶉鵡鞄鱗甜闘
醍醐醍醐騰繍臨鏑艶聞髄繭弼態鞘蹄
One of the issue§ is, What is the rela“
tionsh巾between a巾- a「chitectu「e
- and morality? The arohitect in my
book is based on Ez「a Pound, the whole
issue of the Bollingen Prize fo叩oet「y
Pound was a traitor to his oountry
[during Worl州b「皿no que§tion, and
he might we!1 have been hanged軸e
didn’t get o情on an insanity defense,
and while he’§ in §t。服abeth’s Hospital
in lieu ofjai音, he’s a胴rtled the highest
prize fo叩oetry in the count「いWhat
do you make of that? The olaims of
art - do they supercede the o!aims of
mo「a!i y? I oan’t pretend to know the
an§We「S tO these questions, but l can
try to exp音o「e them in some way, and
that’§ What the book does,
鶴醐醐鰭醒澗醍醜鰭醗弼闇曜
醍醐脂鵡醜態轄醍醐軸蹴鑑蘭闘離灘嗣酬態
轡弼鱈輔間鴨闇縛弼麟髄贈
漢hate to u§e a Olichさ, Of spi「ituai
Vacuum, but it may a叩ly and one
Seeks things out in life, 1 had a seoular
upb「inging, a皿f l’d had a reiigious
One, l think l might weli have rebe!1ed
and not been drawn to the Ho!00auSt。
J漢$$icÅ ULし1Å‖
乃see a伽0 0f肋e en捌昭勧請r府城
純綿W肌b肌e仇的08加島釧d掘
On同朋mOn雌l肌
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L己ke a
Ro漢音雪ng
$tone
鵬醍醐醒醍彊醜聞鰯醍醐醍
醐撞弼醍醐醍輔弼彊
鰯醐軍醜聞弼弼蹴醗酷縄
Å BA然即00T Lorne Svarc strides
into the center of a performance
room at the Co11ege of Fine Arts
Wearmg a Pair of belted red shorts
OVer black leggmgS, the Canadian
組ag draped on his back and an
electric guitar slung around his
neck. Svarc (CAS’08) introduces
his bandmates, guitarist Ashley
Rigazio (COM’08), Clad in a St.
Paulie Gi血beer uniform and a pink
feather boa, and drummer Matt
Dubro∬ (COM’08), in a banana
COStume∴`Hello, Cleveland. I am
tone deaf,’’Svarc hollers at a tit-
tering crowd of more than sixty
Students. Sweepmg his arm in
Rigazio’s direction, he adds, ``She
does not know how to play the
guitar. And the bloody Banana
Man cannot play the drums.’’He
means it, tOO. Svarc throws his
head back and the group launches
into an earsplitting punk version
Of the Rolling Stones country song
``Dead FIowers.’’As the song drives
toward its flnale, Dubro鮎moves
from behind the drums, lifts a
guitar over his head, hurls it to the
組oor, and stomps it to pieces. The
audience whistles and applauds.
A student in the back looks on in
disbelief∴`VVow’’he breathes.
No one would mistake this
group for the greatest rock and
roll band in the world, and that’s
the point. Or at least, One Of the
POints. The three students were
ful創Iing their且nal requlrement
for CFA Professor Victor Coelho’s
COurSe The Rolling Stones: Rock
Exiles, for which each student
had to interpret a Stones song.
1叫
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“看t輔ke ta柵g
a guit靴音e§§O鵬
州心a血統冒n
皿§ic hi§tO「y at
the §ame time。
冊糾ne心a !ot
加out the脚1t鵬,
the techniq鵬,
an心wher  the
細れes got鵬富
書岬i融i鵬。’ず
-しauren Pearl
(軸§’09)
Five other groups and one soIoist
COVered classics like ``play with
Fire,’’``Under My Thumb:’and
``Sympathy for the Devil’’during
the December recital.
Svarc, a history major with a
minor in theater, WaS taken aback
when he saw an announcement
for the course. ``I was like, how
COuld this possibly be a class?’’It’s
not an unreasonable question at
CFA, Where most music courses
favor the work of Brahms and
Stravinsky over that of Jagger
and Richards.
But Coelho, Whose other
courses include sixteenth- and
SeVenteenth-Century muSic,
believes it’s a natural且t. ``The
academic study of popular music
has a very long history, and courses
- eVen degree programs - Can be
found throughout this and other
universities,’’he says. ``If you go to
 art department, the English
department, Surely there’s some-
thing about popular culture. It’s just
that in music, at least at BU, We’ve
been somewhat conservative.’’
His course expIores not just the
Stones’music, but also their place
in popular culture and in rock his-
tory. ``popular music courses lie at
the intersection of contemporary
culture, art, fashion, theater, eCO-
nomics, and techndogy,’’says Coelho,
 p ofessor of music and chairman
Of the musicoIogy department.
``You can touch on many subjects
that appeal to a wide range of
student intere ts.’’
To Coelho the Stones are the
ideal subject for such a course.
For more than forty years, the
group has either anticipated, Or
adapted to, nearly every trend
in popular music, including psy-
Ch delic, funk, Punk, reggae, raP,
disco, and folk, While I.emaimng
true to their roots in the blues.
``Examining the Stones,’’he says,
``is taking pop music histor.y m
your hands:’
In his lectures, Coelho touches
On a Wide variety of subjects -
the British Invasion, the Beatles,
 Who, th  political and economic
forc s a  play, the in組uence of blues
and country on Stones music -
and makes his points by using
recordings, Showing documentary
footage, Or Playlng One Of three
????????????
guitars he brings to class. He tells
the students how the four Stones
albums produced between 1968
and 1972, BeggarsBanq耽t, Le描
Bleed, Sttcku梢JlgerS, and E新le
On脇血統reeC, nOt Only re鱒ect the
turmoil in the United States but
See mOre tO COme. ``From W去ter-
gate on, there is a mistrust of
American politics and a feeling
Of politics being utterly corrupt,
SeCretive, and unresponsive to
Public opinion,,, he says∴`These
albums anticipate the disillusion-
ment・ They see the darkness
early on・ And this is mainly why
the Stones should be considered
among the great, true artists of
Our time.’’
Lauren Pearl (CAS’09) decided
to take the class after learnlng
that Coelho plays the lute and the
guitar. “He brings his guitar to
Class; it’s very interactive,,, she
SayS. ``It’s like taking a guitar les-
SOn and a class in music history
at the same time. Heamed a lot
about the culture, the techniques,
and where the Stones got their
inspirations.’’
For her宜nal, Pearl, Who has
Played the guitar since she was
a child, Performed the Robert
Wilkins blues song “That,s No
Way to Get AIong,’’which the
Stones later covered. It wasn,t
long before the audience was clap-
Ping along∴`The Robert Wilkins
SOng just plays itself,’’she says.
``It rolls on・ The Stones song has
the same feel to it.,,
Svarc acknowledges that he
and his bandmates are not as well
acquainted with their instruments
as is Pearl∴`So what were we go-
mg tO do?’’he asks. ``Punk rock!
And we decided at least we,re
going to have a good time.,,
That’s the idea, tOO, SayS Coelho.
``I encourage students to work in
gr‘OuPS SO they can think critica11y
about this music on their own,
examine the lyrics, and且nd multi-
Ple interpretations of these pieces
and discuss the influences. And it
introduces to them the process of
making a song・ They sit around
and have to丘gure out the chords,
understand the style, and develop
an `attitude,, and they learn a lot in
a hands-On fashion・ For some, it’s
the五rst time they,ve confronted
music on a compositiona1 1evel.
``I mean, let,s face it, it,s fun, tOO:・
C▼晴丁軸lÅ議,膿UC●l‖1
順;W附加柵?eS
ecOnOmlC COr-
respondent
Oavid Ba「boza
(rjght), With Hugo
Shong at the
award ceremony
re ognizing his
WOrk, SayS COVer-
ing bu iness and
cuItu「e in China
for he 77mes is
ふ`one of the best
JOurna看 sm jobs you
COuld imaglne.”
Photo by
Patr且ce Flesch
Boom十ime Repo「te「
鱒轍踊蹴鞠醒鱒踊闇鰯馴醒弼鞘麗購蹴
鞠醐輔弼鰯態闘縄鱒鰯躍
THE CHINESたEcONOMY is boom-ng, and David BarbozaブecOnOmic correspondent
for the Wew l励Jimes in Shanghai, is reporting on market changes from the
heart of the boom・ 1n recognition of his work, the Co一一ege of Communication
awarded Barboza (CAS790) the 2006 Hugo Shong Jouma!ist of the Year Award f。r
reporting on Asian affairs〇
十m fortunate to have one of the bestjouma-ismjobs you could imagine,”
SayS Barboza・苗r near!y twenty yea「s - thought about working as a forelgn
correspondent’Perhaps for the New yb而7imes and perhaps in China, and now
it’s here and I’d Iike to make the most of this opportunity〇一,d like to he書p readers
get a better understanding of China and the dramatic transfomation now under
Way he「e.7’
The award’Which was estabiished by Shong (COM’87, ORS’92) in spring 2005, is
PreSented annua!1y to a print joumalist who during the previous year disp!ayed
OutStanding reporting on Asian issues" The a「tic-es must be published in an
EngIish-Ianguage newspaper or newsmagazine,
Barboza’a Writer for the 7励ues business section since 1997, has been its
business and culture correspondent in China for the -ast two years" Whi!e there,
he has covered what he characte「izes as “one of the great bui`ding booms in
`’丁he Chinese economic boom is arguab-y the most important business story,
and 。avid is at the head of the pack’Writing with gusto and insight about crucial
questions that are facing the count「y,” says Barboza・s New yb而7萌nes edito「
She「y書Wu。unn’Who nominated him for the Hugo §hong prize, `・His work rises
above the rest because he tack-es tough7 mapr issues and then te-Is a story by
knitting together te一!ing detai-s with explanations and rea- peop-e, Showing how
the market is changing China,,,
A class Barboza took at BJ’Repo「ting the Revo-utions‥ Chjna and Vietnam,
inspi ed him to become a foreign cor「espondent in China, he says" §hong, Who is
Chinese, WaS the teaching assistant fo「 the class.
“Rjght now, if you’「e interested in busjness7 there,s no better place to be in
than China’and in thjsjob’basical!y l have the freedom to roam the count「y and
!00k into almost any industry,” says Barboza,
Shong aiso endows the annua! S30,000 Hugo Shongしifetime Joumalism
Achievement Award’PreSented first to ABC,s led Koppel in November 2004 and
to棚ami鵬帽W executive editor Thomas Fied-er (COM’71) the following yea「
肋間晴きりりO各
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BOS丁ON UNIVERSI丁Y’S challenges
for the next decade: ``expand and
enrich’’the quality of student
life on campus, eliminate ``bu-
reaucratic barriers,’’and most
important, COntinue the efforts
to become “One BU.’’
Unification is the maJOr theme
of the framework for a new Uni-
VerSity strategic plan released
in December by the faculty and
administration of the Strategic
Plan Coordinating Task Force,
appointed by University President
Robert A. Brown last sprmg.
Months of discussions went into
the new report, Which outlines
long-term Strategies and visions
for undergraduate and graduate
education, reSearCh, faculty,
Student life, and administrative
SerVices. The idea, Say taSk force
members, has been to create a
Strategic vision for BU from the
bottom up.
On December 15 the task force
launched a VIfeb site featuring
the framework and inviting all
members of the BU community,
including alumni, tO POSt COmmentS.
In the coming months, members
of the task force and Brown will
lead discussions of the frame-
WOrk at assemblies of University
leaders, SuCh as the Faculty Coun-
Cil, and at alumni events and meet
With faculty at individual schooIs
and colleges across the Univer-
Sity. Student feedback will be
COllected through the Student
Union and a special task force
ledbythe O拍ce ofthe Dean of
Students. The report’s broad
recommendations include且nding
WayS tO improve the on-CamPuS
residential quality of life for stu-
dents and fostering integration
Of BU’s schooIs and colleges by
eliminating the barriers to inter-
disciplinary leaming, teaChing,
and research.
``One of the great attractions
Of the University is its fantastic
breadth and diversity,’’says
task force member Laurence
Kotlikoff, a College of Arts
and Sciences professor of
economics. “[But] we operate
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f r too much as separate parts.
We are not connecting enough
and not taking advantage of our
SynergleS.
And while seeking to make
BU more inwardly cohesive, the
framework also calls on BU to
build on its tradition of engage-
ment with both the city of Boston
and the world through intem-
Ships, COmmunity service, S七udy
abroad programs, and training
for students and faculty that will
PrePare them for “global shifts in
economics, POlitics, and research.’’
The result, Brown says, is a
document that examines the
University’s foundation and
Cultiva七es a core ideoIogy that
Will guide future growth.
``This report is really about
an image for the University as a
Wh le,’’says Brown. ``It’s about
Our PrmCiples and what our
COmPetitive advantage may be
if we craft a university around
them, and it offers a way to think
about the decisions we make,
gomg forward.’’
There are a number of
SPeCi且c recommendations,
SuCh as providing宜rst-year
S udentS With small, faculty-
1ed multidisciplinary seminars,
asking alumni to mentor a cur-
rent undergraduate, and creat-
ing  graduate student center"
But most of t,he framework’s
bullet poin七s are much broader
Objec iv s, including calls to
define more academic and pro置
fessional ``pathways’’for BU
Students as they select courses
and fi lds of study, tO reduce re-
1iance on part-time and adjunct
faculty, and to streamline admin-
istrative o肘ces ``relating to re-
SearCh and grant support:’But
administra o s note that there’s
a lot more talking to do before a
且nal plan is in place.
`A  this point, it is an asplra-
t onal document,’’says Douglas
Sear , aSSOCiate provost and
assistant to the president for
OutreaCh and special initiatives,
wh  chaired the task force.
Acco ding to Sears, OnCe the
“This r印ort is
「eal看y about
an image for
the Univer§ity
a§ a Whole,
看t’s about our
P「!nCiples
and what our
的mPe軸ve
a師antage may
be ifwe o「aft
a unive「sity
a「ound them,
and it ffers
a ay to think
about the
deoision? We
make, gO容n望
forwa「d.”
- Robert A, B「own
S rategic plan is宜nalized
and approved by the Board of
Trustees, it will serve as a
guide for the University’s major
decisions over the next decade.
``Its general directions and pri-
orities will be what we have in
mind as we’re allocating resources,
PrOmOting programs, fundrais-
ing, and committing time and
Creative energy,’’he says.
Sears also notes that BU is
already moving forward on
SeVeral of the objectives outlined
in the framework. The vision of
One BU, for instance, reCeived a
boost earlier this year when the
University hired two faculty mem-
bers to foster research collabora-
tions between the Charles River
and Medical Campuses. In addi-
tion, the framework’s goal of
greater diversity at BU is shared
by the Council on Faculty Diver-
Sity and Inclusion, initiated by
Brown this fa11, and the Admis-
Sions Student Diversity Board,
Created in 2002. Finally, the Stu-
dent Life Task Force, endorsed
by the new report, began meeting
last fall under the direction of
Dean of Students Kenneth Elmore.
As for next steps, taSk force
members say they’re eager to
hear from the BU community.
``In the end, We really have to
get feedback,’’says task force
member Juliet FIoyd, a CAS
PrOfessor of philosophy. ``We
have to get people to tell us
what works.’’FIoyd emphasizes
that she found discussions
about a vision for BU’s future
``inte11ectually exciもing,’’and she
hopes faculty, Students, and staff
will share her enthusiasm.
``I came prepared to be skepti-
Cal - I teach skepticism,’’she says
Of the strategic planning process・
``But I believe that the plan is re-
alistic and that we can be very
ambitious and try to move the
University forward.’’
c晴的$慨然OI嶋
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Three Trustees, 0verseer Named
醜聞開聞醍醐晒踊開削開聞醐醜聞
c皿R飾l] WITH helping to chart a
COurSe for Boston University,s
future, business leaders Richard
Cohen, Cleve Ki11ingsworth, and
Allen Questrom were recently
named to the Board of Trustees,
the governing body of the Univer-
Sity. In addition, James Apteker
WaS aPPOinted to the Board of
Overseers, an advisory group
dedicated to supporting and
advancmg BU’s mission.
Cohen (SMG’69) is president of
Capital Properties, a large real
estate management and develop-
ment company with o拍ces in
Boston, New Ybrk, and W古shing-
ton, D.C. Killingsworth became
PreSident and CEO of Blue Cross
Blue Shield of Massachusetts in
July 2005. Questrom (SMG’64)
is a former chairman and CEO of
J・ C. Penney Company, Inc., and
WaS a tI.uStee from 1992 to 2002.
Another addition to the Board of
Trustees is Julie Sandell, an aSSOCi-
ate professor and vice chairman of
the SchooI of Medicine’s department
Of anatomy and neurobioIogy, Who
became an ex o綿cio voting member
Of the board at the start of the fa11
Sem Ster aS the new chairman of
the BU Faculty Council.
Apteker (SHA88) is the owner
Of Longwood Events, a Boston-
based fu11-SerVice event plannmg
and management company that
OPerateS Sp Cial event venues in
Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
He received a BU Young Alumni
Cou cil Award in 2003 and is a
member of the SchooI of Hospita址y
Administration board of directors.
EIected to the Board of Trustees
last sprmg WaS Co山mbia University
Provost Jonathan Cole. Joining
the Board of Overseers at the
Same time were Noubar B. Afeyan,
managlng Partner and CEO of
Flag hip Ve tures, in Cambridge,
Massachusetts; Fred Bronstein
(CFA’78), PreSident and CEO of
the Dall s Symphony Association;
Thomas Fiedler (COM’71), Vice
PreSident and executive editor of
the掘am肥erald newspaper; and
Richard Reidy (SMG’82), PreSident
Of Data Direct TechnoIogies, Inc.,
in Bedford, Massachusetts.
聞1Å‖ 「1書棚輪回しn
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001 0aA$ took the money and ran,
Wisely. But then, Ogas (GR§’07)
does everything wjsely, Appearlng
as a contestant on the television
Show MわMants to Be a M肌ねnahe
in November, the BJ grad student
decIined the challenge of answerlng
the m輔on-doIIar question, Chooslng
instead to hang on to the $500,000
he had already won, Had Ogas opted
to answer the m皿on〃do○○ar question
and gotten it wrong, he would have
Walked away with onIy $25,000,
Ogas, a Ph.P, candidate in the
Arts and Sciences cognitive and
neural systems department, SayS
his knowledge of human memo「y
and of decision-making processes
WaS eSSentia! to his performance
On the show. P「ior to the taping,
he and his co=eagues planned and
dete「mined strategies and tech-
niques for Ogas’s national te看evi・
Sion debut. For example, the group
deveioped a search aIgorithm to
help his “phone-a-friend’冊feline,
a fel看ow student, find the answer
quickly and e簡ciently,
The segment showed Ogas Iistenjng
to the mi11ion-do11ar multiple-choice
question: “Which of these ships was
not one of the three taken over by col-
Onists during the Boston Tea Pa「ty?
a) f惟anor b) Dartmouth c) Beaver
d) W縮らm,’’Ogas said seve「aI times
that he be看ieved the answer was
W〃仰am, but he was not confident
enough to chance ioslng aimost haif
a mi○○ion dol看ars,
丁he co「rect answer was W肌由m,
轟然丁JI晴間晴間
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ABOU丁O‖E"TH看脈n of the world’s chil-
dren, from sub-Saharan Africa
to the MississIPPi Delta, Suffer
from some type of malnutrition.
And although the symptoms in
the most severe cases - bloated
bellies, brittle hair, Wizened faces
- are Stark, eVen mild episodes of
malnutrition early in life can lead
to problems that persist long after
a child has recovered.
In her decades-1ong study of the
effects of malnutrition on chil-
dren in Barbados, Janina Galler, a
PrOfessor of psychiatry and public
health at the SchooI of Medicine,
has found that many of these
Children develop attention de且cit
disorder and show signs of the
COndition even at eighteen years
Of age and as adults.``What we found in our popu-
lation was that socioeconomic
conditions and the home environ-
ments contributed only minima11y
to the attention deficit宜nding,’’
SayS Ga11er, director of the Center
for Behavior‘al Development and
Mental Retardation at Boston
Medical Center∴`we were able to
COnClude that the overall maJOr
contributor to the attention de宜cits
WaS the early history of malnutri-
tion.’’She is following up on study
Participants, nOW in their thirties
18
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and fort es, tO find out if they con-
tinue to struggle with the condi-
tion and what the impact early
malnutrition has had on their
lives in general.
醒鞘輔弼弼鵡醍
In 1973 Galler began studying
204 children, ageS且ve to eleven,
Who had normal birth weights
but had experienced an episode of
moderate to severe malnutrition
during t eir且rst year, along with
129 healthy children. Galler and
he  team looked at IQ, behavior,
neurologic function, Physical
grow  and development, and
home environment.
``When we且rst began this work,
ther  wer  very few hypotheses,
because there had not been too
many children who had survived
malnutrition,’’Galler says. ``The
gomg theory at that time was that
those ch ldren would be mentally
retarded.’’Her team found that an
episode of malnutrition early in
life had  minimal impact on IQ.
Bu 60 percent of those children
had symptoms of attention deficit
disorder: Short attention spans,
POOr memOry, distractibility, reSt-
lessness, inability to complete
tasks. ``The most striking且nding
Of that且rst phase of our study,’’
`制鵬n鵬冊$t
b鴨an t鵬
WO由t罪e「e
鵬「e Very fe間
叫pothe$晴
的cause the鴨
轟a心れO師朗鵬
的o ma調y
Oh雪看dren who
had §u「Vive轟
m観言問両面捕。卿
- Jani間6抽川棚
岬rOfe$$Or Of p$ychiatry
an回叩鵬he州
Galler says, ``was the fourfold
increase - COmPletely unantici-
Pated - in attention de且cits in
PreViously malnourished children
as compared with the healthy
COmParison children, 15 percent
of whom had attention de宜cits.
We were so amazed we felt obli-
gated to replicate, and we did so
by looking at a number of differ-
ent tests that teachers adminis-
tered to the children.’’
Further study showed that the
Children with a history of early
malnutrition and who were subse-
quently diagnosed with attention
deficits at ages five to seven did
not perlform as we11 on high school
entrance exams as did those
Without that history. In Barbados,
all eleven-year-Olds take these
exams, Which determine whether
they will attend an academic
high schooI or a trade school.
’`Performance on this test is criti-
Cally important to success in this
island nation,’’Galler says. ``So
We Were intrigued to find not only
that the history of early malnutri-
tion is associated with reduced
s res on the common entrance
exam, but even more speci宜ca11y,
that whether or not you had an at-
tention de且cit disorder diagnosed
at ages且ve to seven was the key
determinant. It was not IQ, nOt
environment.’’
Galler and her team replicated
the results when the children
reached early adolescence and
late adolescence. By age eighteen,
She says, 50 percent of the previ-
OuSly malnourished children still
Showed signs of attention de且cit
disorder. The work debunked the
conventional wisdom that children
grow out of attention deficit disor-
der once they hit puberty, She says.
In the lab, Galler is studying the
ffects of malnutrition on brain
development in animals. Among
th  theories she’s testing is that
Prenatal malnutrition delays the
development of neurons. “When
neuronal cells are delayed in
reaching their final destination
賀they move during development
- it may be that this delay does
not allow the proper connections
to be built,’’she says.
Why is it that a countr'y like
Barbados - SOCioeconomically
homogeneous, With a higher per
CaPita income than most other
developing nations - WOuld
?????????????????????????????????????????????
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te種m §t叫心yi唯oarIy ch皿00回maInutriti叫
imter面鵬a B種r剛ian wom種n who ha叩rtici-
pated in the §tudy 8ince $he wa$ a Ohild,
fa=ight: Janina剛叩Ian$ tO §t山y the
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Struggle with early childhood
malnutrition? In the population
Galler studied in the 1970s, 80 per-
cent of household income - de-
rived mainly from the cultivation
Of sugar - Went tO food and hous-
mg∴`That doesn’t leave much
for hard times,’’she says. ``When
Sugar Cane markets were low
globally, they had reduced income,
and the appearance of malnutri-
tion skyrocketed.’’Barbados’s
economy has expanded to include
tourism, amOng Other things, and
its public health measures have
improved, dramatically reducing
the incidence of early childhood
malnutrition. ``Malnutrition has
Virtually vanished in Barbados,’’
She says.
蹴蹴馴開聞粥醐輔弼醗順鞘
Galler recently received fund-
ing from the National Institutes
Of Health to宜nd out if the study
Participants, nOW adults, COntinue
to struggle with attention de且cit
disorder and if they suffer from
mental health problems, SuCh as
depression. She also is pursuing
funding to Iook at the I.elation-
Ship between early malnutrition
and hypertension and cardiovas-
cular disease. About one-third
of the adults in Barbados have
high blood pressure, She says. In
light of that statistic, her team
reviewed its early data and found
SlgnS Of hypertension in the chil-
dren participating in the study.
``we may have the opportunity to
look at the relationship between
early malnutrition, StreSS, and
these conditions,’’Galler says.
Finally, She plans to evaluate
the school-aged children of the
Original study participants to宜nd
Out if they have attention de宜cit
disorder. “We’re interested in the
intergenerational consequences,’’
She says.
Her work has shown that the
earlierl intervention begins, the
better. ``It’s not as though it’s
all over,’’she says∴`I have some
Very remarkable patients who
have had severe attention de且cit
disorders but have done very well
in their lives. So, early interven-
tion, dealing with the whole child,
including behavior, and dealing
with environment and nutrition
are really the three key points
that are needed in public policy.’’
cY蘭書H8Å議. BUI:cl軸1
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- Janina Oa○○er
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T軸l$ §P脈音‖GタBoris Iyutin will earn
a Ph.D. in physics from MIT and
en er the job market, but not as
a physicist. Instead he will be
looking for work in finance. Why?
Because Iyutin stutters, and phys-
ics terms can’t often be replaced
by synonyms that are easier to
S y, his usual means of sidestep-
pmg his speech impediment.`Aprotonis aproton, SayS
thirty-One-year-Old Iyutin, Who
SPent SeVen yearS thousands of
miles from his native Russia to
earn his doctorate, including four
years studying proton beam colli-
sions at the Fermilab in Illinois.
But for the last few months,
With help from a weekly meeting
at Sargent College, Iyutin has
been working to reduce his stut-
t ring. Every Tuesday evening,
he jomS about twenty others who
S utter for a workshop presided
OV r by two Sargent faculty,
Adriana DiGrande, a lecturer in
SPeeCh, 1anguage, and hearing
sciences, and Diane Parris, a Clini-
Cal associate professor. A handful
Of graduate students also helps
facilitate. Some who attend the
group have trouble with vowels,
SOme With consonants, and some
encounter more random ``speech
blocks,’’when their voices simply
StOP WOrking. They meet to dis-
CuSS their progress toward more
皿uent speech and to work on per-
SOnal goals. Mostly, they come for
SupPOrt from others who know
that the real impact of stuttering
is not stammering or stumbling
OVer WOrds; the real impact of
Stuttering lS Silence.
``People who stutter spend a
lot of energy trying to hide their
Stuttering, SayS DiGrande. They
refrain from making phone calls
Or Speaking up at work or in so-
Cial settings, PraCtices known coト
l ctiv ly as ``avoidance behaviors.’’
For example, One Tuesday eve-
nmg attendee, tWenty-Six-year-Old
RaⅣi Patel, remembers that in
SChool, ``I never raised my hand
in ass, eVen if I wanted to ask a
question or knew the answer‘.’’
About 3.3 percent of children
Stutter, aCCOrding to the National
Stuttering Association, and for
most of them, the trouble starts
With their且rst attempts at speech.
Because most kids who stutter
grow out of it, many ParentS don’t
seek t atm nt for them, in the
hope that the impediment will
go away on its own. As a result,
voidance behaviors can become
ent enched in the one percent of
adults w o continue to stutter.
Those who have been stutter-
1ng for a long time must learn to
take risks, SayS DiGrande. She and
Parris encourage group members
to confront t e silences and the
fear and shame that lead to them.
At a recent meeting, for instance,
Participants are asked to make
imp omptu speeches and then field
questions from their audience.
Most of them have already
had o her speech therapy. Many
?????????????????????????‥???
have been through the New Eng-
land Fluency Program run by
DiGrande, Where participants are
asked to make scores of phone　　門鵬Ve非
Ca11s・ analyzevideotapes ofthem-　昭吾$軸my
Selves speaking・ anddo dailywork　蝿nd南
On ``組uency shaping’’str‘ategies,
suchas coordinatingbreathwith　軸$$9 eV§睡
speech,relaxingspeechmuscles,剛wa舶㊥崩
andmaintaining “1ight contact・・ at　鴨鍋$k a
the lips and tongue.
For this ‾meeting, One by one
they pick from a hat a quotation to
be the theme of their talk. Then,
each speaker announces what
fluency technique he or she will try
to practice during the impromptu
SPeeCh・ “I’m gomg tO StretCh my
且rst sounds,’’reports one speaker.
``My goals are to speak at a lower
rate and to monitor my breathing
as I speak・’’says another.
While stuttering sometimes
runs in families, there is no single
CauSe, SayS DiGrande. ``It could be
neuroIogical, it could be chemi-
Cal, it could be genetic,’’she says.
But the psychoIoglCal component
CannOt be ignored. That senti-
ment, eXPreSSed in a quote by the
late speech-language pathoIogist
Charles Van Riper, inspires one
Of the evening’s宜nal impromptu
SPeeChes: ``Stuttering is every-
thing you do trying not tO Stutter.’’
That ``everything mCludes
Seeking refuge in silence. For Iyu-
tin, the challenge of speaking has
Pulled him away from the science
he’s pursued for much of his adult
life. On the other hand, it has also
PuShed him into activities where
VOCal皿uency isn’t so important.
Spec愉ca11y, Iyutin started compet-
mg in ba11room danclng - Samba,
rumba, mambo, and other Latin
dances - When he came to the
United States. It was an easy way
to meet people, Since, aS he says,
``when I dance, I don’t have to talk.’’
Near the dose of the meeting,
One Of the talks is about motiva-
tion, and the participants share
their reasons for jolnmg the
Tuesday session. A law professor
about to return to the classr‘OOm
from a sabbatical says he wanted
to ’`prepare and get into habits
that wi11 allow me to avoid speech
blocks’’during lectures. Another
Participant notes, ``I see coming
here as doing something positive
for ourselves, being proactive
rather than sitting back, afraid of
Our neXt Stutter.’’　　c晴間$ B格南面8格
電叩㊧$配賦甜
軸㊨W抽㊧
a門$W甜99
- Ravi Patel
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醐眠能醒$胃側聞鵬畳鰯臣
From diabetes to heart d王sease, African-Americans have a higher I.ate
Of many common ailments compared to white Americans. It’s known as
``the health gap,’’a term used to describe disparities in disease burdens
and d ath rates between America,s minority population and its white
POPulation.
This fall Boston University geneticists joined researchers at Howard
University to begin the且rst genome-Wide scan of an African-American
population, tO eXamine what role genes may play m SeVeral health
PrOblems and risk factors more prevalent among African-Americans,
including obesity, hypertension, and diabetes.
Over the next year, the researchers will scan the DNA of about l,800
African-Americans for 500,000 genetic markers and then look for
associations between those genetic differences and various medical
COnditions. Identifying genetic links with diseases could improve
identi且cation of people at increased risk, the creation of diagnostic tests,
and the development of targeted drugs. cB
駐輪醐日脚聞朋開脚舗胸
Russia’s HIⅤ epidemic is growmg With ala,rmlng SPeed, fueled largely
by the country’s rlSmg drug use and traditionally high rate of alcohoI
COnSumPtion, aCCOrding to Jeffrey Samet, a PrOfessor of medicine and
Public health at the SchooI of Medicine and chief of general intemal
m dicine at BU-a拍Iiated Boston Medical Center.
To reduce risky sex- and drug-related behaviors among HIV patients
With alcohoI problems, the National Institutes of Health has awarded
Samet a grant of more than $3.1 mi11ion. Working with Russian
researcher‘S, Samet and BMC colleagues will study the effectiveness of
an HⅣ-PreVention intervention in St. Petersburg. oB
鎖匿醒間置開田脚鞘臣朋髄鞘甘
Researchers at the SchooI of Medicine and the Children,s Hospital
Of Philadelphia/University of Pennsylvania SchooI of Medicine have
for the first time inhibited the development of epilepsy after a brain
叩uI.y m animals, uSmg a Virus that overexpresses a component of a
neurotransmitter‘ reCePtOr in neurons. The宜ndings, Published in the
JbzJrnal ofNe肌os。teれCe in November, SuggeSt that uslng gene therapy to
alter slgnaling pathways in the brain may be a way to prevent epilepsy.
開聞圃間隙朋鵬醐朋8剛醐
Wh t’s bad for your heart may also be bad for your brain, aCCOrding to
a recent BU study that found a cIose link between recurrent irregular
heartbeat and lower mental performance in men.
’A variety of factors linking atrial五brillation to decreased cognitive
performance have been suggested, including undiagnosed stroke,
lesions on the brain, and reduced cardiac output,,, says Merri11 Elias
(SPH’96), a College of Arts and Sciences research professor of epi-
demioIogy in the statistics and consulting unit and leader of the
research team. I:B
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On a sunny September aftemoon, the members of即e
Wiesel・s Literature of Memory course are struggling with
a sticky ethical question: is it OK to choose a sipner to
lead a nation? After a hallhour or so of discussIOn al)Out
Robert Alter’s translation of the biblical story of David,
the class has reached an apparent contradiction: David
was a flawed individual, yet he was chosen by God as king
of Israel. “Is i七possible that God chose a sinner - really
consciousl坊deliberatel帆a sinner to be his servant?’’asks
Wiesel (HoN.,74).表Students in turn respond thoughtfully,
often drawing comections between the text and their
own experlenCe・ One notes that the text describes David
as powerfully charismatic. ``Perhaps God was drawn to
him as well,,, he suggests.魅Another sees a way to connect
p誓SOna11y with the characters in the tex七: `A11 of us have
smned at one time or another, SO We Cap identify w皿David・’’
書Wiesel stands at the front of the semmar rOOm, his hands
clasped behind his back・ He listens with great concentration・
his dark eyes focused on the student who is speaking・ nOW
and then encouraging her with a nod or a half-Smile・ From
time to time, in a voice so quiet that the class leans forward
to hear, he echoes a student’s resp叩se・ helping to clarify the
ideas in the context of the discザSIOn: `As you said・ any One Of
us is capal)1e of committing a sm, and therefore it is up to us
to change sin血o virtue・,, His concise eloquence re皿ects his
belief that every word is precious.
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“W出銑量虹揚油の磐晒饉細田離曹籍的患部離鴇宣溺
珊曹畢舘主舘町触鮎触鮮籠曲直蝿籠転籍醍触鮎
囲S翻E誰差宜聴師勝主軸鮎F ±鍋弛鼎磐e糊- EL漢E W8ESEL
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Another student raises her hand. She notes that David’s great-
grandmother Ruth was a Moabi七e - a nOn-Israelite and there-
fore an outsider - and that David was not且rst-born. “God was
carrymg Out his purposes through people who were otherwise
excluded,’’she says.
Although the students a.re expIoring a question raised
directly by the text, their responses speak to the overar‘Ching
lessons of Wiesel’s teaching, Which goes beyond the typical
s七udy of symboIs, mOtifs, and themes" The intimate explora-
tions of characters’histories and motivations, Students say,
help them leam compassion: aS they lmagme the lives of
characters who lived in different times and faraway places,
they learn to identify with the living people who inhabit other
countries or belong to unfamiliar cultures. The respect he
shows those he teaches makes them feel empowered鵜
and even responsible - tO better the world in some way. By
listening cIosely to his students, they say, he models sensitivity
to others’needs and points of view. And in his stories about
his own past, Students且nd hope.
“I remember Elie Wiesel relayed a story: during the
HoIocaust, Observant Jews decided to put God on trial for
allowing this to happen,’’recalls Paul Minor (CAS’85)・ ``In this
concentration camp they put God on trial, and they found God
guilty of abandoning them, allowing this unspeakable horror
to happen・ And after the trial was over, they said evening
Prayer.
Stories and questions鵜these are Wiesel’s tooIs in a
pedagogy his teaching assistant Ariel Burger (UN工’08) calls
``an ethical teaching against indifference.’’
``Once you hear these stories, yOu Can’t see life the same
again,’’says Deborah Katchko Gray (SED’79).
書出e P㊦Wer ㊦草地e艶〇㌢y
Elie Wiesel has many roles. A Nobe1 1aureate, he received the
peace prlZe in 1986 for his humanit,a,rian work・ He is a witness’
a HoIocaust survivor who has devoted his life to preserving
the memory of that event and to speaking for those who are
voiceless. He is a scholar and the author of more than forty
books, including the 1960 memoir Nきght, COnSidered a seminal
volume on the experience of the HoIocaust and I.eCently
republished in a best-Selling edition・ An activist, he works
in the service of disenfranchised and threatened peoples
worldwide. He has traveled t,O Auschwitz with Oprah, teSti鼠ed
with George CIooney m SuPPOrt Of the African victims of
genocide in Darfur.
But when Wiesel appeared before the United Nations
Secur‘ity Counci=ast September, he introduced himself by
saymg Simply, “I’m a writer and I’m a teacher. That is my
PrOfession, my VOCation.’’
Since 1976, Wiesel has taught at Boston University as
Andrew W, Mellon Professor in the Humanities, University
Professor, and professor of philosophy and religion in the
College of Arts and Sciences. He teaches two courses a
year under the general title The Literature of Memory・ but
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the reading list an  ubtopics change each year; this year’s
courses a e Faith and Pow r in Ancient and Modern Literat,ure
and The Book of Job.
Wi se  makes clear to his students that they are a prlOrity
to him; for example, he encourages every one to meet with him
for a one-On-One COnVerSation. Yet as he approaches eighty
years of age his agenda remains帥ed with intemational activ-
ism, ``actually accomplishing something that helps people in
quanti且able ways,,, as Burger says. To those who know his
schedule, it,s no surprlSe that he has皿own to Boston for his
Monday orning cla s rom meetings with world leaders in
Washington, Israel, Or Africa.
Stud nts say they are inspired, tOO, by the faith in humanity
he maintains despit  he horrors he witnessed and endured・
Wiesel and his family were deported to Auschwitz from their
home in Sighet, Trans lvania, Which is now par七of Romania・
w n he was餅teen. His parents, Shlomo and Sarah, and his
you gest sister, Tzipora, died in the camps. But珊e Wiesel
survived, and after Buchenwald was liberated, he became a
writer - aJOumalist in France and in the United States -
and then a teacher.
He views the study of literature as essential・ ``Literature
may be the poetic mem ry of humanity,,, he explains∴`It is the
power of the story: We See the tale and we don’t even realize the
tale has entered us a d has had an impact on our decisions, On
our dreams, On Our ambitions, Our hopes.’’
Many of his students have found that impact to be trans-
formative. ``He’s made me reconsider my socIOPOlitical stance
just in the short time I’ve known him - I’ve begun to question
my inte11ectual detachment, my PrOud academic neutrality
when it comes to politics,’’notes Terence Renaud (CAS’07),
a senior history maJOr in Wiesel’s Faith and Power course・
``I,ve always been a humanist, but he’s made me consider
becoming a humanitarian a,S Well・’’
“Everything was shaped by him,,’says Janet McCord
(UNI’95), Who d rects the Edwin S. Shneidman Program in
ThanatoIogy a  Ma ian Co11ege - WOrk inspired・ in part・ by
th  d ssertation she wrote as Wiesel’s Ph.D. student about
HoIocaust survivors who committed suicide. ``Once you study
wit  someone like Wiesel, yOu try tO look at the world the way
he doe ; yOu try td make sure you make an impact on that
WOrld, tha  you better it.’’
But what does a literature course have to teach future
doctors, lawyers, religious leaders, and artists about how
to make their way in the world? His students seem to learn
from Wiesel’s courses the lessons they a,S individuals most
need to hear. Geoffrey Rubin (CAS’07), a Premed senior in
the Faith and Power course, SayS Wiesel has taught him that
“literature is really a reflection of our society; it re租ect,S all
the feelings and ideas and aspects of a person, SO yOu Can Put
your elf in his hoes. It,s important for a doctor to be able
to imagme the world of his patients, and that’s one thing that
Elie Wiesel has taugh  me: tO feel compassion for others and
to car  for th se you don,t see, those who are disadvantaged
but whom you may not know・ He sensitizes his students to
?????????
????????????????????
fee=ike they have a real responsibility in the world.”
Wiesel has great faith in the potential of those he teaches.
``工really want my students, tWenty yearS later, When they
become important persons鵜SOCially, eCOnOmically, humanly
- Whenever they will have to make a decision, the decision will
be influenced by what they have learned in class,’’he says.
Painter Shelley Adler (CFA87) says she found in Wiesel’s
COurSeS a neW Way tO Iook at her art: ``that every mark, eVery
gesture, makes a difference.’’And Deborah Katchko Gray,
Whose o拍ce walls are covered with framed photographs and
articles featuring Wiesel, WaS One Of the且rst women cantors
to serve fulトtime in a conservative synagogue in this country.
``I think I got the courage to be a pioneer because of my studies
With Elie Wiesel,’’she says, ``because I saw the risks people
tookjust to be Jewish, just to live.’’
“Professor Wiesel bridges the big ideas and questions and
PrOfound lit,eratureS Of life in various traditions, religlOuS and
SeCular, traditional and modern. And he bridges all of that with
Ver‘y real questions about making the world a better place,’’
Burger says. “Ttzc硯をs, We Say in Hebrew and Yiddish. ThchZts is
like, Okay, SO yOu’re in the university, yOu’re thinking a lot about
things, What are you gomg tO do a,bout it? What are you going
to do to help people in Darfur? And on the other hand, if you’re
Only invoIved in activism, but you don’t have any kind of life of
the mind or the spirit or the heart, if you don’t have any internal
life, yOu Can dry out and become a robot.’’
In his classroom on Bay State Road, Wiesel continues to
PuSh his students, enCOuragmg them to go deeper into the
Character of David・ Why was this man chosen by God despite
h s s ns? ``There’s one thing indisputable about him that works
in h s favor,’’he says. ``What is it?’’
“The poem he wrote?’’one student asks.
`Ah, if poetry were such a virtue,’’Wiesel says with a wry
Smile, then glVeS anOther hint∴`It’s something that accompanied
him his entire life.’’
“Loyalty,’’another student suggests, PrOViding a few sup-
POrting examples from th  text.
Wiese1 1is ens, nOds. Perhaps that is part of it. But there is
another answer: ``It wa his passion for leammg.’’
That learning ca be redemptive is one of Wiesel’s most
deeply held beliefs. ``What I try to give to my students is my
passion, that they should share t,hat passion, the passion for
l amユng,’’ says later. ``Leammg has never hurt people.
People who believe in leaming don’t hate one another. It’s a
remedy against hatred, any learning - pOetry Of the seven-
teenth cen ury, Philosophy of the nineteenth century - but
learning together. I come from a Jewish tradition, Which is
leaming together. When I was in my teens, tOgether with a
friend. AIways two, a Pair. Through the most complicated
exts, tOgether.’’``For Professor Wiesel the learning process invoIves very
profound respect and very deep listening and asking ques-
tions,’’Burger says. “He’s really focused on questions rather
than answers, nd that opens people up. People are wi11ing to
Stay in that space of not-knowlng: I don’t know what the answer
is; this is the edge of my thinking. And I’m going to put the edge
Of my thinking together with the edge of your thinking and see
What happens. So it feel  like an adventure.’’闇
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BY V8CKY WALTZ
EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE, Theo
Gluck wonders if he fell down the
White Rabbit’s hole and s七umbled
upon his very own Wonderland・
Since arriving in Burbank, Cali-
fomia, Sixteen years ago, the Walt
Disney Studios director of糾m
restoration has journeyed under
the sea with T九e LZ±tZe Mermajd,
leamed to皿y with j功er P也71, dined
with Ladg czJld軌e Tramp, and looked for the bare necessities with
柵e血JtgねBoo姑s Baloo. Finally’nOt tOO Iong ago・ the self-described
軸m geek became “twitterpated’埴hat’s Bamb子speak for falling in
love), and now he,s living happily ever after with his CtJldereZZcz.
・・I・m the living embodiment of being terribly fortunate,’’says
Gluck (CAS,81, COM,84). ``Not to sound like the lyrics of a Disney
song, but a lot of my dreams have come true・’’
As an adolescent, Gluck spent hours reading軸m magazines
and dissecting scenes from movies such as North bu Nbrt血,eSt
and CZttzeJ諸a7化. By the time he entered college, his curiosity
about the technical且eld aspects of cinema had developed into a
full-blown obsession, and while he never entertained the notion
that he might someday get to Hollywood, he且gured that ``a guy
could always dream.’’
Today, Gluck is responsible for the day-tO-day operations of
Disney・s effort to digitally restore and preserve its animated clas-
sics; ultimately he hopes to preserve - and eventually restore -
every single Disney animated short and feature軸m・ It will take
three to four years alone to preserve the twenty million甜m
frames. ・・These乱ms are time capsules, When you think about it,’’
Gluck says. “They,re extremely important in terms of American
cinema, and I think we have a moral obligation to preserve them
for future generations.’’
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餅hdere〃a was nex亡on
the digital ope「ating
ta闘e for Theo刷uck,
afte「 Bambf. He believes
“we have a mo「ai obさiga-
tionううto prese「ve刷ms
轍e the$e,
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But despite their importance, Gluck says, the
wo血s of Disney animators, Who painstakingly
drew every frame by hand, have not been well
preserved・ Negatives are scratched・ SPlices are
commg aPart, and spr‘OCket holes are tom even on
珊ms as I.eCent aS T枕e L細tZe M古rmatd (1989). ``It’s
rather staggering when you r'ealize how beat up
some of this stuff is,’’he notes.
``Film preservation and its cousin,宜1m restora-
tion, are misunderstood and therefore mdervalued
in some circles,’’says甜m critic Leonard Maltin・
``Just because a糾m is available on DVD doesn’t
mean that it has been properly preserved・ A皿m
was meant to be seen on a theater screen, and if
there isn’t a 35-millimeter print that can be pro-
jected, it no Ionger exists in the form in which it was
created. That wo山d be like saying that although the
original MbJta LZsa bumed in a fire, it’s okay because
we have reproductions・ Film bu鮮s and scholars
sho山d be etemally gI.ateful to people like Theo
Gluck and亜s counterparts at other maJOr Studios.’‘
Disney released Bambt (1942), its珊h animated
feature - and what many critics consider to be its
best即m - On DVD in 2005. But unlike every prior
VHS release, this digitally remastered version is
free of dirt, dust, and scratches, ``ensuring,’’Gluck
says, ``brilliant coIors and pristine visual quality’’
A highly complex process, digital restoration in-
volves scanmng the糾m’s orlgmal negatives - an
ambitious project because the negatives prlOr tO
1951 contain nitrocellulose, a COmPOund with the
chemical volatility of gunpowder・ ``If you look at
severely decomposed nitrate糾m cross-eyed from
across a crowded room, it will potentially blow up
on you,,, Gluck says. Disney removed nitrate neg-
atives from its糾m vaults some twenty years ago.
Further, nitrate珊m stock decays. By the time
Gluck,s team r trieved the Bambi negatives from
the Library of Congress, they were beginning to
show signs of deterioration・
Before scanning the皿ms, eXPertS inspected the
negatives frame by frame・ Technicians and digital
artists then used a combination of manual touch-
up and a皿tomated cleaning programs to remove
all dirt and dust particles, many Of which had been
present at th time of the orlgmal photography.
Afterward, the糾m was ``graded’’for且nal coIor
djus ment. Using original surviving backgrounds
retrieved from Disney’s Animation Research
Library and a Bambt IB Technicolor - that’s
Imbibition T chnicolor, the most fade置reSistant
coIor process - Print as a reference, teChnicians
spent many hours modifying the colors to ensure
every scene was true o the orlgmal intent of the
珊mmakers. Finally audio technicians enhanced
the oundtrack.
It took 9,500 hours to restore al1 110,000 frames,
but Gluck says the result was well worth the effort.
``What you see and hear on the DVD is crisper・
sh rper, and brighter than anything audiences
saw in he theater back in the 1940s and 1950s,’’
he says.
Fbllowmg the Bambi restoration, Gluck’s team
Went On tO reStOre Ctnderella (1950), jセter Haれ
(1953), Ladg伽d軌e Tナamp (1955),期Dalmattans
(1961),捌e JむJlgleBook (1967), and捌e Lt細e M料-
matd (1989). On average, it takes between eight and
nine months to宜nish a project, and while each
One PreSentS its own set of challenges, Gluck says,
Bambf was probably the most di拍cult because it
WaS the宜rst皿m to be restored.
Together, the珊ms provide a history lesson. `’It’s
SO interesting to watch the evolution of the anima-
tion・’’Gluck says. “lbu can r`eally see a di鮮erence
in technique, Particularly between tha七of Bambt
and PZJlOCChto and the軸ms made during the 1960s
and 1970s.
`Actua皿y’’’he continues, “When you compare α7t-
deJdia to Bambt, yOu have to wonder if the animators
just got tired・ I mean, αnder調a is extraordinary, but
it’s no BambZ. It makes sense, though, because as the
Disney product became more pop山ar, demand to
release the皿ms more reg山arly increased. There
is no question that they continued to hone their art,
and do so to t址s day, but the demands on the artists
as the product grew in pop山arity likely meant that
they co山d not alford to lavish the amount of detail
they did in the ea血y days.’’
藤懸鵜灘輔弼讃騒鰹讐蝿離繍輔鰯
How Gluck, a “dyed-in-the-WOOI New Yorker,’’
ended up at Walt Disney Studios could be regarded
as a modem-day falry tale.
`’GroⅥng uP, I was always fa′SCinated by the
melding of the aesthetics and the technoIogy of
Cinema,’’he recalls∴`I was kind of a nerd that wa押,,
But despite his best e紐orts, he couldn’t interest
many of his friends in conversations about the
inventive camera angles of Alfred Hitchcock or the
merits of black-and-White over color餌m. All of
that changed after Gluck started Boston Univer-
Sity as a freshman and became involved with the
POPular student-run皿m series Cinema 700. By
his sophomore year, he was known among certain
SOCial circles as the `Abominable Showman.,,
``I think I was the only psychology undergradu-
ate minormg in糾m studies,,, he says. ``I was r‘eally
Serious about psychoIogy, but there was always
this tug toward飢m・ I was particularly interested
in learnlng mOre about the crossroads of technol-
Ogy and ar‘t.’’
Gluck eamed a master’s degree in珊m stud-
ies from BU’s College of Communication before
retummg tO Manhattan, Where for the next seven
years he held a series of jobs. He remained dosely
COnneCted to professionals working in the珊m
industry・ thanks primarily to membership in the
New York City projectionists union.
In 1991, Gluck got a telephone ca皿rom亜s meta-
Phoricaユfairy godmotherL A friend from Lucas皿m
Ltd・ (of Sfa川fars fame) told him that W馳t Disney
Studios was Iooking for someone to become man-
ager of皿m operations. Conwhced he wo山d批get
the job, Gluck faxed his r(∋sun6 nonetheless.
``within two hours, I was on the phone with a guy
from Disney, a Week later I was in his o触ce inter-
Viewing for the job, and twenty-且ve days after that
I was軸ying to Los Angeles with all the clean socks
and underwear I could muster under one arm and
my cat under the other,’’Gluck says. “I Iooked like
Bambi on Benadryl caught in headlights.’’
As manager of軸m operations, Gluck served as
a liaison between the TechnicoIor company and
VAlt Disney Studios postproduction and distribu-
tion divisions. Two years later, he was appointed
director of forelgn POStPrOduction for Disney
Character Voic s Intemational, Where he was
involved in the forelgn language dubbing of Disney
餌ms. Finally, in 2004, the studio created a digital
restoration program, and in August 2006, Gluck
became the studio’s director of library restoration
and preservation.
輔端鱗纏綿醐灘鵜彊粥醗麿
While Gluck is savmg the Disney classics from
Perishing, he’s also mindful that the work he’s do-
mg may nOt last forever. Since the studio finished
restoring Bambi two and a half years ago, the
digital storage apes it used have become obso-
lete・ ``It poses questions such as, Wi11 these digi-
tal糾es be reliable in another sixty years, Sixty
months, Sixty weeks?’’he says. ``who knows?
We simply don’t have enough history with these
technoIogleS tO know if they,11 hold up. I ceI.tainly
hope they do!’’
The st dio produced 394 animated shorts
alone, and when added to 45 full-length features,
the combined length of皿m would stretch more
than 200 miles. ``Scaming the negatives is the most
important thing,’’Gluck says. “Once we do that, We
Can Crea e a rePlica on stable, nOn皿ammable飢m
StOCk and retire the nitrate one.’’
While some orlgmal shorts, SuCh as Steamboaf
l堀Iie ( 1928), Disney’s且rst animated short with a
SynChronized sound recording, have been saved,
hundreds of others, including FTo重。eI踊れd T7.ees
(1932)葛the first Disney short produced in coIor
and the first乱m in three-COIor Technicolor - are
languishing in the Library of Congress乱m vault.
In the meantime, Disney has amounced plans to
begin digitally r storing軌01t,肋tte c肌d軌e SeL)en
Dz?r応(1939), PfJ OCC桁o (1940), DLZmbo (1942), and
SZeeptJlg Beaz珂y ( 1959). ``I’m already drinking heavily
in preparati n for破れOCChio,’’Gluck jokes. `Aul those
SCeneS in Monstro’s be11y. and it’s just so wracked
With ce11 dir  and dust. It,s going to be a nightmare.,,
One thing that makes his life much easier, Gluck
SayS, is the skill d group of technicians with whom
he works. ``I liken our team to the Harlem GIobe-
trOtterS・’’he says∴`Everyone knows what they
need to do, the ba11 is passed effortlessly, and no
One is trying to grab the spotlight.’’
Admittedly, looking back on his teenage years,
Gluck can’t help but feel a little smug・ ``when
you’re in junior high and址gh school and you’re
enthused about stu∬ 1ike this, folks just kind of
look at you and go, `Oooka鉦’’he says. `And now
that p ople are seeking me out for the stu鱒I was
interested in twenty一宜ve years ago, I can only grm
and say; `well, I stuck to my guns.’’’闇
肘$ a re$亡⑲red脚a績t
睦鵬y W〇両d:軒om t印)
$Ie印ing Be捌け(1959〉,
1卯抽Ima細nきく1961〉タ
肋e L拒tIe Mer朋aid
(1粥9〉, peter Pan (1953),
脚d禍e斑鳩Ie Book
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醜押掛の醍醐輔弼醗酵晒距購曜輔弼髄鞘糖軸輔軸
輯軸醒乱野馳購う軸繭蕪繭の繭抽軸軸輔弼誼鮮醐蝿講勝油槽脚
韻瓶醜講臆即繭醗睡軸醍醐鴇馳脚軸鴫轍掴醒貌軸勘輔躍脚
韻舗直弼翫弼軸珊鳴軸馳軸観馨抽馴貼醐抽鳴軸野馳描鵡弼輔弼
軸輔弼軌範軸軸馳醒鵡輔正純棚鵡輔の制勝廟の咄拙軸醒蒔紳輔
地彊親車軸の舐親詣購軸舗曲軸醍醐融贈間繭醍鵡軸晒鳴醐輔輔轟の直弼
醒醒軸醜雷醐酷醗鮮糊両脚醍醐軸購曜蕪鯛醒髄鞘亜軸購弼軸
軸韻臨軸輔弼輔諒融軸醐醜醒銑輔弼の鴇軸親睦脚の醒軸勝
瑞龍和銅贈博の鵡馳距軸弛蹴舶軸の醜悪軸謝軸軸㌢胴軸醇触灘軸
胴囲醍醐地軸酸潤親臨醍糎弼髄鞘輔の瀾鱒師融誼彊軸縄軸
練絹軸弛醒軸鵬臨調軸晒軌鵡鞘軸糟距鯉鵡∵髄鞘の岬の醒輔謹
軸瀧軸配の軸の講の軸軸曜購軸軋醐融の配の髄鞘荘弼穂軸鵡地軸艶の騨組
織の露鳴醐軸の描線魂鞘軸醍醐の報謝醍醐醜貌鵡講醒師宣鎚
軸触腫髄鞘醒輔軸純弼軸睡輔細脂繭軸鋪睨廊噌輔軸輔醜髄
鞘軸睨軸輔弼臨珊証輔弼覗軸軸蛾輔弼鵡輔弼醍醐薄謝臨
輔弼軸鮎散鵜観軸繭輔離鵬軸緋輔弼嵐酌の輔配転軸軸貌軸の㊤
BU RESEA鵬岬§ ARE D肌寒NG IN丁O TⅢ MYS丁醐S OF SL珊AN。看丁S
coNNEC丁寡0NS TO OUR HEA皿AN。 MEMOR看ES醗醒鵬醍醗鵡醍
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There are good reasons for trying to且gure out
sleep s secrets. Research has shown that enough
sleep can make you smarter, improve your memory・
1ower your odds of getting cardiovascular disease
and diabetes, and help you feel better and recover
from illness more quickly・ It,s better than any block-
buster drug Big Pharma might come up with, and
cheaper too, but how it works and what happens
when we don’t or can’t get our Zs continue to puz-
zle scientists.
Take what seems like a simple question:
how do we fa11 asleep? Zhdanova is studying
the effects of melatonin, a natura11y occurring
hoI.mOne PrOduced by the brain’s plneal gland・
on circadian rhythms, One meChanism of sleep
regulation・ Circadian rhythms are our sleep
cycles, Which typically are slightly more than
twenty-four hour`S. ``Under normal conditions・
depending on when we go to bed・ We Will start
secreting melatonin at night,’’Zhdanova says.
``It brings this circadian signal - What the time
of day lS鵜tO eVery Cell in the body・’’Earlier
studies she conducted while she was at MIT
shOwed that in certain concentrations melatonin
has a distinct sleep-inducing effect on humans.
Production of the hormone sIows as daybreak
approaches, and then stops; i七,s also suppressed
if the light is tumed on in the middle of the night.
Zhdanova and her colleagues are trying to宜nd
out how melatonin promotes sleep by studying
the behavior of zebr‘a且sh. In her Medical Campus
laboratory, thousands of little striped fish swim
around in hundr‘eds of small blue tanks. She has
been measurmg the effects of melatonin on the
宜sh, uSing sophisticated analyses to determine
the pathways it takes in their brains. She monitors
the effects of varymg levels of melatonin by
糾ming holding areas in a sma11 tank・ Typically,
ten且sh are observed by a single ca,mera, With a11
movements simultaneously pIotted by a computer
program in real time" Researchers can watch
their movements on the computer monitor: SIow
movements are sketched in green lines, rapid ones
in red, and stillness in white.
醜鰯鶉I「ina Zhdanova
鞘離島MED Assooiate
P「ofessor of Anatomy
and Neu「obioIogy
艶醍醐醗鰯鬼睨漑§tudies
the effects of me看atonin
On Zebrafish
Photo by Ka!man Zaba「sky
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The melatonin is put into the tanks in drops・ SO
it is equa11y dispersed to all the且sh・ Which absorb
it quickly in七o their bodies’Or the hOrmOne is
suppre sed either through a genetic switch or
by using constant bright light. “When we check
pharma ologlCally and with environmental light・
we know the activity is increased if we suppress
melatonin,’’Zhdanova says. ``So that suggests
that melatonin at night normally keeps activity at
bay. And it,s a very clear effect because when we
administer melatonin at any time of day, i七wi11
inhibit the且sh locomotor activities:’
Does this mean that if we have trouble getting
to sleep, We Should start poppmg melatonin pills?
Not exactly, Zhdanova says. ``I,m very much for
use of melatonin under medical supervision鵜I
think it,s very useful・,, She cautions, though・ that
self-medicating with melatonin isn’t the way to
go. ``When I was sti11 working with humans・ I
was very much concemed that the market for
melatonin is unregulated, in two ways. First・ the
doses are extremely high’’- uP tO ten times as
high as they should be・ Plus, the Food and Drug
Administration ``doesn’t control the quality of it
- nObody rea11y measures how much melatonin
there is [in the pills]. Several labs, including mine,
mea ured various preparations, and we found
it was often more or less than it was claimed -
sometimes down to zero,’’she says.
``We don’t eVen realize in how many areas
it might be useful,,, she adds. Only some sleep
disorders respond to melatonin, though・ and
in fact, SOme individuals are more sensitive to
melatonin than others.
Zhdanova is also Iooking into the difference
that agmg makes in sensitivity to melatonin・ ``I
am interested to see how much, for example, With
agmg, the numbers of melatonin receptors cha,nge
in different areas of the brain. It might be that, for
example, in other places it,s宜ne・ but here・ Where
you really need it, the number is Iower・’’
Melatonin also seems to affect cognitive
perfomance, She says・ but it,s unclear exactly
how that happens. Is it because with increased
melatonin people sleep better and thus have
better attention, Or does it have a direct effect
outside the sleep mechanism? “I’m very much
interested in the overall effect of melatonin,’’she
says, ``and because I,m a physician orlgmally・
I always think about how this can be useful to
humans, tO Patients:’
鱒鰭灘鱒願鰭親臨醜聞鱗講醜態臓鵡鵬鱒鰭臨
We spend a third of our lives sleeplng・ and 20
percent of that time we,re dreaming・ Subimal
Datta, a MED professor of psychiatry, WantS tO
know why - and has spent his career as a sleep
researcher finding out how it all works. Our brain
is almost as active during sleep as it is during
wakefulness, he notes, and there’s at least one
good rea,SOn: that’s when we’re consolidating mem-
ories. ``Whatever we leamed during the wake
state, Which is in the short-term memOry, is be-
ing processed,’’Datta says. It’s like a library card
Catalog system: yOur brain records what the mem-
Ory lS and where it’s shelved, SO the next time it
needs to retrieve a memory, it knows where to go
- emOtional memories in the amygdala, SPatial
memories in the hippocampus, for instance.
Some sleep basics: after we drift off, We enter
What’s called non-REM sleep, Which experts
divide into four stages with different brain wave
PattemS. Then, a little less than ninety minutes
later, We’re pushed by an internal mechanism into
REM sleep, and the pattern cycles back and forth
throughout the night, With REM sleep periods
gradually lengthening as the night progresses.
REM sleep is clearly important, Since that’s
When memory lS PrOCeSSed, despite the oddity of
accompanymg dreams. But why are our bodies
Paralyzed during R丑M sleep? After all, for most
animals, Which are usually some other animal’s
Prey, that’s dangerous. So much so that certain
animals, like mice, have frequent and brief REM
S七ateS; they may need to run on short notice. Still,
at various points, their bodies are paralyzed. And
like other mammals, We humans are not just par-
alyzed: Our autOnOmic functions are out of our
6ontrol. “The temperature outside could go up or
down, yet nOthing lS COntrO11ing body tempera-
ture. Respiration can go up or way down,’’Datta
SayS. BIood pressure can spike up or down, and
that,’s one reason why, aS mOming comes around
and we are in longer REM sleep states, mOre heart
attacks occur than at any other time of day.
So what could be worth putting ourselves at this
risk? It’s the memory consolidation that occurs
in REM sleep, Datta says, ``because our survival
depends on our leammg. When we stop learning,
We’re dead, if you think of it philosophically.’’To
PrOCeSS memOries, the brain needs a lot of energy,
SO it shuts down most other systems. ``It’s like us,’’
he says. “We can do multitasking, but when we
have something very lmPOrtant, We need to focus,
and this is what the brain does.’’
Datta a,nd his co11eagues in the MED Sleep
Research Laboratory, Which he directs, have
identi且ed the cells that are critical for REM
Sleep memory processing, and they are now
WOrking at the molecular level to understand
these mechanisms. This basic research, he not,eS,
has potentia11y big payoffs for pharmacoIoglCal
interventions to treat some sleep disorders, 1ike
narcolepsy, Which causes victims to suddenly
fall asleep during the day. If he且nds the exact
receptors that turn on and off different sleep
Slgnals, drugs could be designed to target those
receptors alone.
And the dreams themselves? From the ancients
to Freud and on to this day, dreams have been
Seen aS having meaning, either as omens or as
Slgnals of a hidden past. Datta will have none
Of that. Dreaming lS Simply a noisy by-PrOduct
Of the memory consolidation that’s happen-
ing during REM sleep, he says. While newer
memories are being laid down in the long-term
memory areas of the brain, they run up against
聾購髄藍§ubima=)atta
郡離島M間P「ofe§SO「
Of P§ychiatry
鮭醍醐醒雛鯛肝鴇
1nvestigates R馴sieep
memory pl’00eSSlng at
the moleoula「音eve獲
Photo by Vemon 0oucette
random other memories Iodged nearby, aCtivating
them. The brainjust tries to make some sense of
it all by creating a narrative, eVen if the na,rrative
akes little oI. nO Iogical sense. It’s random noise
in he signal, he says, nOthing more.
Datta’s conclusion, that REM sleep IS eSSential
beca se its memory consolidation facilitates
leaming, isn’t the only possible interpretation
Of the dream state or of sleep m general. Patrick
McNamara, Who’s been looking at t,his question
from the point of view of evolutionary bioIogy, 1S
developmg SeVeral theories of his own.
One is that REM sleep ``undoes something that
OCCurS in non-REM sleep,’’he says. ``REM and
no -REM are contro11ed by different sets of genes,
Which are in some ways in conflict with each
Other. In non-REM you might have rlSmg levels
O  ertain hormones that in REM get opposed by
rising levels of another hormone. So you have a
SOrt Of arms race between these two sleep states:’
For example, in developmg Organisms, nOn-REM’s
SIow-Wave Sleep is associated with very high
PrOductions of growth hormone. But REM sleep
releases somatostatins, Which inhibit the r‘elease
Of growth hormones. ``So REM sleep modulates
the r te of growth,’’McNamara says.
Anoth r theory suggests that morning moods,
Which have been shown to be a reflection of emo-
tions produced during REM sleep, might be a
Signal used for evolutionary purposes.
Still, McNamara says, there’s no clear answer
about the purpose of REM sleep, m Part because
historically it hasn’t been studied much. ``I think
REM sleep was just such a di拍cult problem - it’s
n t like other bioIogic functions, that you can say
this chemical does that and you know why. With
REM sleep, it’s got all these paradoxical proper-
ties, SO it’s harder to宜gure out what it could pos-
Sibly be doing.’’
Th  purpose of non-REM sleep is better under-
StOOd. It apparently has a restorative function,
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helping repair tissue and realign bioIogical
rhythms, SayS McNamara’although exactly
how this happens still isn’t known・ Non-REM
sleep also produces a number of antibodies’
adds Datta. “If you have a cold or infection, tO
且ght against those germs, yOu need antibodies.
During that part of sleep, mOStly in sIow-WaVe
sleep, those antibodies are synthesized,’’he says.
``That,s why when you have a cold or infection,
you get more sleepy.’’
臨調鞘醍醐醗艶聞弼醐鱗騰触醗酵
Knowing the purposes of sleep won’t help you get
a good night,s rest, but spending a night at the
Sleep Disorders Center at Boston Medical Center
and the SchooI of Medicine might. Run by Sanford
Auerbach, a Clinical neuroIogist and an a,SSOCiate
professor at MED, the clinic is for those who have
serious sleeplng di触culties. And it’s a busy place・
When Auerbach took over the lab in 1988, maybe
three people a week would come in for a sleep
study. Now the four-bed lab is fu11y booked “and
bursting at the seams,,, he says. It’s not that a1l of
a sudden there’s an epidemic of sleep disorders;
instead, there’s wider awareness both of sleep
PrOblems and their solutions.
“The patient population we serve at the clinic
is fairly diverse in terms of sleep disorders,’’
Auerbach says. Sleep-related breathing problems,
such as sleep apnea, are the main issues, aS Well
as narcolepsy, reStless legs syndrome, insomnia,
and sleepwalking, nOt tO mention simply the
``people who do odd things in the night,’’he says.
Auerbach refers only some patients for a sleep
study. (Not the insomnia patients, though: ``I don’t
need them not to sleep here if they don’t sleep at
home,’’he says.) Patients come in at night, and a
technician “wires’’them up, PaSting electrodes
onto their heads to measure brain waves, eye
movements, and muscle tone, and on their legs
to check movement. Others measure heart, rate
and oxygen intake・ `And you may think I’m crazy
- how am I gomg tO get these people to sleep?
But they do:’Auerbach says.
Patients receive a treatment plan based on
the丘ndings. “In each one there are different
regimens, Certain things we know that work・’’he
says. ``part of it ha,S tO do with knowing notjust
the academic part, but knowing how patients
react to their own sleep disorders and how they
react to treatment options:’
But the disorders themselves are not always
so easy to diagnose・ Take insomnia, Which has a
two-Part de宜nition・ The first is obvious: disruption
of nighttime sleep, trOuble getting to sleep, PrOb-
1ems staying asleep. The second is just as obvious
- ``negative impact of daytime function’’- but
the且rst without the second doesn’t qualify as
insomnia. ``I saw a patient not too Iong ago, Who
said he wasn’t sleeping we11 at night and wasn’t
feeling well during the day,,, Auerbach reports. “It
tumed out his nighttime sleep has always been
that way, but he had only been having problems
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during the day for a year・ So’in fact, that means
he,d only had insomnia for a year・ When he had
no daytime function issues, there was nothing to
treat. By de宜nition, that,s not insomnia. That’s a
Short-Sleep syndrome.’’
For insomnia, treatment OPtions vary. “Some-
times it’s just a matter of teaching people some
strategies or other changes in their sleep behav-
iors. Sometimes it’s a matter of using cognitive-
behavioral therapy; SOmetimes it,s medications・’’
he says.
Treatments for other sleep problems are
occasionally very simple臆and obvious. ``You
could come in to see me a,bout being sleepy
during the day,,, Auerbach says’“and after talking
with you and analyzmg the problem・ it tums out
that the problem is that you simply don’t go to bed
early enough.’’
Sleep problems, he says, ``need to be taken very
seriously.’’It’s not just being more alert so as to
avoid falling asleep at inopportune times, like
behind the wheel of the car. They may, he says,
“lead to or be linked wit,h heart disorders,
obesity, high blood pressure’Or diabetes.’’
問弼麗醒織醒蹴馳醍醐醗
The health effects of poor sleep are the subject of
Daniel Gottlieb’s research, Or at least part of it. An
associate professor at MED and director of the
Boston V七terans Administration sleep disorders
center, he is participating m One COmPOnent Of a
large, 1ong-term Study examining the connections
be七ween sleep and cardiovascular disease, uSmg
data collected through the Framingham Heart
Study, a National Heart, Lung, and BIood Institute
(NHLBI) epidemiological study begun in 1948 and
un by BU since 1971・ In particular, Gottlieb’s study
is Iooking at the effects of the breathing disorder
sleep apnea and has found a preliminary relation-
??????????????
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Ship between the disorder and cardiovascular
disease, Particularly hypertension・ In the next year
Or SO’aS the data come in, Gottlieb says, ``we,11 be
able to look at whether sleep apnea is an indepen-
dent predictor of cardiovascular‘ disease.,,
Conservative estimates suggest that 2 percent
Of women and 4 percent of men have the condition,
but Gottlieb thinks the numbers are much higher,
in the range of 9 percent of women and 25 percent
Of men, if judged by the nighttime breathing prob-
1ems alone. `And there’s evidence that it increases
With age, SO that as the population grows older,
there’s likely to be even more:, he says.
The disorder occurs during sleep, When the
airway co11apses, Partially or fully, aS PeOPle
breathe in・ The brain, SenSmg the greater effort to
breathe, CauSeS a brief arousal to restore normal
breathing, though usua11y not a fu11 awakening.
This happens many times in the night, SO PeOPle
With obstructive sleep apnea usually complain of
daytime sleeplneSS and fatigue, nOt realizing they
have never really gotten into deep sleep,
The connection with higher blood pressure
is、fairly clear・ When blood oxygen levels fall, aS
they do during sleep when not enough air makes
it into the lungs, ``there’s a dramatic increase in
SymPathetic nervous system activity - a Surge Of
adrenalin, and that causes a very abrupt increase
in blood pressure,’’says Gottlieb・ ``Ordinarily, at
night blood pressure falls, but people with sleep
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一n evolutionary history, R恥s看e印seems to have
Sta「ted with primitive animais like the piaty叩s,
apnea tend not have that nighttime fa11 in blood
PreSSure:’
Weight plays a role, tOO. Fat doesn’t just go
to the be11y喜it’s distributed throughout the
body, including the muscles in the airway. That
narrows the airway and makes sleep apnea more
likely. The good news is that weight loss often
improves the disorder. The bad news, Gottlieb
SayS, is that ``given the progressive increase in
the weight of our population, it,s likely that the
PreValence of sleep apnea will continue to rise.’’
That’s been most dramatic in children. Just as
there are more cases of what were previously
COnSidered adult diseases, like type 2 diabetes,
``similarly we’re seeing obesity-related sleep
apnea in children.’’
The consequences of sleep apnea aren’t just
diseases; there’s also evidence of impalrment
in memory and other higher cognitive functions,
Gottlieb says. ``Whether those de且cits are due
to the impaired attention or whether they exist
independent of the effects on attention is some-
thing that’s not entirely clear.’’
Gottlieb is trying to resoIve some of those ques-
tions. He is princIPal investigator at the Boston
Site of APPLES - the Apnea Positive Pressure
Long Term E拍cacy Study, SPOnSOred by the
NHLBI. Working out of a Brigham and Women’s
Hospital-a拍1iated sleep lab, reSearChers are
doing a randomized control trial of the primary
treatment for sleep apnea, uSlng a Sma11 machine
that delivers continuous positive airway pressure
through a mask worn over the nose (or nose and
mouth) at night. Some patients in the experiment
Will get the real thing, Others a sham version that
SeemS tO WOrk but doesn’t, and all will take the
Same COgnitive tests.
``There s good reason to believe that sleepmeSS
is reversible, at least in a signi且cant portion of
Patients with sleep apnea,’’Gottlieb says. ``But
there is evidence that some of the neurocognitive
de宜cits may not be reversible, and if that,s the
CaSe・ then that’s an argument for early diagnosis
and treatment. Hopefully the study will give us
SOme mOre insight into the cognitive changes and
if they’re reversible with treatment.’’
Ybu don’t need to have a disorder like sleep
apnea to su鵬r the effects of poor sleep. Ideally,
We’d all get about seven and a half to eig鵬hours
a night・ Gottlieb says, eVen though many喜may-
be most - PeOPle don,t. And that,s not good,
he says. ``There are quite a lot of observational
Studies suggesting that sleep times shorter
than seven hours are associated with a variety
Of adverse health outcomes. A number of them
Show increased mortality in short sleepers.,, He
and his colleagues recently published papers
Showlng aSSOCiation of
Short sleep time with
diabetes and hyperten-
Sion. ``Basically,’’he says,
``what your grandmother
told you was right - yOu need
to get a good night’s sleep.’’聞
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Wi11iams has lived in Hollywood
o血y four weeks, and already she’s
starting each workday like an old
PrO: With a script and a Die七Coke・
“I don’t like co鵬e,’’she explains. ``It
makes me jittery.’’
Williams (COM’07), Who is
participating in BU’s Los Angeles
Intems血p Program鵜Or ``BU in LA’
- gOt her intems址p at Lionsgate
Films by pammg a sample script
ca11ed D南)ers’Ed万bout a man who
exacts revenge on the teenagers
who k皿ed鵬s family by becommg
their drivers’education teacher.
Now as a production intem, She
SPends her days reading scripts
and writing coverage,’’w鵬ch
means a synopsIS, and sometimes,
her oplmOn. She typically goes
through two scripts a da抄mOSt Of
which aren’t good. But there are
Perks - One Week, tO her surprlSe・
she was handed a script by the
writer David Mamet. Again to her
surpnSe, it wasn’t a11 she expected・
``Ybu could tell that he was just
3`
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trying too hard,’’she says.
W皿e it may seem odd that a
college senior is the first-rOund
reader for Mamet’s latest screen-
play it’s fa,irly common in the血dus-
try, aCCOrding to Bi11 Linsman・ the
director of BU in LA. Williams is
part of a coveted demographic
gr up, and Lionsgate wants to
know what she and the other
intems are thinking.
``Most executives are between
thirty一組ve and珊y, and they are
inter sted in what the twenty- and
twenty-One-year-Olds t血nk of
actors X, Y and Z,’’says Linsman・
``The intems血p is a symbiotic
relations血p. ’’
BU in LA provides students
in the College of Communication
and the Co11ege of Fine Arts with
semester-long intemships with
studios, g ntS, CaSting directors,
and public relations firms・ They
work days, then spend the eve-
nm s taking classes in one of the
PrOgram’s four tracks: aCting,
writing, film and TV production, Or
From ieft:
Garth Whitten
(CAS’06),
Monica MitcheIi
(COM’05), and
Seth Needle
(COM’07) hoped
to act, W「ite,
and direct when
they star ed
BUinLA
PrOg「am, They
made important
connections
ahd i amed
about the indus-
try - and how
it can take over
your漢ife,
Photos by
Ap「i! Rocha
ma血eting・ Students leam to read
陥れetu every day and answer the
phone in Ho11ywood-SPeak・ They
assist agents, Who tutor them in
how to find agents themselves,
and read scripts that show what
th  studios are looking for at the
moment.
Robert Shampain, the direct,Or
Of the acting track, eStimates
that 90 percent of the intemship
progrands graduates且nd full-time
jobs in the entertairment industry
wit血n six months. ``We wouldnt
claim that 90 percent will get jobs
as actors and writers right away’’
he says, ``but we can promise that
right out of this program・ they have
a big leg up on the people who dohi
do this.’’
T晴E P田Y職$州n T晴E GAME
At Lionsgate, the intems get
free movie screenlngS and the
occasional celebrity sighting: ’`Nick
Lachey was in there last week・’’
Williams says, POinting to the
conference room just down the hall
?????????
from her desk・ More important,
they are leammg who’s who and
What’s what. `Anybody at BU who,s
interested in the entertainment
business can get a very good educa-
tion, in theory, in Boston,’’Linsman
SayS. ``But because Hollywood is
SuCh a unlque, entertainment-
Oriented place, this becomes a way
to really broaden their education
related to the entertainment
industry. ’’
Answermg the phone, for
example - an intem,s task in any
industry葛req田reS an understand-
mg Of certa血terms. One never
SayS, ``He’s not in at the moment,’’
but instead, “I dont have him right
now’’A caller doesn’t leave a mes-
Sage臆he or she ``leaves word.,,
Then there are the players
involved. “I had no clue,’’williams
SayS Of her‘ Pre-L.A. experience.
`’I didnl even know that Viacom
OWned Paramount. Iin from
Atlanta - they do批have陥rte匂
in the supermarkets there.’’Now
She borrows back issues of the
From left:
Allison Reames
(COM’05〉 turned
her inte「nship
On 〃)e γbuI哩
and the f e f/ess
into a full-time
job; Matt Agne○○o
(COM’07〉 spent
the semeste「
WOrking on
Dr Ph丑
industry trade publications from
her supervisors to make sure she
u derstands who’s invoIved in the
latest pr。jects and deals.
``I think皿m schooI creates a
little protective bubble a lot of the
time,’’says Scott Milder (COM’06),
an M凧A. student in screenwriting
and an intem at Lionsgate. “But it’s
not the glamorous ideal, and I think
it’s good for people to leam.’’
And if students in the pro-
gram’s Writer in Hollywood track
get starry-eyed at their intem-
Ships, BU’s Los Angeles alumni
network is there to set them
Straight. Krista Vemo∬ (CFA93)
is one of BU’s success stories.
As co-eXeCutive producer and
headwriter on GreuS AJlatOmg,
She’s behind the wheel of one of
television’s top-rated shows. But,
as she wamed the writers in a visit
to BU in LA last semester, She’s
Still at the mercy of the networks,
the show’s creator, and the public.
``T址s is your heart,,, she says.
``Ybu’re putting it on the page, and
you’re glVmg it to commerce, tO the
Studio, tO the network, tO Broadcast
Standards and Practices. You are
Putting your whole self into the
SCript and giving it to people who
Change heir minds. It’s not about
your talent; it’s about d址gence.
What it怠about is saymg, `I want
t址s badly enough.’’’
Like the ma{jority of students
in the BU progran, Wi11iams is
undeterred. She’s had some success
as a screenwriter already with her
SCreenPlay The Premon続oJl , W址ch
WOn COM’s 2005 Fleder-Rosenberg
Short Screenplay Contest. But four
Weeks into her stint in Hollywood
She ealizes that an award-Winrmg
SCre nPlay is抗enough - it’s not
even the且rst step to success.
77te Premon概0れis ``kind of like
Toni Morrison, Alice VAlker, ’’she
begins, ``about a mother having a
PremOnition about her son’s death.
He com s back from the war and is
killed the day he comes back …’’
She stops. “I hazJe tO leam how to
pitch things. ’’
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Her goal while in Los Angeles
is to find a literary agent by Decem-
ber, before she goes back to Boston
for her last BU semester.
膿漢鵬WO然しD, “しl¶園部OXプ7
At 12:45, it’s fina11y lunchtime at
April Webster Associates’the
company currently supplying
actors to the CBS show CrtmZ7tal
Minds. As Rebecca Sigl (CFAO6)
and her o珊ce-mate Pick up gri11ed
salmon and Thai noodle salad at
the commissary, a man in black
comes striding through・
・・Shooting!,, he ye11s. The chat-
ter StOPS. A minute later・ half a
dozen uniformed po止ce o組cers
walk through the door, the show’s
stars get in the lunch line, and
conversation and laughter resune・
Sigl is an血tem血the casting
o組ce, Which, along with the writers’
room and all the other departments
of C高minaZ掘れds, is on the show’s
set. The moming’s co鮮ee comes
from a Craft Services table that
sitS behind the backdrop of a city
skyline, and writers and directors
attend the aftemoon script read-
ings. And on the days the show
is shooting, Sigl might spend her
lunch hour hangmg out with actors
Matthew C汁ay Gubler (Intem #1
from柵e L施4qzJafro) and Shemar
Moore (Malcolm Winters from柵e
めung伽d硯e RestZess), Who today
glVeS her a hug and compliments
her out帥.
``Everyone on this show is so
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nice,・, she says, ``and so kind・ And
so not L.A.’’
Sigl, a theater maJOr・ graduated
from BU in May but when she
decided that Hollywood was her
next stop, She applied to BU in LA.
She got her first big lesson about
Hollywood when she moved into
the tiny o租ce she shares with
another part-time intem and
actress. one side of the room is
stacked with bins of head shots and
r6sun6s. Taped to the outside of
each bin is a two-WOrd description:
``Black Men,’’``Latin Men,’’``Cauca-
sian VItomen,’’and so on.
“You can’t let it dehumanize
you or take it persona11y,’’she says.
・・This is細m and television. This is
what they want to do賀put yOu in
a little box.’’
Sigl started her acting career
doing community theater as a
ch虹d in Sacramento and had
always plamed to go to New York
after鼠nis血喝her degree at the
Colleg of F血e Arts. But then she
was cast as the female co-lead in
RoZZerf捌ace, the sitcom pilot that a
group of BU students developed血
collaboration with mtvU in 2005, and
s e was hooked. “noved the whole
a mosp ere, the whole experience
of being on軸m,’’she says.
Working at April Webster’
Sigl sees how many actorS and
actresses come in each day hoping
for a small part on Cr壬mZれaZ MJlds’
w址ch could mean anything from
a crime victim with lines to a dead
“You are
putting
you営who看e
se!書into the
Sc車ipt and
g寒V漢唯it to
岬eo匝Who
c ange thei営
mind§。看t’s
not about
you書ta書ent;
it’s abo叫t
棚geれce,
What it’s
about is
Saying,
`書want
this ba心看y
enough,7 7’
一議剛$鵬V靴‖O書書
(C即93)
person covered in fake blood・ She
isnt anditioning for anyth血g yet
- the BU in LA sched山e doesn’t
leave a lot of free time - but says
that knowing how caprlClOuS the
casting process can be makes her
less nervous.
“There,s so much out of my
control,,, she says. “調s not just about
how good your 2皿dition is鵜do you
look like someone else血the cast? Is
your voice too血gh, tOO Iow?’’``I,ve leamed that a11 you can do
is your best wo血:’she continues.
``That,s been a big payo蹄of be血g
here. ’’
The students in the Actor in
Ho11ywood program・ Part Of BU in
LA, COme tO Los Angeles from C弘
and then spend an entire semester
studiously avoiding acting jobs.
Instead, WO血ing in talent agencies
and at casting companies, they
spend their days helping other
young actors get representation
and find work. ``They basically
have to assume t址s character
called `taleut agency intem,’not
・asplrlng aCtOr,, ,, says John Frazier‘・
a prmCIPal at the talent agency
Amsel, Eisenstadt, and甲razier・
``We,re not s血elding them from
what rea11y goes on, and t址s expe-
rience, from what I’m seeing, lS
making them more pensive about
the process.’’
It may seem COunterPrOductive
for a group of young actors tO WOrk
hard at promoting other young
actors, but seeing the process from
l the other side helps prepare them
重　器菩蒜詰ま監10t
head shot now Shampam SayS,
)蒜器‡講読言誤霊
an education in what factors go
匂　　into making a Ho11ywood success,
and when the intemships are over,
キ　　　they’1l seek out those fa,CtOrS for
thems elve s.
“I’m hearlng all the names,’’
SayS Travor Thompson (CFAO6),
Who’s working for agent Todd
Justice at Venture IAB. “I’m seemg
What matters and what doesn’t
matter. ’’
The things that matter‘ Can
be tough to deal with, aS Sigl
has leamed at April Webster
Associates. But on a Monday
Sitting in a seat recently vacated
by Thomas Gibson (of Dharma
arld Greg), being served Tur虹sh
CO鵬e in tiny c址na cups by Craft
Services, and watching Matthew
Gray Gubler perform terrible
magic tricks, She is IoⅥng the
experience. She’s already leamed
that even though her goal is to do
皿m, television is a good steppmg-
StOne, and that it’s not realistic
to expect to make a living doing
theater. “Unless you’re Nathan Lane
Or SOmething,’’she says.
One other thing she’s leamed:
it’s not an easy path.
``I sometimes wish that some-
t血ng else wo山d make me happy,’’
She says. “Maybe I’11 get there.’’
“We十e not
Sh雪elding
the血from
What萱ea8漢y
gOe$ On事
anII th雪s
expe営雪e晴ce,
fro血what
i’m see!ng,
is ma南i鵬g
them mo営e
回eれs雪ve
abou  the
p漢oce$$。’’
-JO軸蘭書皿別間,
p脈l‖りpAし,
州$暮しタ的剛$丁仙丁,
州面職傭1靴
丁晴E ‖EⅢ §丁EP$, W音T軸OUT州E丁
When Monica Mitche11 (COM’05),
A11ison Reames (COM’05), and
Laura Troxel (COM’06)宜nished
BU in LA in December 2005, they
found a four-bedroom, aPartment
near San Vicente Boulevard. They
Painted their walls in light colors
and papered a coffee table with
back issues of T伯rietg. But nine
months later, their living room
Wa11s are still bare. Three unframed
Prints are propped up on the back
Of the couch. They’ve been meamng
to hang them, Mitchell says, but
``personal time is not so much of
a reality.’’weekdays can start as
early as 6:45 a.m. and且nish at lO
P.m. They’re on call whenever
PrOducers and writers need them.
And weekends?
``I’m doing revisions on a pilot,’’
SayS Mitchell.
“I’m talking with a friend about
an idea for a pilot,’’says Reames.
``I’m sort of starting a novel,’’
Says Troxel.
A11 three landed皿置time jobs at
the places theyd intemed. Reames
is now a production associate on
771e Iそ朋Jlg伽d軌e Resaess, and
Mitchell is a writer’s production
assistant at the Patricia Arquette
Series Med轟m. Troxel worked at
the production company Scout,
then switched jobs in June to Fbx’s
reality television division. She’s
an associate producer on Rob aJld
Amber: 4gainst軌e Odds, W址ch
follows a couple from the TV show
Szm規)Or On their quest to play
PrOfessional poker.
Television is now o触cia11y
their lif . Everyone they know
is in the industry - a Situation
that Mitchell says would be ``un-
thinkable血Boston’’- and every-
O e t ey meet understands what
their jobs are like and agrees that
the work is important. When the
networks premiere the new fa11
1ineup in September, Reames says,
``it’s like my whole life. The whole
town knows that it’s a big deal.’’
The demands will only grow
as they move up in the industry.
The d ys never get shorter, and
the responsibilities don’t lessen.
And, aS Mitchell says, they knew
all that getting into it. BU in LA
gave them a grounding in the
industry, PrePared them for an
easier landing in Ho11ywood.
It helped them get their且rst
job . And it’s glVen them a clear
SenSe Of purpose about their
future. Mitchell, 1ike most Other
Writers, dreams of getting her
OWn netWOrk how; but realizes
it could be ``many years into the
future.’’Reames, Who wants to
Write and produce, has vowed to
be in New York by 2010. And Troxel
hopes to create something out
Of her experience growmg uP m
Wisconsin and showmg Sheep with
the 4H Club. ``I’m working m reality
ight noW’’she says. ``Obviously,
I don’t want to work in reality my
entire life.’’闇
? ? ? ?
???????
願醸　工叩Pe聖二1聖
Gibson Dove, nOW
at the Rock and
Ro!I HaIl of Fame,
“l wrote pretty
much everything
up through Ebho
on this guita「,’’
SayS the singer"
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職一C飢ÅPT州broke into tears when his old rock
詩請託畳語豊富器諾意富・
recalls Suzan Evans (COM’77), COfounder of the
Rock and Ro11 Ha11 of Fame and Museum・ ``There
are always great momentS,, at the inductions・ She
諾霊嵩霊慧宝器豊諸富
And some don・t. The Sex PistoIs, for example・
declined induction with a crude, handwritten
note - Which they posted on their Web site・
・・That・s rock and roll,・・ Evans told the press. The
pistoIs・ fellow nominees, BIondie・ Black Sabbath,
and Herb AIpert, Were happy to accePt.
Evans was the executive director of the Rock
and Ro11 Hall of Fame Foundation for twenty-
three years before steppmg down and joining its
board of directors last summer・ During that time・
she helped build the ha11 and ran its day-tO-day
business, including the nomina七ion and election
procedures. That meant that music fans wrote to
Evans, by name, tO make a case for their favorite
artists. ・・=ove that people care so much・ and
they realize the import,anCe・ the honor of being
inducted,’’she says.
Evans hadn・t planned on a career in rock and
roll. After BU, She went to law school and became
a litigator・ “工was practicing commercial and
bankruptcy litigation and hated i七,,, she says・ Then
a friend introduced her to a client・ “an indepen-
den七producer who had an idea for a rock and roll
hall of fame, but needed somebody to found it・
organize it, and get the whole thing off t’he ground・’’
The young lawyer quit her firm and got to work・
Meeting with industry leaders like Ro掘れg StoJle
owner Jann Wenner and selling them on the
concept, Evans assembled a powerful board of
directors. ・・I went to [Atlantic Records cofounder]
Ahmet Ertugan,・・ she recalls. ``He was really
the pioneer of rock and roll and one of the most
revered且gures in the music business, and I con-
vinced him to be chairman.’’
when the foundation formed, in 1983・ the goal
was fairly humble・ ・・We thought that we would
buy a little brownstone in New York City and have
a little hall of fame and do our amual induction・’’
Evans says. Then the mayors of several cities
Iobbied Evans to choose their cities, and plans
took shape for a much larger institution・
In 1986, the foundation decided on Cleveland for
the site, in part because some muSic historians
consider the city to be the birthplace of rock and
roll. The term, Orlglnally black slang for sex, WaS
popularized by a Cleveland disc jockey in 1951,
and the且rst rock and ro11 concer七reportedly took
Place there in 1952・
when I. M. Pei was chosen as the prQject’s
architect, it became Evans’s job to bring him to
concerts and teach him rock history. Ground was
broken in 1993, and Pei,s vision, With its sweepmg
tent of glass, OPened in 1995.
since then, 180 musicians and other music
business worthies have been inducted・ and their
instruments and various personal belongmgS一
????????????????????????
Jimi Hendrix’s Stratocaster, John Lennon’s
grammar-SChool report card, ZZ Top’s hot rod
- have been seen by宜ve million visitors. British
punk greats the Clash recently donated effects,
including the smashed bass from the cover of
LoJtdon α謝7tg. Many exhibitions re-Create the
entire history of rock and roll - nOt Simply that
Of inductees. Roots, R旬me cz融Rage in 2000 told
the story of hip-hop.
)　　　Artists are eligible twenty〇五ve year‘S after their
first recording. Many who have been inducted are
early in打uence artists, SuCh as Robert Johnson,
Wbody Guthrie, eVen Miles Davis. Not all inductees
are performers; SOme are influential DJs and pro-
moters. A committee of musicoIogists names the
Candidates, and a ba11ot goes out to an intema-
tional group of about 600 industry professionals.
Each year, the top five vote-getterS are inducted.
Evans ha produced every induction ceremony.
``we’ve had many thr 11ing moments ,’’she says. “One
hat stands out is the time we had, all singing into
One ic, Bob Dylan, George Harrison, Bruce Spring-
Steen, and Mick Jagger.’’Indeed, the Boss has made
SeVeral appearances, aS a PreSenter. ``Nobody
Writes better speeches and delivers more beauti-
ful speeches than Bruce Springsteen,’’she says.
These days Evans s taking a slightly less
active role. “Mainly because I’ve been doing it for
twenty-th ee years,’’she says, “and I’ve got two
teenaged gir s:’
Is it still exciting t  meet I.OCk stars, Or is
Evans over that? ``Whenever you’re working
With creative geniuses,’’she says, “how can you
not be impres ed?’’闇
1t’s g eat having pals
=ke these. Suzan Evans
With (from Ieft) Chuck
Be「「yうPete Townsend,
and Bi!IyJoei at the
1993 groundb「eaking
ceremony for the Rock
and Ro11 Ha= of Fame,
Photo oourtesy of
Suzan Evan
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醗鞄踊醜弼醍醐輔弼醜態鰯醐醗醗醍醐馴醍醐醗輔
弼購博聞醍醐組醒晒茜醍醐弼鰯醗繊弼蹴蹴輔弼蹴鱗
醗輔弼蝿轍鮒締醗輔弼醍醐購鵡醍輔弼蹴躍躍馴弼弼麗
鵡輔胴粥鱗髄鞘糟RE締輔躍再Y CHRl§ B脚看K
THⅢUM慨然$皿格§丁ha鵬駅間, Of nearly
forty million people in the world
infected with HIV almost two-
thirds live in sub-Saharan Africa.
Every year, mOre than two m皿on
Africans die of AIDS. But at the
same time, eVen mOre Africans,
mainly children, die from diseases
that modem medicine long ago
tamed. For instance, aCCOrding
to recent world Health Organiza-
tion and UNICE甲estimates, the
annual death tolls in sub-Saharan
Africa for pneumonia and malaria
are nearly one million each・ Diar-
rheal diseases and measles com-
bine for another million deaths in
t,he reglOn・
Meanwhile, With govemments,
foundations, COrPOrations, and
individuals worldwide pouring biト
Iions of dollars into global health
initiatives at unpreCedented levels
- including the鼠ve-year $15 bil-
1ion U.S. President’s Emergency
Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR)
- OPPOrtunities to save lives and
reduce the devastation of disease
across  have never been
b ett er.
``These are historic times,’’
says Jonathon Simon, a SchooI of
Public Health associate professor
of intemational health and direc-
tor of the Boston University Center
for Intemational Health and De-
velopment. ``This is a level of re-
sources we,ve never seen before・’’
But the infusion of money raises
questions: What portion should
go to reducing the mor七ality of
diseases we think of as curable
- PneumOnia, malaria・ Cholera,
measles鵜aS OPPOSed to tackling
the more comPlex problem of HIV/
AIDS? And of the money dedicated
to HIV/A工DS, how much should go
t,O improve and implement efforts
to reduce the spread of the virus
and how much to research on a
vaccine or to providing antiretro-
viral therapy, Which costs hun-
dreds of dollars per person a year
in developing countries?
In sum, is all this new money
being spent in the right places?
Both Simon and Gerald Keusch,
an spH professor of global health
and director of BU’s GIobal Health
Ini七iative, Say it’s not.
OV職丁H田A$T旺冊帥§,丁HE WORしD
軸心的OMM皿聞劃しし‖州$ O書面Oしし皿$
TO FI鴫HTINO I‖幡CT1011$ DIS孤$格l‖
胴肥州鴨T鵬P脚職IT惟"‖ TA雌T?
曽醐脚醒Not in the least. We’re pri-
marily responding to HIⅤ・ and
while it’s certainly the dominant
issue on the continent, We’re not
taking advant'age Of the potential
successes we could have against
other major i11nesses, 1ike pneu_
monia and malaria, Where we
already have effective tooIs and
technoIogy and are not dealing
with something as difficult as HⅣ・
WH聞COUしD THⅢO$TしIVES BE S朋D?
朝粥鵡I would argue that probably
80 perce血Of the millions of annual
child deaths in Africa are prevent-
able with known tooIs and technol-
ogleS. For instance, We,ve had oral
therapy for diarrheal diseases
for twenty-且ve years, and we still
have over a million deaths from di-
arrhea every year WOrldwide・ And
while we need to discover a way
to build an HⅣ vaccine, We don’t
need to discover how to distribute
more mosquito nets to ward off
m laria. We already know how to
manage pneumonia賀if you get
七he right antibiotic・ in the right
dose, into the right kid, at the right
time, yOu・re gomg tO take a lot of
the mortality out of it. That’s a
systems question: Can yOu ge七the
appropriate antibiotics out to the
communities?
面o YOU関原漢書, pはO晒$O膿惟U§c晴?
鵬鵬蟹田More or less. We talk
al)Ou七neglected diseases・ but the
truly neglected agenda is capacity
building, health-Care SyStemS’and
surveilla調ce.
For instance, We need more
balance between money SPent
for drug research as opposed to
resources used to build the infra-
structure to deliver care・ We need
health facilities in rural areas
where people can reach them. We
need trained health workers in
?????????????
撥 恐
those facilities. We need a system
of trained people to monitor
what,s gomg On at those periph-
era=evels and a logistics system
to bring the necessary pharmacy
products to those facilities. We
need the capacity to triage・ and
refer patients who need more ad-
vanced, mOre SOPhistica七ed care
up the line・
We need to make the public
hospitals Iook like something that
you・d want to put a family member
into, and eliminate corruption・ The
families of patients often have to
bribe the nurse or whoever the
health worker is to glVe the medi-
cine. And that individual usually
steals some drugs to se11 to some-
body else・ It,s not because they’re
inherently corrupt, but because
there,s not a system to pay them・
WHY A耽り,丁丁嶋田OLしARS U$間TO
書IOH丁漢‖旺C丁萱OU帥l$軸$萱!‖ AF脚心
髄T丁職$P剛T?
惟鵬脚こW七1l, tO SOme eXtent,
there,s a need for donor agencies
to be seen as doing something
useful. And it’s the sexy announce-
ments about a new drug, rather
than building a rural clinic or a
system to get a drug to those clin-
ics, that attracts attention・ So, I
think that’s part of it.
$朋醐こAIso, in terms of the imbal-
ance towards HIⅥAIDS, there’s
a community associated with this
disease - that,s people living with
AIDS, that,s program personnel・
that,s research scientists, that’s a
big, global pharmaceutical indus-
try - With a lot of political cIout・
You know, in 2001, We had a
special session at the United
Nations on HIV We’ve never had
a special session on diarrheal dis-
ease or pneumonia. There’s a real
power in the political movement
that has made HエV truly a global
issue. And I think there are good
reasons for that. It is an impor-
tant issue. But we don’t have the
lobbies for child survival. We don’t
have a diarrhea lobby, yOu know,
or a pneumonia lobby・
州D l$ THAT飢0帥L MOV帥剛TTO
FI鵬軸T晴案V PU$Hl鵬丁H=潤晴T舶剛nA$
1‖ T間M$ OF剛‖I11鵬丁隅田M剛T
V職§U§ p髄V剛丁lO‖?
$朋醐こI don’t think so. Until we
tum the tap off on new HⅣ infec-
tions and get prevention to work,
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this pandemic will outrun us,
both virologlCally and且nancia11y・
The PEP甘AR funding legislation
mandate  that the maJOrity of the
money be used basica11y for drugs・
and we have done a tremendous
job getti g more people around the
world on treatment with antiretro-
v ral drugs. But I think that in our
rush to scale up treatment, PreVen-
tion has taken a second seat.
Last year, four mi11ion people
were infected with HIV world-
wide, and three million died・ So,
we added a million people to the
global olls of those infected with
HIV. In other words, in the year
in which we had our greatest suc-
cess in且ghting this disease, We
st’i11 got a million behind・ We have
to continue to treat, but we need
a reemphasis towards effective
prevention services.
臨鵬朋: Sti11, yOu COuld see treat-
ment as step one in a prevention
agenda, in the sense that if people
see th t they,re likely to survive,
then they have more of a stake in
changmg their behavior, Which
reduces ransmission. So there
is that aspect to treatment・ but
not if you,re handicapped when
you glVe Out Pills by not being
able to engage fully in the preven-
tion agenda, Which fundamen-
tally starts with education about
sex. And t,here’s a gag rule with
PEPFAR, SO that if you’re taking
that money, yOu really can’t do
prog ‘amS related to reproductive
services, SeX education, Safe sex
- all the tooIs that are available
for  more effective prevention
Strategy.
$醐醐: Still, treatment is not pre-
vention. There is an asser七ion
that treatment fuels the success
of prevention programs, because
now that we have treatment,
people are more willing to come
for testing and counseling and
more willing to change their
behaviors. But it’s still just an as-
sertion that s never been proved,
to my mind.
Treatment and prevention are
complementary, but a do11ar spent
ontreatment is not the same as a
dollar spent on prevention・
醒鵬脚こBut the problem is that
a11 the dollars spent on preven‾
didn’t prevent・ For many
鈍甘e翁tm 鵬t
竜$朋光
即題潤曲醐配り9
- Jona hon紡mon
唱も亜曲駐
印⑬削患珊
畠$咄a短軸
亀的e曲胞聡
$師蘭書⑬調
印軽V鍋田
青竜珊髄抽出竜
即eV脚。9ず
一部「加齢剛§ch
years, eVerything went to pre-
vention, and we never spent any
money on treatment・ because the
big drug companies contro11ed
the drugs and prlCeS. It was just
unaffordable. And then it started
to change・ People said・ We’ve got
a whole bunch of people who are
sick. What are we gomg tO do
for them?
The Rockefeller Foundation
held a conference in 2001 that be-
gan to shift this agenda・ and then
drug prlCeS Started to come down
as the generics became available・
Before then, We basically aban-
doned almost all of the people who
died of AIDS, millions of deaths
over the course of the epidemic.
And most of those were in Africa・
They died lonely deaths. And the
global community rea11y did noth-
ing, because it was focused on this
prevention agenda.
HOW CO肌D ⅢV p髄V剛丁l州WOR晴
音‖伸訓肌耽りO帖格聞c丁IU話?
朝粥臨Part of the reason we haven’t
made as much progress with pre-
vention, and in this I,ll agree with
Gerry, is that it is hard to do preven-
tion successfully. We don’t have the
approaches that we can just get
off the shelf and say, here, take
this one and it’ll work. They have
to be customized, because the
strategies we might try with
sixteen-tO-tWenty-One-year-Old
heterosexual young men may be
very different from what we try
with thirty葛tO-thirty-nine-year-Old
men who have sex with men or
strategies for mar‘ried women in a
society that limits their ability to
control their own sexual activities.
We haven’t put enough money
into leaming what prevention
works, into doing the tough work to
get some behavioral change in sex-
ual practices, an area that’s very
hard to change. But I would start
with instit,uting routine HエV test-
ing, glVing people the opportunity
to opt out, but making it part of
routine health service provision・
That is the start of any successful
prevention program・ because if I
know I’m negative, I have reason
to try and stay negative・ And if I
know I・m positive, I may be wi11ing
to change my practices to mini-
mize transmission to other people・
We have got to get serious about
prevention if we,re gomg tO blunt
the epidemic in Africa or anywhere
else in the world. As it is, We’re
losing this fight.
DO YOU T晴看‖議T晴患U‖看丁間皿T看O‖$
Ml臆し剛‖1U‖ Il即且OPM剛T GO仙$
丁O HA田川II B暮鵬l‖丁O R題V職$格T軸E
SP髄州OF晴看V, M肌AI皿,州D 0T晴間
看‖漢EcTiOu$ III$軸§E$皿0州D THE
WO然し皿級Y 2015心髄血丁丁劇‖部し漢?
R間§CH: They didn’t seem like reach-
able goals in 2000 when they were
adopted, and they’re no more reach-
able now. Countries that have
resources are moving along. For
them it was a matter of commit-
ment and political will. Countries
that didn’t have any resources are
not gomg tO reaCh those goals, and
all of that was predictable. We
have to have a long-term PerSPeC-
tive to且ght infectious diseases in
Africa. If you’re committing just
three to five years to a program,
don’t even start, because this
PrOblem is gomg tO be with us for
more than即ty years.
The Millennium Development
Goals are political goals. And in
the real world, yOu’ve got to get
your politics and politicians lined
up. So I think these goals are a
good thing. I think stretch goals
are a good thing. They push you
鵜although they ought not to be
SO far out of reach that they seem
disingenuous or discouragmg.
$音M州: I’m a pragmatic guy. I like
goals that are tough but attain-
able, that stretch people and sys-
tems to work very hard to attain
them but are not just rhetorlical
exercises or grand statements.
tbu know, the world community
made a commitment to the Millen-
nium Developme血Goals but failed
to do what was r‘equired at the
global level, the national level, and
the community level. We’ve spent a
lot of money on health and develop-
ment in the last ten years, mOre
than I ever thought I would see in
my professional life. I think we’re
runnlng into issues of systems,
physical and human infrastructure,
and political commitment. We face
a lot of challenges. But there’s a lot
Of money circulating in the world
right now. Could we spend more?
Probably. Do we need to spend
What we have better? Absolutely.
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1晴T軸漢nÅ回報Aa漢S, 1ife was nasty,
brutish, and short. Since then,
advances in science and medi-
Cine have led to Ionger, but often
Still brutish, lives - for proof,
just check out today’s headlines.
Lee McIntyre, a reSearCh fellow
With BU’s Center for Philosophy
and History of Science, thinks
it doesn’t have to be that way.
He’s convinced that just as the
SCienti宜c method helped lead us
Out Of the Dark Ages and drasti-
Cally improved medicine in the
last century, it could, if properly
applied to the social arena, help
free us from the morass of human
misery. In his latest book, Dark
Ages: The Case for a ScZeJICe OfHz+
ma  Behaz)tOr (MIT Press), he tells
us why that isn’t happening.
``If we really understood why
PeOPle act the way we do, We
COuld make better Public policy
and soIve a lot of social problems,’’
McIntyre says. ``Science is the best
method that human beings have
ever invented for understanding
CauSe and effect. Otherwise, We’re
just speculating, Or hoping.’’
Unfortunately, SayS McIntyre ,
good social science is a very rare
th g. Too often it is infected with
ideoIogy, from the right and the
left: reSearChers know the an-
SWerS they want and臆SurPrlSe!
-且nd them. Take gun control, the
death penalty, and immlgration,
he says∴`You且nd people citing the
Studies that back up what politi-
Cally they already want to defend,
rather than looking at what the
Studies show. Is immlgration good
for the American economy? Well,
it is or it isn’t,’’he says. “Politicians
treat it as if it were a matter of
COnViction or political will or ideol-
Ogy, that just by talking about it
Or Wishing, they can make it come
Out a Certain way. Not true!’’
In a better world, McIntyre says,
SOCial scientistS WOuld have ``a
PrOPenSity for being surprised by
What they且nd and the courage to
investigate where they think the
results might tell them something
they don’t really want to know’’
As an example of such courage,
he ites Gary Kleck’s work on gun
COntrOl. ``Kleck’s work is insplrlng,’’
h  says. ``H re’s a liberal Democrat
Wh ’s n t bringmg POlitics into the
work. He’s convinced that this is
an emplrlCal且eld, that he should
gather data without knowmg m
advance how it’s golng tO tum Out,
and he ends up with some startling
findings:’The result: both liber-
als and conservatives disputed
aspects of his work that didn’t
accord with their views.
A phil sopher, McIntyre has
been wagmg a lonely且ght for the
emergence of a science of human
behavior. Most philosophers of
s i nce claim that fundamental
barriers separate the social sci-
ences from the natural sciences,
although they don’t have compel-
1ing arguments. They talk about
the inabil t  to have objective
mqulry, SayS McIntyre∴`We don’t
really have objective mqulry m
th  atural sciences either, and
those seem to be doing pretty
Well.’’They also believe controlled
experiments in the social sciences
are impossible. Look at astron-
Omy, McIntyre retorts; We Can’t
Perform controlled exper‘iments in
Other galaxies, yet nO One denies
astronomy lS a, SCience.
Then there’s the argument about
free wi11 McIntyre says, Which
Should make predicting our behav-
ior impossibl . “Still, human behav-
ior, for whatever reason, remains
Predictable,’’he says. ``If we have
free will, We don’t seem to use it in
WayS that affect social science.’’
I  short, McIntyre isn’t inter-
ested n excuses, eSPeCially from
fellow philosophers. He wants ac-
tion. Mainlyうhe wants to see social
SCiences adopt the rigor of the
atural scienc s. `A science of hu-
man behavior can lead the way out
of the current mess of unreason
and tragedy that hangs over hu-
man affairs,’’McIntyre writes in
his book. ``The application of our
ighest form of reason, SCience, tO
 study of our social problems is
Our best hope for salvation.’’闇
?…?
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Photog「aphy Among the Ruins
鰯輔弼醜聞鰯踊闇醍醐鵡鵡醍醐醍醐醍鏑弼
RO§AMOND PURCELし(CAS・64) photographs found objects and natural history museum
exhibits and creates collages. The 125 photographs in her most recent book・ Boo如。Orm:
The Art of加samoれd PurceZZ (Quantuck Lane Press)・ 1ook at mostly familiar c噂ects in
unfamiliar ways: decayed, termite-eaten・ Or Waterlogged; SquaShed or viewed from odd
angles; Put in startling juxtapositions by nature or her collages.
Fo「 many people, art is about
beauty. Do you photograph, fo「
examp看e, a SquaShed rubber do漢l
because itうs beautifui?
Beauty is such a complicated thing・
People do say they,re beautiful,
but that’s not necessarily what I
think. No, I think I choose objects
with an exotic quality or some-
thing I haven,t seen before・
1s your work about impe「manence,
even dea宣h?
I suppose inevitably, but not speci-
fically・ I don,t think that I seek
these things out for their speci且c
elegiac qualities, but I do think
七hat things have a continuum・ One
rea,SOn Why there are so many
books in this book that have been
altered or interfered with in some
way by being m a natural setting
4`
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Above: hu脚椿的仙叩PaPerback book eaten by termites
in Bali, Photograph, 1996.
しeft:鳳n鵬銅山femo, bu「ned oopy found on the street at the
Univer§ity of Massachusetts, Boston' Photog叩h’0" 1995"
or by animals is that they glVe a
feeling that these implacable ob-
jects are vulnerable. One thing
about the o切ects I co11ect and
treasure is that they are not neces-
sarily functional in the factory-
prescribed way鵜they can’t be
used anymore・ I like to see atele-
phone that sti1=ooks like a phone・
but you couldn,t possibly use it.
Do you think about communication?
Constantly. When I see something
that I feel needs to be recorded -
and I really mean it 71eeds to be -
I really hear myself thinking・膝opわ
mLISt See励is.
When l visited you「 studio a!l those
years ago, l was fascinated by many
of the objects, but what l came away
remembering were the books・ Are
they the most important objects
to you?
I・d say books have a deeper, maybe
psychologlCal resonance・ I think
when I was bom they put a book
in my hand. When you grow up m
an academic household, it’s inevi-
table that you are sort Of steeped
in books.
But these a「e like you「 tel印hone:
they十e not real看y books anymo「e"
工Iove things that have been eaten
by insects, and there’s a whole sec-
tion on holes, and theI.e is termite葛
eaten music. My connection with
termite-eaten material: I且rst
stumbled on a ruined book at the
Museum of Comparative ZooIogy
at Harvard, a book that was there
as an example of insect damage・
Then I was glVen a termite-eaten
book, Umberto Eco,s Fb耽a融を
耽れd融m. And I met a scientist
at Boston University, BioIogy
Professor James Traniello, and
I would give him paper・ because
of course his termites need to eat
and he knows how to encourage
them to forage against certain
well-mOistened surfaces. So he
put the paper against pieces of
birch because they love that.
看s it cheating to direct nature
that way?
Well, they need to eat, and so I was
doing it for them up t,O a POint・ and
then of course using it to my own
ends. I was giving them a treat for
a while as Iong as they gave part
of it backto me.
軸A丁きしl暮葛ÅcOB$0軸軸cc轟きc鵬晴
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BO脚S OF AFFE8T!脚:丁蘭O開脚ON聞as
州勘c血丁§
WE§しEYT, MOTT離粥軋醒輔弼睨ed,
University of Massachu§ettS Pr8SS
At Wblden, Thoreau wrote, he
``kept neither dog, Cat, Pig, nOr
hens,’’but then he didn’t keep
Other people there, either. Back
home, Where he continued to go,
he waS a cat person, SayS Mott,
and the Thoreau quotations in this
little collection prove he liked dogs
nearly as much. Mott is a longtime
board member of the Thoreau
Society and edit,Or Of its SpZrtt
OfThoreaz王Series, Of which this
is part.　　　　　　　　　　晴J軸
丁蘭E昭弘朋T馴棚
DAN田M, KIMM且睡醐賊
Ivan R. Dee
This chronicle of the rise and
fall of DreamWorks, the grand
Venture by Steven Spielberg,
Geffen, Clips right along, taking
us from the lofty initial concept
鵜Changing the very nature of the
entertainment industry - tO the
end, ten yearS later, When most
Of the company was sold off or
Shut down. What really drives the
StOry is the glimpse we get into
the complex relationship among
three of the industry’s most pow-
erful players.　　　　　看州郎障り
粥醐劇評師P輔距開館師紳相聞
照OB川田漢的曲線輔弼賦弼
University of Pittsbu「gh Press
In this sixth co11ection, Becker’s poems - formal in
StruCture and idiomatic - are Warm, quietly content,ed
Observations of country life and love, gentle weather,
COmPanionable old dogs, art that moves her, a drawer
Jammed with assorted little things. She I.emembers
Childhood longings, eVen then so obviously impossible
they were not desires. Rough and tumbling outdoors
With her friends ``… We all wanted to be/boys then.’’
As Jewish children, ``‥. We trained ourselves not/
to want eternal Z擢in JおzJS uJho ZoひeS擁tle c桁ldren. ”
Now she’s amused by old dreams,
Now that the rain has moved inland
I can surrender the old Madison Square Garden
dressage dream of perfect balance on a horse’s back.
Now that the forecast says clear weather through Friday
I can give up t,he dr'eam that my parents live to one-hundred-
and-tWenty, Sti11 driving and doing their own grocery shoppmg.
She watches her mother accept her own life. At the beauty parlor:
The fine cotton of Michael’s white shirt
brushes against her cheek as they stare
into the mirror at one another.
Ennobled by his gaze, She accepts
her diminishment, She who knows herself
his favorite. In their‘ Cryptic language
they confide and converse. ‥
Only with him may she discuss my lover and me,
and in this way intimacy takes the shape
Of the aftemoon she passes in the salon,
in the domain of perfect affection.
晴JM
醐輔YB町巨!§朗V州巨
州‖看各露, ⅢⅣ織鯛澗瑚
Life A「ts Press
“My body and I have had a tur-
bulent relationship,’’Kay begins
her account of how good nutrition
and yoga have made her healthy
and happy.　　　　　　　　晴J軸
輔OM剛開脚町丁O髄L服蘭TF肌醐JU8T
紬D飾$:脚W丁O朋開脚E丁軸E B聞踊!Oほ
師V脚廓§p附す軸朋I胸
Jaoob Azerrad綿醒弼
McO「awⅢi!I
A child psychologist for thirty〇五ve
years, Azerrad follows that cheer-
ing title with some horri且ed obser-
Vations on he ``growing epidemic
Of trOubled, Self-Centered, Out-Of-
controI childr n’’and the number
Of th m o  behavior-altering
drugs - he puts it at 2.5 million.
He traces this current crisis back
to Freud, a Physician who ex-
plained aberrant behavior as
disease, but in terms he coined.
Now educated middle class parents
function as mental health workers ,
Seeing their young children’s bad
behavior as evidence of psychoIog-
ical malfunction and rewarding it
With affe tiona e understanding.
Instead, they should be teaching
七hem th ee things: tO COntrOl them-
Selv s, tO tOl ate frustration,
and to be c nsiderate of others,
Primarily by且nding evidences (no
matter how small) of such grown-
up action and praising it.　　軸JM
脱輪B総†洲0電W調棚剛踊り鮒州$
胴血棚輔i拙
しAUはA棚OWD輔縄賦弼
皿versity of North Caro!ina Press
In a tum-Of-the-tWentieth-Century
gun ad reproduced early in this
Study, a WOman in an elegant
WaSP-Waisted皿oor-length dress
and plumed hat holds a r租e and
proudly displays her paper target
叫7
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to a cluster of male admirers.
Americans have always been both
fascinated and uncomfortable with
images of armed women, Browder
says, eXamining the implications
of ar血ed female solders (during
the Revolution and Civil Wなr, mOSt
often passing as men), girlish
sharpshooter Annie Oakley (who
declared a woman riding astride
``a horrid idea’’), Bonnie Parker and
her gun-tOting compatriots of the
twenties and thirt,ies, Pulp maga-
zine cover images of women pull-
ing revoIvers out of their garter
belts, Weatherwomen and other
seventies revolutionaries, and
recent feminists who equate
legalized abortion with the right tO
be armed for self-prOteCtion.晴JM
肝下肥§巨A配し脚帥し‖惟§,間門醐鯛
脚飾丁的蘭胱門間間
然O§害M∪しA麟髄醐
Pelican PubIishing Company
If attitude is everything, Mula has
it all. This slim book, a缶nalist for
a usABooks.com award, is packed
with humorous observations on
topics r'angmg from the unex-
PeCted hazards of insomnia to
the且ckle nature of fashion.　　音回
醐丁HE B軋田O田嶋晒し00聞脚ND: BE鵬
輔的脚脚丁8抽孤紬!脚し欄間P輔曲舶
胸V削丁蹴E IⅢH軸書搾OF JACKY FAB隙
し, A. M書Y聞篭鞘鞘郵
Haroou「t
The latest in this young adult se-
ries about an eighteenth-Century
London orphan whose adventures
began three novels ago, When she
slgned on a Royal Naval frigate as
a ship’s boy.　　　　　　　　軸J軸
し甑甑: 6飢臆紳輔聞醐§
したW看§ KOほ冊[しD陸離輯
Xlib「is
Komfeld has been writing poetry
since 1935, When he was a co11ege
freshman, through his years as
president of Radio Shack, from
1970 to 1981. Having written six
novels and a co11ection of short
stories, he returned to his poems
- Six pounds of them in a plastic
bag - tO PrOduce this small
collection. An ode to his body
concludes: ``七hrough health and
wellness, Wins and losses,/
abundance, POVerty, tryStS and
double-CrOSSeS,/sighs sighed and
operatic groans and grunts,/
you,ve rleL,er Said you love me・ No!
Not once!’’　　　　　　　　　　軸J軸
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間重棚舶軸l榔即し1 80V臣甑N丁
皿しA冊0し§OM紳醜鵬戯
「o「ge
If yo ,ve ever wanted t,O read
550 pages in one sitting・ this
el n lessly paced intemational
thri11er might do the trick・ The
pIot unfolds in short chapters
that jump among characters
and locations, and before long
the且rst Strands of a vast web
of intrigue begin to take shape・
Nicholas Marten, the former
LAPD detective who且gured in
FoIsom’s 2004 The ExZZe, returnS tO
Washington, D.C・, tO investigate
the sudden and suspICious death
of a friend, the widow of a U.S.
congressman・ Meanwhile, the
PreSident of the United States goes
on the run after learning that
cabinet members have been using
him as the pawn of a mysterious
global cabal. In their separate
q est,S for answers, both are drawn
to a Fr ch journalist who has
been inves igating a secret society,
the Aldebaran coven, Which uses
ideas from a long-1ost addendum
to MachiaⅣelli’s The Pr壬nce to
consolidate and protect power・
Together these three career
through Europe, unCOVering
details about the coven’s terrible
h story even as they flee its
gr pmg tentaCles. The action
is delivered in cinematic detail
- unSurPrlSmg from a former
sc eenwriter - and dozens of
supp r七ing characters and sub-
pIots kee  the pages tuming・ lB
Å朋鵬$弼帥醒D巨胸
§U$州McI)U田E馳粥難
Fiv  §taJThompson Gale
The Prior of Oronsay is found
brutally murdered and Muirteach’s
且r t thought is to wonder ``which of
his women had且nally killed him.’’
The eldest of his bastard sons,
Muirteach is charged with solving
the murder. Tom by hatred of his
cruel father and surprised by his
grief, he sets out to ful帥his糾ial
obligation in a plausめle re-Creation
of late-four七eenth-Century Scotland.
There is much here, including the
large and carefully drawn cast
of characters and the last-PageS
hint of romance to come for the
lame protagonist, tO SuggeSt the
beginning of a series.　　　軸JM
鮎棚田0購孤§0隠W鵬判間鵬田富O隠
珊臣別間丁$師下肥帥$ABし輔
AL州LABONTE髄鞘弼W看TH BROOK BROWER
HotHouse
Soon after he told the partners
in the Boston law且rm where he
was executive director that he
h d multiple sclerosis, Labonte
was宜red and offered a $60,000
severance payment to promise
absolute con且dentiality. He re-
fused, and following an extended
legal battle chargmg Violation of
the Massachusetts statute that
prohibits discrimination against
the handicapped, refused an offer
of $3 million, With much the same
requlrementS. In the end the court
awarded him less, but with it a
sense that he had won vindication
and set a, PreCedent for the legal
rights of the disabled・　　軸JM
$孤$0剛昨B訂随甑し
MA鵬A髄T LOWR看E (ROG鵬) ROB職T50N鯛醍醐
Tatra Press
War has a “ripple effect, yOu See・’’
says Lara McCauley, ``in皿uencing
not only the policies of great nations,
but countless sma11 destinies.’’
Robert,SOn, a longtime intema-
tional correspondent, has set her
且rst novel in Beirut in 1983, the
year before she worked there・
McCauley lS a Stranger in this
land and among her husband’s
olleagues in the forelgn PreSS
corps, Who thrive on the danger
of the civil war literally all around
them. She is afraid for her safety
and for her marrlage. As her mar置
riage fades away, SO tOO do her
romantic illusions and her core
Standards.　　　　　　　　　　　軸JM
W曲附鵬丁的鵬O戸B鵬丁O問7$朋棚田鍋田
N州CY $, §軸洲0し害§締蹴潮棚醐
MIT Press
Boston’s Iong history of reclaim-
mg land from the sea - the city
has doubled in size since the early
1600s - has been well chronicled,
but this book letS yOu eXPerience it
且rsthand with twelve walks that
explore exactly where and why.
AIong the way you get photos,
maps, and interesting stories
about the new land and what’s
been built on it. With most walks
listed as two hours or less and
i11uminated by lines such as ’`iron-
ically, neXt year Dr. Parkman was
murdered,’’they could be a fun
Way tO get SOme fresh air. 1B
丁朋脚的W
CA田川輪能は§鱒輔弼
Mira
With more than甜ty romantic
SuSPenSe nOVels to her credit,
Neggers knows how to deliver
the goods. Seven years before the
StOry begins, Boston homicide
l detective Abigail Browning’s hus-
band was shot to death while they
Were honeymooning on Mount
Desert Island in Maine. Since then
She has struggled in vain to make
SenSe Of the mysterious killing and
宜nd a way to move on. When she
receives an anonymous call sug-
gesting that her husband may have
been murdered to keep him quiet,
Brownmg PaCks her bags and
retums to Maine, aCCOmPanied
by Owen Garrison, a family friend
)　who had helped search for her
missing husband. Against the
量嵩諾器等諾i警
I follow clues, and a,re drawn
l tOgether in pursuit of the truth. 1B
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“Fbotball to me is like mathematics to a mathematician. I Iook
at a still shot, and I can tell you what’s gomg tO happen.’’
DAVID D田GUG1.I田lIMO (SED,90,,91), NEW YORK GIAN冒S
ASSIS南ANT O甲F田NSIV田LIN田COACH. Photo by Jerry Pinkus
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L漢V看N鵬州D BはEⅢ細萱N鵬[00丁BALし
寡OO十回仙臆§ 0配り$看V話し獲り帥剛舗醐鵡鋼噛醒舗醜聞醐埴軸輔弼鵬軸暁軸哨醜鵬親臨鵡再臨
鏑賦輔醗輔弼輔弼鞘聴輔弼虹艶輔弼離別醍醐輔弼輔弼∵臨調繭瀧欄繭馴轟輔踊鞘
繭貯鏑弼静聴観閲蝿繭醗繭繊細輔艶組簡鵡軸掛軸馴糟甜臨蝿鵜醜軸輔醜醜e押
醍購軸圃郎綱輔弼輔観鞘の織隅鞠駒鳴鶴蔀醜離鵡謝絶繭騰醒聴些醐廟漸騰醜糊髄鞘繭触●
晒醐繭弼朝粥輔弼輔熊捕軸増輔輔弼韓輔調離騰噸輔弼凱醜観輔弼旺醜醒輔
繭帽髄鞘軸鋼闘魂輔弼軸賦鯛師輔弼弼抽繭糟輔鹿軸髄の配繭態
能縄憮緋購舗輯醐噌輔弼醜聞軸輔醜摘晒醜鵡醜鮪副鱈醜聞醜聞
醜聞馴晒晒蝿輔弼輔弼馴鵡馴醍醐綱引輔雛彊睡洞踊艶旺闘軸軸闘軸
輔弼輔旺輔鰯軸髄鞘軸態輔弼輔臓聖廟野卑麟∵∴∴　萱
聞髄鞘醜噌繊弱輔繭輔弼輔軸の再騰鵡瑚観醜輔弼軸帽鶴睦鰯鞘髄鞘粥鰯鵡
縄輔弼輔弼藤嶋贈醗判縦軸鵬鯛鱈醗理聴鰯粥悔鵡靴の弼輔髄鞘鎚睡輔輔弼膿軸
醐雑観蹴朝粥臥離乳鎚軸駒鳴翻馴艶弼輔弼購軸鵡輔弼馴鰭醗軒
醍醐醜輔弼眠贈坤醗弼繭輔輔弼輔弼弼他聞韻軸輔弼鵬時勘蹴鞠腕骨
醗醒轍軸輔弼輔蟻甜軸醐軸輔吊醜晒鵜醜繭艶親閲触割醜態鵡軸軸廟醜聞醐幡醒
臨臨弼躍蝿髄鞘輔醜聞誹蹴醒糟静
屯㊧包㊥
SIater E, Newman (GRS’48) of
Raleigh, N.C., WaS reCOgnized by
the Wake County, N.C., Chapter
of the American Civil Liberties
Union for his commitment to the
preservation of civil liberties. The
chapter,s annual debate・ Which has
been named in his honor, tOOk place
this year on the campus of North
Carolina State University, Where
Slater was for'merly a professor of
psychoIogy・ He is a former member
of the ACLU National Board and is
currently on its National Advisory
Council.
New Ybr輔iants assistant offensive Iine ooach
Dave De鵬uglieimo reviews plans with his pIaye「s"
Photo by Jeny Pinkus
鵡篤圃鵬捕縛蹴曜滴軸醜醍醐輔弼
輔繭馨輔弼臨輔離脂輔弼鵬弼醗鰭廟
醜態嫡朝酒輔弼醗軋層緋翁輔弼醍醐鎚輔曜
軸醜軸醐融舗鞘蝿醜聞講鞘醜醜態醒軸憧珪
観稽醜聞馨劇聴軸蘭輔弼艶口
艶嫡軸鵡軸購統輔輔観閲醍艶廟輔
弼輔弼の醜醜離節税醒輔弼臓輔弼
輔輔弼輔弼鵡醸艶離軸鵬輔弼臨睡輔弼
醜態醍醐輔弼鴫鵡輔弼醗翻臨晒繭鵠
鵡離蝿増刷晒鋪鞠鵡臨調臨廟繭繭軸騰廟鵡
醜態臨繭輔弼輔輔弼鵡融醒鎌嗣晒蝿麓
購弼輔弼馴醍醐醗醜聞軸醜軸繭馴髄鞘
騨臨輔弼冨醍醐摘鮨醍醐掴制帽離婚龍鑓
親臨蝿嘩観輔弼輔弼軸醐鵡醒輔弼鵡
醸醗軸醜態謹輔鴨鍋蹴繭の韓朝粥輔弼醐耀純離
醒醜聞輔軸輔弼彊輔弼醜醜鞘鵜鞘惑寄
輔弼輔弼軸輔弼粥軸輔弼離艦態輔弼蝿睦
舗輔弼師勝輔弼輔弼輔弼髄鞘酷
軸躍憧輔弼輔弼鞄瀞廟睡継親醜縄軸態
鞄輔贈醜態鞘観梅弼贈賄軸糎鵡弼鵡弼瞥輔弼軸
臨離輔弼制帽醐艦日賦輔弼鵡輔弼
鮒綿鵬輔怨軸晦朝粥髄鞘弼輔弼輔
弼軸軸轡睡蓮洞舗醜蝿澗醐割鱈醐醐鞘鵡鵡
鵬醐電離軸輔弼蹴鶴震鴫軸離鴫鵬諦蜜蝿離紬
醸鎚離鯛醐醍醐鵡輔弼醜態騨輔廟弼鵡
軸輔弼粥難聴鵬難聴能鵡蕾肺患鱗輔弼醜
聞鴻輔弼構㊧弼憩艶麗髄鵬輔弼翁∵醜態鮮輔
軸軸軸鵡馴掘翁醜蝿醜醜繭勘舗瞳醐輔輔弼時輔弼緋糊臨醍弼酷の醍醐甜
雛鴨輔弼醗繭嫡醜輔弼醍醐輔弼輔弼醜聞縄鶴臨鋤鍋頑強踊繭距
範繭軸粥闇朝鮮酢蛸醍醐弼鰯醐闘軸廟醗蝿艶購軸輔弼粥翻闇鵬賦輔弼鏑
馳輔弼鱈雛購瀧翻能睡観軸醜錦織糊親
臨触醐瀧蝿鰯睡轍蝉醐輔弼賊顕雛軸馨醐闘彊剛腕観醐踊繭馴購諷軸醜踊観潮軸鞘醜豊
艶鏑誹踊臓繭師部醜聞醗繭銚直弼輔弼締鵬軸蹴髄鱗鞘撒弼執騰醜聴鵡摘輔繭軸
輔弼魂胆醗副鰭軸醍醐掴純訓晒髄鞘の耶糖軸馳醍醐軸轍鵠灘贈摘輔弼軸抽輔弼
醐輔輔弼㊥鞘鶏鳴緋髄輔離籍蟻軸醒馳鞘澄お弗
醜輔弼輔弼醜醗舶醜聞醜聞暁闇輔醗観馳謝鵡輔弼軸鵬醒醒購帽輔
弼購糖胴舗輔弼繭輔弼暁醐醍醐細腕醗臓腑繭鑑輔乳糖醒蝿輔軸引師繭繭醐縛
韓輔馴醍醐輔圃鞘輔弼繭胴醐蹴繭距離軸鵡醜軸輔弼轍闇軋
軸騨鵬輔謝輔晒輔醒臨鵡舗鵜聴鯛轟　　　　　　醍醐酷醍醐輔弼
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Jo (Bur「oughs) Farkas (SED’49:60)
of Studio City, Calif., is an actress
who has appeared in numerous
即ms, television shows, and plays,
including Mg Best FrieJl蛮l栃ddtng,
Tb融G調, and C九王cago Hope∴`I
was a schooI psychoIogist in the
Newton, Mass., York, Pa., and
Baltimore, Md., SChooIs:’Jo writes,
“leftin 1986, mOVedtoL.A. in 1991,
and宜nally fo11owed my dream!’’
Robe「t C, Shoemake「 (MED’49)
of Claremont, N.H., Published
A机rgeon Remembers: Korea
」950-」95」 aれd軌e Mrines (Trafford,
2005), Which focuses on his per-
sonal experiences in Korea and the
lives of the soldiers he encountered
at his medical aid station.
! (眉　間間旧聞開　く一　問　潮間　も　出　　国串間I
195電
Ame G. Ha「g「eaves (SON’51,’52)
of Dedham, Mass., WaS named a
Living Legend in Apri1 2006 by
七he Massachusetts Association of
Registered Nurses for her contri葛
bution to the growth and knowl-
edge of the nursmg PrOfession in
Massachusetts. Anne was a nurse
in the Army Nurse Corps during
World War II and has been a profes-
sor and chair of psychiatric nursing
at BU,s School of Nursing, a teaCh-
ing fellow in the Harvard Labora-
tory of Community Psychiatry・ and
deputy commissioner of nursing
for the city of Boston・ She currently
serves on the Advisory Committee
for the University of Massachusetts
Boston Schooしof Nur'Sing and
Health Sciences, Of which she was
a founder. Anne has been married
to her husband, Edward, for 60
years, and they have two sons’
Edward, Jr., and George, and three
grandchildren・
Paul WhippIe (STH’51) of Sebring,
Ohio, is the author ofBam Stortes,
MostZu T用e Stories冊ld bu BamS, a
COllection of 51 photos of old bams
and the stories they tell.
電9呂蜜
Harold Putnam (LAW’53) of Vero
Beach, Fla., Published ftar硯Tゴmes
(H&M P、utnam, 20O5), the且nal
installment of his Salem trilogy.
The novel chronicles the last years
Of Harold’s ancestor Mary Veren
Pu七nam, Who lived in the Salem
COIony unti1 1695.
割田54
Ha「old Mi=man (SMG’54) of Naples,
Maine, and Boynton Beach, Fla.,
Writes that he lost his wife,
Barbara, On June 23, 2006.
Old friends can contact him at
BZMillman@aol.com.
Samuel T. Shein (CAS’54) of
Teaneck, N.J., is the author of
T九e Psucわologica胸dge: Strafegies
for放JerUdau L寂Jlg (Long Dash
Publishing, 2OO6), a Self-help
book describing techniques and
Strategies for copmg With everyday
life. Samuel is a practicing clinical
PSyChologist and psychoanalyst
in Teaneck. For more information,
Visit www.longdash.com.
A「thur Stamler (COM’54) of
Wbodstock, Va., has retired after
54 years in the broadcast business.
Widowed in 2003, Art lives with
family members in the Shenandoah
Valley. E-mail him at gin-art@
shentel.net.
電9登呂
Ron Mazu「 (CAS’55, DGE’53)
Of Ormond Beach, Fla., is the
author of ChristZaれitひczs地trg
拘わ(iUniverse, 2006), abook of
Did you know th朝粥醜態観弼鵬舗
患購闘踊緋の醜聞醐鵬醗輔弼
踊胃耀輔弼輔弼醐舗曜弼鵜蹴
鴛彊蝿鞘締醜輔弼鵡弼鋪鴨輔縄
朝粥,開削紳輔雑感師麓輔弼醐
網棚闇耀謝輔晦輔輔醍勘蹴鞠
輔弼暁闇鴫輔弼補聴粥粥
輔弼醐就縛醍醐鱒軸の輔弼艶
輔拒酎醐艶の醒艶聞窟繭蹴曾
副の鋪懸憩態の鵬頴運航醒醗鵠㊥艶
聞紳輔態悲観漸騰舐鵡乱馳凱
鶴師範躍罵謝辞粥乱闘聾脂艶
麗哺毒輔篤弼鑑の軸臆軸調
Ou「 spaoe is
limited, SO
Olass Notes are
edited to inoIude
aS many aS
POSSible,
Notes shouId
be sentto:
C!as§ Note§
帥s同調ゐ
10しenox Street
Brookline, MA
O2446,
Or submit
On the Web at
WWW,bu.edu/
a看umni/
classnotes,
We oan aIso
forward lette「§;
Send them, along
With identifying
information on
the alum, tO
AIumni Records
Boston Unive「sity
One Sherbom §t,
§eventh Floo「
Boston, MA O2215。
COntrOVerSial biblical exegeses.
Visit his Web site at www
. stroventuresociety.org.
電㊥茜㊨
Sy Bake「 (ENG’56) of Rockledge,
Fla., WaS apPOinted to the newly
legislated Space FIorida board of
directors by Governor Jeb Bush.
The group s mission is to guide
FIorida’s leadership in the space
and aeronautics industries, both
government and commercial.
電㊧轟音
Maida Sper案ing (CAS’57) of Great
Neck, N.Y., Showed her photo-
graphs in the exhibition UJlder
ObserL)attOJl at the Philip Coltoff
Center of the Children’s Aid Society
in New York City from July 5 to
September 30, 2OO6.
唱㊧㊨憩
Robe「tしevy (COM’63, DGE’61) of
Plantation, Fla., has been elected
PreSident pro tempore of the
Plantation city council. In March,
he wi11 become council president,
and his duties will include setting
all agendas, runnmg the meetings,
and representing the city at various
events throughout the year.
噛㊧㊨包
Kevin M, B「ien (CAS’64, GRS’68,’78)
Of Chestertown, Md., the chair'
and a professor in the depar‘tment
Of philosophy and religion at
Washington Co11ege, Published the
SeCOnd edition of Mdrx, Reason,
and Che 4rC ofFreedom (Humanity
B○○ks, 2006).
Ronald H, 1sroff (SMG’64) of Cleve-
1and, Ohio, WaS reCOgnized by
The Best LazJJUerS fn Amertca 2007
Ronald is cochair of the business
litigation group at the Cleveland-
based law firm Ulmer & Berne.
噌㊥㊥箆
Michael L, J, Apuzzo (MED’65)
Of Palos Verdes Estates, Calif.,
received an honorary doctorate
from the Italian National Univer‘Sity
Consortium in May 2006, and in
COnJunCtion with this honor’WaS
later awarded honorary citizenship
in the town of Amal宜, Italy. He is
the Edwin M. Todd/Trent H. Well,
Jr., Professor of NeuroIoglCal
Surgery and Radiation OncoIogy,
BioIogy, and Physics at the Uni-
VerSity of Southern California
Keck SchooI of Medicine. He is
lso director of neurosurgery
and director of the Center for
Stereotactic Neurosurgery and
Associated Research at the Ken-
neth Norris, Jr., Cancer Hospital
and R search Institute and editor置
in-Chief of the journal NezLrOSIZrgerU.
Howa「dena Pindel看(CFA’65) of New
York, N.Y., Showed her work in the
exhibition D afogIZe: 1ねt繭JtgS a7td
l栃rks oれ助per at New York City’s
G. R. N’Namdi Gallery from June 3
to August 31, 2006.
Sote「ios C, Zoulas (CAS’65) of
Framingham, Mass., is chair'
鮒晴脚」州Ⅱ脚臆し話俳
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Recent量y I had the pleasure of welcomlng President
Bob Brown to Chicago for Boston University’s first Alumni
Town Meeting・ Sixty graduates from greater Chicago
joined us for what tumed out to be a powerfully thought-
provoking and energlZmg bI.ainstormmg SeSSion about
how to make BU even bette意
The Chicago meeting’s
SuCCeSS WaS a great Way tO
launch what is actually a series
of Alumni Town Meetings,
Planned for cities across the
nation in the comlng mOnths.
We also recognize the presence
and impact of BU alumni
around the world, SO We’re
WOrking to take the experience
abroad, tOO.
Our town meetings are
hugely important to the
realization of Bob’s mission and vision as president of
Boston University・ He wants and needs our mPut and help.
During the Chicago meeting, Bob asked for insight
and perspective on how we can work together to achieve
important obectives, SuCh as:
・ Improvlng and str‘engthening Boston Universfty
・ Better edrcating and prepamg BU students for
real-WOrld challenges
・ Enhancmg and deepenmg the ability of BU students,
alumni, faculty, and staff to serve society and the
greater good.
・ Better servmg the needs of BU alumni around the
world
Each issue sparked spirited discussion・ The Alumni
Town Meetings wi11 a11 provide a forum to expIoI.e these
and other issues, including the University’s str.ategic
initiatives for advancmg SCholarship; the BU tradition of
seeing undergraduate education as the very foundation of
the institution; Our ability to strengthen the BU community;
the role of University faculty, Who are dedicated both to
teaching and to research; and the University’s focus on
needs-based且nancial aid.
As you can see, Boston Universfty is a complex institution
facing myriad叩eStions. The answeI.S COme eaSier・ and
the outcomes are better; When we all make the time to get
involve d.
If our Alumni Town Meeting comes to your community,
I urge you to participate. But even if Bob and the conver-
sation camot come to you, BU has established many other
w ys for you to get invoIved and make your voice heard. Ybu
can JOm One Of the nearly seventy alumni c皿s around the
world, becom  a mentor and o鵬r career opportunities to
BU students and other a山mni, Send a check to the Annual
Fund. And, Of course, yOu Can keep in touch with抽ends
from y ars past・ They would love to hear from you・ Please
take a moment to visit the Alumni Link on the BU Vlねb site.
It’s always on and always ready for you・
There is ne more way to make your voice heard・ Be sure
t  compl te the Alumni Directory叩eStiomaire.鵬should
have come to you in the mail, and you can I.eply either
online or by retuming the completed fom by mail・ Bob
Brown and the BU leadership team are listening, and we
want to hear from you.
Sinc erely,
/乙ラゝ㌔
Ronald G. GaI.riques (ENG’86)
Boston University Alumni Council President
of the communication arts
department of Eastem Nazarene
Co11ege and consults in marketing
communications for nonpro帥s.
Visit his Web site at www,
zoulascommuncations.com.
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Raymond Oeo「ge (SDM’66) of
Lincoln, R.I., an Orthodontist
PraCticing in East Providence, R.I・,
and South Attleboro, Mass., WaS
elected secr‘etary-treaSurer Of
the American Association of Or-
thodontists, the oldest and largest
dental specialty organization in the
与り
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world. He has lectured nationally
and internationally on surglCal
orthodontic treatment and has been
a guest lecturer at BU,s SchooI of
Dental Medicine.
Barbara HeIler (SED’66) of Balti-
more, Md., is vice president of
Strategic initiatives for nursmg
an  health sciences at Laureate
Education. She is responsible for
identifying, developmg, Plannmg,
and establishing new health
SC e ces and nursing degree prog-
rams in Laur a e’s online division
d provides her expertise to
Laur'eate’s network of higher educa-
tion institutions. She has more than
40 y ars of academic and leader-
ship experience in both public and
private institutions in Maryland,
Pennsylvania, and New York・
Ve「onica PoIIa「d (SED’66) of New
York, N.Y., is the且rst vice president
of extemal affairs for the nonprofit
organization Save the Children・
anaging the group,s public af-
fairs and public policy divisions.
Previously, She worked for Toyota
M tors North America and ABC.
She’s Iong been invoIved in com-
munity-based nonpro帥s, SerVmg
on the boards of the Museum for
African Art, New York’s VIfest Side
YMCA, and the Doe Fund.
Robert St, John Rope「 (SMG’66) of
Denver, CoIo., Writes, “I’ve recently
remarried, a WOnderful woman
Who continua11y amazes me! We
had a fabulous, fun, and beautiful
Church wedding. Lee had never
been married before, SO She wanted
it done just right.’’Robert is the
chair of the telecommunications
and media practice at the law
且rm Moye White. E-mail him at
roperlaw@comcast.net ,
「967
Marty Zase (CAS’67) of CoIchester,
Conn., is president of the American
Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry,
the largest cosmetic dentistr‘y
Organization in the world.
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And「ea Ho看lander Budy (SED’68,
DGE’66) of Mountain View, Ark.,
has been the writer in residence at
Lyon Co11ege since 1991. Winner
Of numerous liter'ary aWards,
including the Nicholas Roerich
Poetry Prize, a Pushcart Prize for
memoir, and a fellowship from the
National Endowment for the Arts,
Andrea has just published her
thir‘d full-length poetry collection,
丁的man訪軌eHa海訪g (Autumn
House, 2006). Recently, She was a
Visiting professor at the University
Of Burgundy in France and at St.
Bede’s School and the University
Of Sussex in England.
Domenic Cretara (CFAJ68,’70) of
Long Beach, Calif., eXhibited his
Phy音iis
Berman
(C田73,’75),
Bqond鵬のnoe,
2003, Oii on
canva§, 48○○ x 96′′。
Phyl看i§ eXhibited
he「 wo「k in
叩y鵬B8朋an:
船伽的鯵and
D帽而哩S 19gβ-
200氏a midca「eer
retrospective記t
Wheaton Co○○ege’s
Beard Oalle「y
and We冊aIIery
f「om October 26
to December 8,
2006. lmage
cou「tesy of
P印pe「 Oalle「y
artwork in Be圭/07td軌e Ltkeness:
Se肌PorfraZts bひCa離ornia 4rttsts at
the Triton Museum of Art in Santa
Clara, Calif., from August 8 to
October 15, 2006.
She「ry馴is (CAS’68, SAR’74) of
Bi11erica, Mass., edited the book
NoIJ月I布te! ( Tarcher/Penguin,
2OO6), a COllection of exercises
to help writers master the craft
of fiction. Authors include Steve
Almond, Robert Olen Butler, Amy
BIoom, Ji11 McCorkle, and other
novelists and short stor‘y Writers.
Richard Farley (SED’68:75) of Wil-
1iamstown, Mass., head football
COaCh at Williams Co11ege from
1987 to 2003, WaS inducted into the
College Football Coaches Hall of
Fame last August. ``In 17 years,
Williams did not have a losing
SeaSOn On Farley’s watch,’’accord-
ing to the Wi11iams VIfeb site. `A
masterful leader, he coached nine
First Team All-Americans ‥.
Wi11iams’s all-time winnlngeSt
COaCh, Farley retired with an over-
a11 record of l14-19-3 for a win per-
Centage Of.849, Which currently
ranks him sixth among coaches
in all divisions in college footba11
history.’’
DanieI Freeman, Jr, (CAS’68, GRS’70)
Of Galveston, Tex., is the Edgar
Gnitzinger Distinguished Professor
in Aging at the University of Texas
Medical Branch. He recently was
named chair of the Institute of
Medicine’s Medical Follow-up
Agency, Which conducts epidemi-
OIoglCal studies of the military
Veteran POPulation. Dan also is
a professor‘ in the univer‘Sity’s
divisions of epidemioIogy and
biostatistics and of psychiatry
and behavioral sciences.
Michael Kussman (CAS’68, MED’68)
Of Chevy Chase, Md., is the acting
undersecretary for health in the
U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs. Previously he worked as
the department’s prmCIPal deputy
undersecretary for health. After
graduating from Boston University,
his military career spanned three
decades and included stints as
commander of the Wblter Reed
Health Care System in Wbshington,
D.C., and commander of the Europe
Regional Medical Command.
Michael retired from military
SerVice as a brigadier general.
Susan Marx (CFA;68) of Orange,
N,J., an impressionist painter,
SPent eight days last summer'
Painting in Monet’s gardens and
Other spots in Giverny, France. She
also painted the French cities of
V rnOn and V6theuil. E-mail Susan
at thisis usan@aol.com.
Claire E, (Shapi「o) §pja (CAS’68) of
Littleton Mass., is a senior vice
PreSident at Detwiler Mitchell
Fenton & Graves in Boston. Pre-
Viously she was senior portfolio
manager and vice president at
Brown Brothers Harriman & Co.
in Boston for' 31 years. Contact
Claire a  CSqja@dmcos.com.
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Ma巾o「ie Duby (SED’69) of RandoIph,
Mass., Published From Caraひels
Co Che Consf融tion (The Leaming
Ⅵfor'ks, Creative Teaching Pr‘eSS,
2006), a COllection of puzzles with
h storical themes that reinforce
loglC and problem-SOIving skills.
Andy P10tkin (CAS’69, COM’71,
GRS’77, DGE’67) of Palm Beach
Gard ns, Fla., author of T九eRed
SoズCmd fhe Deu裾s Hdndmaiden
(PublishAmerica, 2OO5), Writes that
he has another novel in the hands
Of an agent and a third nearlng
COmPleti n. Andy is CEO of Edna
Hibel Corp., an artS COmPany m
Lake Wbrth, Fla., and is a trustee
of the Hibel Museum of Art in
Jupiter, Fla. With his colleague
Philip Fishman (CGS’68), he has
d veloped an educational institute
to he p people to understand better
the umultuous events of the ’60s
与与
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and ’70s. Andy and his wife of 35
years, Che「y○○ PIotkin (COM’71),
have two grown children. Class-
mates can read more about Andy’s
Writing at www.andypIotkin・COm
and about his work with the arts at
www.hibel.com.
Je「ilyn P「io「 (MED’69) of Vancouver,
British Columbia, WOn a 2006 Inde-
Pendent Publisher Book Award in
the health category for Estrogenb
Storm Season: SforZes ofP臼r壬mer10-
pause (CeMCOR, 2005)・
F「ed Snyde「 (ENG’69) of Braintree,
Mass., Published his且rst novel,
Eze姉eZもVtston (Gefen, 2OO6), Which
“weaves the divinations of ancient
PrOPhet Ezekiel into a suspenseful
StOry Of family con皿icts and inter-
national unrest:’
冒970
Anthony V, Faso書0 (SED’70) of
Leesburg, Va., is a military aide-
de-CamP tO Virginia Governor
Timothy M. Kaine. He also is a
member of the Cable TV Advisory
Commission in his hometown. He
lives with his wife, Anna.
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しawrie Seligman (COM’71) and
Tbnyしuppino (COM’73) have
unexpectedly found themselves
CO11eagues in Edmonton, Alberta.
Lawrie manages cultural affairs
and runs the theater Horizon Stage
for the city of Spruce Grove, an
Edmonton suburb. He has direCted
PrOfessional productions at main
reglOnal theaters across Canada.
Tony lS eXeCutive director of the
Art Gallery of Alberta and is in
the process of building a new
gallery. He was I.eCently voted one
of Alberta’s 50 most influential
PeOPle by Aめerta T々庇zzre maga-
zine. ``No Albertan of late has
engaged the public about art more
than LuppmO,’’according to the
article. E-mail him at luppino@
artgalleryalberta.com.
回avid Shimberg (SMG’71, CGS’69) of
Charlotte, N.C., 1eads the business
COntinuity, disaster recovery, and
PrOCeSS impr.ovement programs
at Premier, Inc. David has published
several articles on business
continuity and disaster prepared-
ness and has spoken on the topic
at conferences and community and
business meetings. He works with
与`
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the business continuity-Certifying
Organization DRHntemational. He
is also working towar‘d Six Sigma
Black Belt certification.
cha「!es l七 rel営(GRS’71) of Brook-
1ine, Mass., Wa,S reCently named
to the ColbyCo11ege board of
trustees. He is vice president of
the division of diversity policy
and prog ams of the Association
of American Medical Co11eges
in Washington, D.C. Previously,
Charles was a faculty member at
Wheelock College and Salem State
College and was associate dean
for student affairs at the Boston
University Medical Campus.
1 g72
しeigh (A le n D,) Podgorski (CGS’72)
Of Van Nuys, Calif., is working on
an educational DVD on the culture,
language, and history of the Cahuil-
la Indians of Southern California.
The prqject stems from T栃Are S拙
Here, Leigh’s play based on the oral
history of tribal elder Katherine
Siva Saubel, Which was performed
by a professional cast of Native-
American actors. To learn more
about the DVD prQject, e-mail
Leigh at leighpod@aol.com.
Jo M, Sullivaれ(GRS’72,’78) of Lynn,
Mass., is the assistant superinten-
de t for curriculum, instruction,
and assessment for. the Malden,
Mass., Public school district.
1鶏73
Joame H。 Evans (SON’73) of Marble-
head, M ss., a PrOfessor emerita at
Salem Sta e Co11ege, reCeived the
National Excellence in Nursing
Educ tion Award from the Massa-
chusetts Association of Registered
Nurs s last sprmg, She currently
COOrdin tes the college’s intema-
tional study program for student
nurses from the Japanese Red Cross
Hiroshima College of Nursing.
Thomas A, Mcしaughlin (CAS’73,
GSM’87, DGE’71) of Andover,
Mass., has published his餅th
book on nonpro靴management,
Nonpro牌StrafegZc PosZtto7mg:
Decide肋e e fo BeタPわれTma寝o Do
(John Wiley & Sons, 2006). Thomas
is a management consultant for
Gr‘ant Thorton, a nOnPrO靴consult-
mg firm in Boston. He was an
adjunct lecturer at BU’s SchooI of
Social Work unti1 2004.
Madele ne Kay
(CA§’67) of干漢at
Rook,冊,,a life
coach, a teaChe「,
and the author of
the book§ Liwl哩
純舶nd即的u8小
Li両町所的Ou十
均的ou8 J明and
the forthcomlng
Hdw脚IIE唯r βet
O惟r l肋的仰y
伽〃伽00d川0$ted
the first Living
§e「endipitou§看y
etre t in Ooto-
be「2006 in her
hometown. F
more info ma-
tion on Living
§e「endipitou§ly,
Visit www.1iving
Serendipitou§iy
cOm.
Noel P「eston
(§丁H’72) of
Auchen¶ower,
Ou朗nsland,
Australia, is the
author of ftyond
鵬Bounぬ世』
Me o航海hrh哩
E帥融タpO〃加8 and
卸肪仙al町(王eus,
2006). Visit
NoeI’§ Web §ite
at www,nOeI
PreStOn,id,au,
Peg y Pancoe Rosoff (COM’73) of
Wilmington, N.C., mOVed from Los
Angeles in June and is happy to be
WOr.king with her father on his real
estate development endeavors. She
writes, ``There is so much mor’e
to do than I ever could do in Los
Angeles, With crowds and tra拍c
and parking. The people here are
just as savvy, if not more so, than
on the Vfest Coast, and they are
undeniably friendly:’Peggy volun-
teers at the Cameron Art Museum
in Wilmington and is marketing its
new cookbook, T九e CbokS CaJtL)aS丑
Coasfal Caro妬ta Art拙妙助tterfains,
whose proceeds will bene飢the
museum’s children’s programs.
E-mail her at pr.osoff@ec.rr.com・
Pe「i §chwa「tz (CFA?73) of New
Rochelle, N.Y., Showed her paint-
gs at Reeves Contemporary
Ga11ery in New York City from
June 29 to August 18, 2006. For
more information, Visit www
. eevescontemporary.com.
Diane (Grudko) §eymou「 (CFA73) of
New York, N.Y., is a senior coach
at TAI Resour'CeS, a Creativity and
leadership consulting且rm in New
York City. She presented VIr蝕osa,
her one-aCtreSS, One-Planist play
about the life of the 19th-Century
musical prodigy Clara Schumann
as part of the Schumann Festival
at the Sembrich Opera Museum in
Bolton Landing, N.Y., last July. In
addition, She recently wrote and
produced a documentary DVD for
th  Food Allergy PrQject, Inc., Of
Chicago.
Amy Weint「aub (CAS’73) of Tucson,
Ariz., an author and yoga teacher,
Will be a featured speaker at a 2007
co11oqulum hosted by the Boston
University gr‘aduate program in
Clinical psychoIogy. The invitation
is slgni且cant, She writes, ``in that
it represents an awareness of
mainstream academic clinical
psychoIogy of the bene飢s of yoga
in the treatment of depression and
mood disorders.’’Broadwa,y Books
Published her book ybga for Depres-
sfon: 4 CompassioJtaCe G扉de fo
R調ezJe SIJ確ring柵roIIgh %ga
in 2004. To learn more, Visit www
.yogafordepression・COm・
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剛zabeth (Smyth) Cumingham
(CGS’74) of Staatsburg, N.Y., WrOte
T九e Passto7t Of施rひMgdaZeJl: A
NoL)eZ (Monkfish Book Publishing
Company, 2006), the central novel
in her' three-Part Series TheMdezJe
Chro扇cねs. The book is based on the
Premise that Mary Magdalen was
a Celt of royal descent and was, in
fact, a PrOStitute. Elizabeth is an
Ordained interfaith minister and
COunSelor. For more information
On her' neWeSt WOrk, Visit www,
PaSSionofmarymagdalen.com.
Herbe「t G, Furhman (COM’74,
CGS’72) of Gaylordsville, Conn., a
15-year Veteran Of the Connec七icut
Department of Correction, WaS
PrOmOted to state parole o触cer
inJuly2006. OnAugust 18, 2006,
Herbert received the state’s Dis-
tinguished Public Service Award
for his relief efforts immediately
following Hurricane Katrina in
September 2005.
Ma「k D。 Gottsegen (CFA;74) of
Climax, N.C., released the second
revised edition of ThePatnter事
Handbook (Watson-Guptill Publi-
Cations, 2OO6). He has received a
grant from the Samuel H. Kress
Foundation for a宜ve-year reSearCh
Pr'Qject and is the codirector of the
Art Material Information and
Education Networ‘k, a nOnPrO且t
foundation that is part of the Inter-
museum Conservation Association.
Check out Mark’s V析eb si七e at www
.thepaintershandbook.or‘g or e輸mail
him at mdgottsegen@earthlink.net.
Michelle araveline (CFA’74, STH’76)
Of Westborough, Mass., is a profes-
SOr Of music and chair ofthe depart-
ment of art, muSic, and theater at
Assumption College in Worcester,
Mass, She also conducts the 90-
VOice Salisbury Singers of Wor-
CeSter and is the Massachusetts
State Chair for community chor'uSeS
for the American Choral Directors
Association.
Car獲J, Kl.aVetZ (COM’74,’75,
DGE’72) of Los Angeles, Calif.,
is chairman and chief strategic
O輪cer of Cruz/Kravetz:Ideas, an
advertising agency and marketing
COnSultancy specializing in the
U.S, Hispanic market. He is also
Chairman of the Association of
Hispanic Advertising Agencies,
a trustee of the Professionals
in Advertising Political Action
Committee, and a member of the
l俳C髄血M M肌
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弼耀鴨鍋鵡龍轟踊雛の鰯粥軸粥軸割
翻輔弼貯睡端歌
馳輔弼輔弼の軸舗鵬電弼輔蝿鵡
弼瀞閉脚の軸赫軸聴鞘輔軸輔弼輔
弼開館鰯騰難語掛軸粥摘鵡離醍醐
艶鵡舗暗闘粥顛帽醜馨嘩鵡謝聴講睡
軸繭職購醍醐輔弼翁割賦醐馴輔弼露骨醗
鵬醜態輔弼弼醜聞輔弼鱈艶繭郎醗鵡臨
舗鵡軸舗舗輔弼醍漸親臨軸畳鰯態
輔鏑鵡醒観
醐蹴嫡態弼醐純綿闘魂鋪醜態糟緋態嘩
踊醒帽蹴鞠醐輔帽醐醐輔弼軸鵡鵡馳輔弼離鰭離踊鏑輔の糖輔弼嫡粥鵡繭軸曜
輔軸輔弼鵡憧髄鞘醗縄輔弼軸曜醜醍醐輔離糎輔弼蝿簿鵡鰯聴蹴蕪弾輔醗軸醐闇網引聴鞘師輔弼日
輔弼縄釦施晦輔弼鵡野馳睦舗粥の輔弼瀞離艦醜弼抽蹄駒鳴粥醍醐輔舗鰯瞳鶴舗醜態
朝鰭軸醍醐忠蹴輔弼醜輔弼醐輔輔弼鰯麒麟瑚蹴鞠弼輔制帽鞘繭弛
臨舗輔弼鵡蹴輔弼臨幣醍醐晒翻離脱弼醒鱒輔弼醐離鰭鰯酔態憧蝿醜輔弼鵬鵬
閲師勝離晒就航臨忠睡醒‥臨軸轡艶醜聞艶麗醜態輔弼闇摘観購踊鰯蝿醜聞耀輔観麟糟臓睦臓晒醐腫醜態
輔軸輔弼弼輔塵職制輔弼輔臓轍間輔蹴雨晴輔醜聞鴫腫踊臨離輔弼醐細
腕購弱輔弼簿璃醐鴇鯛弼劉縛賦繊鏑弼観鴻　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　鮮師勝酪酸臓醐
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govemment relations committee
for the American Association
Of Advertising Agencies. Carl
is mar'ried to Aliza LifshitZ, an
internist in private practice at
Cedars Sinai Medical Center in Los
Angeles and health commentator
for the Univision television and
radio networks. Contact Carl at
j efe@ckideas.com,
Nina Mikha!evsky (CAS’74) of
Arlington, Va., is vice president
for strategy and policy at the
University of Mary W乙shington.
She is the strategic planning and
POlicy of且cer for the university and
the prmCIPal aide to the president.
Previously, She was assistant
dean for academic programs and
Plannmg at the Columbian College
Of Arts and Sciences at George
Washington University. She has
taught at Georgetown, Washington
and Lee, and George W去shington.
Doma Rossetti-Bailey (CFA;74) of
Marshfield, Mass., is teaching
OngOmg, drop-m PaStel classes
On Mondays in Duxbury and at
the South Shore Art Center in
Cohasset. She won an honorable
mention for. her paste=andscape
胸in StreetBog in the Pastel
Painters of Maine International
Juried Exhibit. Two other soft
PaStel paintings, OctoberAfternoo7t
and T九e Gねdes, Were Jur'ied into the
Northeast National Pastel Exhibit
in Old Forge, N.Y.
1 975
Katherine Austin (CFA’75,’78) of
Sebastopol, Calif., is an architect.
She was recognized by the Ameri-
Can Institute of Architects (AIA)
Show You’r'e Green program for an
apartment prQject she designed.
Katherine will be the 2OO7 chair of
the AIA Housmg Committee. She
credits her ``wonderful education
in painting for her success as an
architect. Visit www. austinaia. com
Or e-mail Katherine at kaaustin@
PaCbell.net.
Linda EIIman (COM’75) of Los
Angeles, Calif., directed and
COPrOduced On N証jzJe So紘The
Do。【Lmentarg Ofthe 9?v Cb肌missioJI
Report, the且rst documentary to
deal with the findings of the 9/11
Commission. The film aired on
Court TV in August and is available
On DVD.
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Hope Kirsch (SED’75) of Scottsdale,
Ariz., annOunCeS the openmg Of
the law office of Kirsch-Goodwin
& Kirsch on July 27, 2006, in
Scottsdale. Hope was a New York
City special education teacher and
administrator for 17 years before
eammg a law degree in 1991. E-mail
her at hnk@kgklaw.com.
Dan軸goboff (COM’75, CGS’73)
Of EIon, N.C., is a teacher at the
SchooI of Communications at EIon
University. Dan is also an attomey
and has been a writer and editor
at Broadcastf g & Cable magazine,
the Bureau of National Affairs, the
FもりetteL)調e ObsertJer, LegaZ Times,
and 4m rtc伽Laz。Uer Media. He has
been marr ed to Debra Kohlman
for 22 years, and they have two
ChildI`en. Contact Dan at dtrig@
COmCaSt.net.
暗　号i l l間柱対話国中津さ1き)出自　　白描温持古　　〈　竃　問　壬3
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James T, cain (LAW’77,’80) of Man-
Chester, N.H., Robert E, Da$tin
(SMG’61, LAW’64,’68) of Man-
Chester, N.H., Michael C, Harve11
(LAW’75) of Kittery, Maine, §usan A,
Manchester (LAW’80) of Amherst,
N.H, Aianし, Reische (LAW’70) of
Manchester, N.H., and Kimon S,
Zachos (LAW’69) of Manchester,
Marian Ch「isty
(COM’56),鴇8血哩
的2006, Water"
col叩16′′x20’’,
Marian’s paintings
Were Shown at
鵬alle叩121 in田 s"
ton from July 13 to
August 「O, 2006。
N.H., are Shareholders with the law
firm Sheehan Phinney Bass and
Green and were recently named
to the list of the Best La,WyerS in
America by the national research
firm Woodward/White.
Bruce Hermaれ(CFA’77,’79) of Glou-
CeSter, Mass., WaS aWarded the
endowed Distinguished Chair in
Fine Arts at Gordon College in
Ⅵnham, Mass., in August 2006.
E-mail him at bruce.herman@
gordon,edu.
しouis B, Mendelsohn (GSM’77) of
Zephyrhills, Fla., is president and
CEO of Market TechnoIogleS, LLC,
a trading software company he
founded in 1979. His book Fbreズ
Tradされg 〔規7tg加fermarket AJtaZ#SZS
(Marketplace Books) was published
in 2006. Louis and Illyce, his wife
Of 30 years, raise Paso Fino horses
and a variety of cattle and other
livestock. They have three sons,
Lane, Ean, and Lee.
「 97雷
Tom P. McCu○○ough (COM’78) of
Ⅵforcester, Mass., is director of
CO POrate and foundation relations
for UMass Memorial Foundation,
Which supports the academic and
research enterprlSeS Of UMass
Medical School and the clinical
initiatives of UMass Memorial
Health Care. Tom has worked
for the foundation since 2001. Pre-
Viously he was deputy director at
the Massachusetts Department
Of Economic Development and
director of development operations
and director of annual giving at the
Joslin Diabetes Center in Boston.
Barba「a (Ha「an) Pepsia (COM’78) of
Corinth, Vt., Writes that she has
been happily married for more
than 25 years and is ``busy making
traditional quilts in the beautiful
hills of Vermont:’Contact Barbara
at ptquilts@hotmail. com.
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Pat「icia RandelI (C且A;79) of Long
Beach, N.Y., Performed in Michele
Aldin’s new play, Dear America,
at the lOth annual International
Fringe Festival in New York City in
August. Jslander, Patricia’s feature
即m with Philip Baker Hall and
Larry Pine, WaS Shown at the 2006
Los Angeles Film Festival. Her
Other recent feature, Approac寂7tg
?
?「
?
?????
????‥?????????
????????
U諦oJt Sq重Lare, WOn the jury prlZe
for best feature at the 20O6 Long
Isla’nd Intemational Film Expo and
WaS included in the Montreal Film
Festival. She just shot a sitcom pilot
Called TheMdtch in Richmond, Va.,
and played the female lead in Tom
Dudzick’s Oひer the Ttzひer7t With the
Portland Stage Company.
1980
cynthia Da看e-Salo (CAS’80) of
Vantaa, Finland, reCeived a
POStgraduate degree in teacher
education from the Helia SchooI
Of Vocational Teacher Education in
Helsinki in 2005. She is currently
Studying North American studies
and intercultural encounters at
the University of Helsinki. Contact
Cynthia at cynthia.dale-Salo@
helsinki.fi.
Eve!yn Hemandez (COM’80) of
Sunnyside, N.Y., the opmion page
editor of E′ Dtarto/La Prensa in New
York City, WaS named a Nieman
Fellow at Harvard University for
the 2006-2007 academic year. She
is studying t,he r'Ole of the media in
PreSerVing and rebuilding Hispanic
institutions, COmmunities, and
ident ity.
198「
Jason Alexander (CFA;81, HoN:95) of
Los Angeles, Calif., an aCtOr best
known for his portrayal of George
On the television sitcom SetJt肋d,
WaS honored last October at the
Scleroderma Foundation’s National
Gala for his commitment to宜nding
a cure for the disease. Jason, Who
has been the foundation’s national
SPOkesperson since 1997, has a
Sister with scler'Oderma, a Chronic
autoimmune disease.
Michael N, Ungar (CAS’81, LAW’84)
Of Cleveland Heights, Ohio, WaS
recognized by The Best La【。ひerS iJI
Amertca 2007二He chairs the litiga-
tion department at the Cleveland-
based law firm Ulmer & Berne.
1982
Gerald N, carOZZa, Jr. (CAS’82) of
Branchville, N.J., is a coIonel in the
U.S. Army Reserve and staffjudge
advocate for the 6015th Garrison
Support Unit in Forest Park, Ill.
Gerald is assistant vice president
at Selective Insurance Company of
America in Branchville. E葛mail him
at gerald.carozza@selective.com.
Szifra Birke
(CA§’72) of Lowe○○,
Mas§., a mentaI
health and addio-
tion§ cOunSeior,
released a second
edition of her novel,
頑鵬r侮鵬a川
舶aI-Li佃Por意憎it of
鵬0肥り新βro叩
柵e憎py (infinity
Publishing, 2006).
§he specia ize§ in
WOrk with profes-
Sionais who have
not benefited from
traditionai therapy,
Contaot her
through www
.§Zifrabirke,00 ,
Scott P. Kadish (SMG’82) of Cincin葛
nati, Ohio, WaS reCOgnized by T九e
Bes比auJgerS in 4mertca 2007: He
is the partner-in-Charge of the
Cincinnati office of the law宜rm
Ulmer & Berne.
198簿
Wendy Heath (CAS’83) of Princeton,
N.J., is a professor of psychoIogy
at Rider University in Princeton,
Where she specializes in psychol-
Ogy and law. Wendy lives with her
husband, Stephen Kaplan, and
her daughter, Jenny. E-mail her at
heath@rider.edu.
Lisa Laubgross (COM’83) of
Rockville, Md., WaS named
COChair of the 2007 International
Association of Conference Centers
Annual Conference, Which will be
held in Apri1 2007 in New Br.uns-
Wick, N.J. She is the conference
SerVices general manager at the
COnSulting且rm Booz Allen Hamil-
ton in McLean, Va., Where she has
w ked since 1987. Lisa writes
that she ``would love to hear from
frie ds who lived on llC in `700’in
1979-1980 or in Shelton 1980-1983’’
at宜reball@alum.bu.edu.
Janet Secato「e (SON’83) of Brook-
1ine, Mass., is director of the
department of cancer care educa-
tion, PraCtice, and quality at Dana-
Farber Cancer Institute in Boston.
She is also an associate at the
Institute for Nurslng Healthcare
Leadership. Before her appoint-
me t at Dana-Farber, Janet was
Chief nurslng Of且cer at the Alfred
Hospital in Melbourne, Australia,
for more than lO years.
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Debo「ahし, Bo「man (COM’84) of Oak
Park, Ill., is an adjunct professor‘ Of
legal research and writing at DePaul
University College of Law. Contact
her at debbielee@alum,bu.edu.
Amie Card (COM’84) of Peterbor-
Ough, N.H., a freelance photog-
rapher and post-Katrina Red Cross
VOlunteer, COfounded MississIPPI
Home Again Relief Fund. The
nonpr‘Ofit organization’s mission
is to raise money to buy stoves,
refrigerators, Water heaters,
WaShers, dryers, and beds for'
residents whose houses have been
rebuilt since the storm. E-mail her
at a,nniecard@yahoo.com.
Karen Daukas (SAR’84) of Shr‘eWS-
bury, Mass., director of operations
at Easter Seals Massachusetts,
received the Easter Seals Employee
Spirit Award last August in honor
Of her longtime service to the non-
PrOfit organization and its clients.
She has worked for Easter Seals
Since 1998.
川eg a Tortolano Havens (CFA;84)
Of Virgmia Beach, Va., is a violinist
and has performed with the Vir-
gmi  Symphony the Glimmer.glass
Opera, and the Virgmia Opera.
She also has branched out to
Other styles of music and now has
a rock band. Allegra wr‘ites that
her nephew William Tortolano,
a c llist, is a freshman in the
SChool of music at the College of
Fine AI‘tS, Which her family is
thrilled about because her father,
Wi11iam Tortolano (CFA;53), WaS
an organ maJOr With an emphasis
in church music. “He is a specialist
in Gregorian chant and continues
to this day to travel and give work-
Shops,’’she writes. ``He is a re-
markable ma  and has had an
active career as a musician and
teacher, eXChangmg WOnderful
StOries about BU with the older
generation. I can’t tell you how
P Oud we are: three generations
of To tolano musicians!’’
Mara (Rosenblatt) Koven (COM’84,
CGS’82) of Toronto, Ontario, CO-
edited the anthoIogy MoHr扇ng Hds
Brokeれ- 4 Collection OfCreatわe
ルナ緬og Abozzt Grief伽d HealtJlg
(Kope Associates, 2004). The book
COntains 50 origmal submissions
that `’show how people can cope
With loss and be role models for us
all,’’Mara writes. To find out more
about Mara’s book, Visit http:〃
a .yorku.ca/kope/.
1985
Janice Newel看(MET’85) of Seattle,
Wrash., is the chief information
of且cer for Swedish Medical Cen置
ter, Which is the largest nonprofit
health-Care PrOVider in the Pacific
Nor'thwest. Previously she worked
at Group Health Cooperative for
19 year .
Gr gg Tha○○er (CFA’85) of East
Stroudsburg, Pa., is the director of
bands at East Stroudsburg Univer-
Sity. Contact him at greggthaller@
hotmail.com.
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1987
しuis A, Gonzalez (COM’87) of San
Juan, Puerto Rico, is deputy news
director at the Spanish-language
media company Univision. Previ-
OuSly, he was news director for
ESPN Deportes in Mexico City.
E-mail Luis at luisalberto@
newsr00mCOaCh.com.
Me「rickし∴`Rick7’O「oss (LAW’87) of
Davie, Fla., a COmmerCia=itigation
shareholder with Akerman
Senter且tt in Miami, is the 9Oth
PreSident of the Dade County Bar
Association, the largest voluntary
bar association in Florida. Rick
lives with his wife, Rosa, and two
daughters, Marissa and Alana.
E-mail him at merrick.gross@
akerman.com.
David A, Wind (SMG’87) of White
Plains, N.Y., is president of
Guaranteed Home Mortgage
Company, Which recently added
Six full-SerVice opera,tions in New
York and New Jersey, Contact
David at davidwind@gmail.com.
1988
Ben aolant (CAS’88, COM’88,
CGS’86) of Falls Church, Va., has
moved to the o組ce of general
COunSel i  the U.S. Copyright O批ce
at the Library of Congress after
more than  decade at the Federal
Communications Commission,
Wh re he was a senior attomey
WOrking on First Amendment is-
SueS affecting the electronic media.
He looks forward to connecting
with classmates who are now in
the media and content industries.
E-mail Ben at bgol@loc.gov.
Ma「c Helbe「g (COM’88) of Belle
M ad, N.J., is prlnCIPal of the
Philade phi -area O組ce of the
North Highland Company, an
indepen ent management and
technoIogy consulting services
PrOVider. He worked previously
for Pacesetter Management Con-
Sulting and Pricewaterhouse-
Coopers. H  lives with his wife
and two sons.
Je「emy Kehoe (COM’88) of Los
Angeles, Calif., is the author of the
Satiric l comedy Readu, AZm, yb話e
FZred. Jeremy’s play premiered at
the NoHo Actors’Studio in North
Hollywood, Calif., in fal1 2006.
Contact Jeremy at jeremykehoe
@sbcglobal.net.
Rod (A音tschu!)
Maxwe○○
(馴G’87) of Bev-
e「ly Hil!s, Calif,,
had hi§ §hort刷m
柵e附shh哩鵬〃
§hown atthe Bos"
ton lnte「nationa看
Film Fe§tival in
June 2006. Rod
§ingi -handedIy
di「ected, Shot,
designed, edited,
and aoted in
the刷m。 Having
Created the pros-
thetio§ and fat
Suits, he played
al1 26 0ha「aoters,
V §it the冊m’s Web
§ite at www,the
Wishingwe看lmovie
cOm,
軸謙措観轍購騰鵜苫
:∴ ∴旧
す紬胱弘田は(CAgO8) 00nSiders herself
a peop!叩erson, Which is why she i§ SuCh
a bigfan of herjob atTelefund,丁he best
Pa「t Of herjob, §he say§, istalkingto
a!umni。
One of T「aoie’s favo「ite oonve「sations
was with a woman who had not been to
Boston in year§ and wanted to hear about
OOnStruOtion at the Univer§ity and about
the status of the Big Dig highway project,
“§ometimes you get people who a「e
real看y inte「ested in what you’「e doing,
and they ask you questions about the
University,’’she says,判ike updating
aIumni on Boston and letting them know what’s go!ng On arOund the University"
Tracie is a p§yChology major and a voluntee「 with BU’s Community §ervice
Center, This year she wi= lead a group of §tudents on a oommunity se「vioe t「ip
in March fo「 Alte「native §p「ing B「eak。丁「aoie al§O WO「k§ With the BU Children’s
Theat「e, Putting o叩lays for kids around Boston,
伽eok out o勅er応化血nd oa侮rs at ww肌b肌ed埴e佃血nd
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Jacquel員ne Webb (GRS’88) of Kings-
ton, R.I., is a professor of bioIoglCal
sciences and coordinator of the
marine bioIogy program at the
University of Rhode Isla,nd. Pre-
Viously, She taught at Villanova,
University.
1989
Peter Barr (GRS’89,’97) of Adrian,
Mich., has been promoted to fu11
PrOfessor of art history at Siena
Heights University in Adrian.
Suzame Hauer Moynagh (COM’89,
CGS’86) of Milton, Mass., and her
husband, Joseph Moynagh, had
their second child, John Joseph
Moynagh, On July l, 20O6・ He was
8 pounds, 7 ounces, and 20 inches
long, The family, including older
Sister Lucy, is thrilled with the
newest addition.
Cindy (Cowan) Stewart (COM’89) of
Gainesville, Fla., annOunCeS the
birth of her‘ daughter, Adina, On
March 25, 2006. ``She was eagerly
welcomed by her father, Phil, and
big sister, Zea,’’Cindy writes∴’I just
且nished my maternity leave and am
n w back at work as a researcher in
the horticulture department at the
University of FIorida.’’Contact Cindy
at cindycowan89@yahoo.com.
1990
Leon R, Barson (LAW’90) of Bryn
Mawr, Pa., JOined the Philadelphia
law且rm Pepper Hamilton as a
corporate restructur'ing and bank-
ruptcy partner. An author and a
lecturer on subjects related to
business reorganizations, Leon is
recognized in the 2005 and 2006
editions of C九ambers [鳩A:4mer-
ZcaS Lead訪1g LauJUerS for放LSfJteSS・
NicoIe Blackman (COM’90) of
Brooklyn, N.Y., Writes, ``Despite my
never actually golng On-air when I
worked at WTBU, I’ve been eaming
my living doing voice-OVerS for
COmmerCials and on-air‘ PrOmOtions
for the last nine years:’On the
creative side, Nicole received her
且rst maJOr COmmission for a new
audio work, ``Stay Away from
Lonely Places,’’fr m he British
Arts Council for the UK’s Art &
Architecture Week in July 2006.
She is working toward a master’s
in performance studies/new media
at Long Island University. E-mail
her at nicoleblackman@aol.com.
Robyn Brown-Poste○○ (CAS’90) of
Houston, Tex・, rePOrtS, ``I spent
lO years working in Los Angeles
media and have been researching
American entertainment for a
French cable company for nearly
SeVen yearS.’’Robyn lives with her‘
husband, Who works for Games
Workshop, and three children,
William, age Six, Robert, age three,
and Sophie, age One∴`We are learn-
mg day-by-day to deal with our
Oldest son, Who has Asperger’s
Syndrome,’’she writes. E-mail
Robyn at rbpostell@netscape・net.
Marc C「isaful音i (CAS’9O) of Wren-
tham, Mass., is a partner in the
COrPOrate PraCtice of the Provi-
dence, R.I., law且rm Hinckley, Allen
& Snyder. Previously he was senior
Vice president of gammg SOlutions
at GT丑CH Corpora七ion.
Joame M, Goiden (CAS’90, GSM’97)
Of Quincy, Mass., attends Suffolk
University Law School full-time.
Previously, She worked for State
Stree七Corporation for 15 years.
Ame Ma「ie Me晒ne (MET’90,
GRS’98) of Fort Collins, Colo.,
an instructor in the University
Honors Program at CoIor'ado State
University, WaS VOted Honors
Professor of the Year for' 2005-2OO6
by the program’s students. Anne
Marie was also nominated for
the 2006 Outstanding Honors
Academic Advisor award. She
teaches interdisciplinary seminars
On issues of human equality, mOSt
Of which invoIve a community-
SerVice component.
Robin Pa看me「 (COM’9O) of Los
Angeles, Calif., reCently sold a
Series of young adult novels called
Fresh F窃rg地les - mOdern I.e-
tellings of classic fairy tales - tO
Pu組n Books. She writes, `After
a decade in Hollywood as an
agent, PrOducer, and TV network
executive, I had a momentary lapse
Of sani七y and left it all behind to
become a struggling freelance
Writer・ Thankfully, it paid off:’E-
血ail Robin at rlp321@comcast,net.
Beth Tbmek Schulman (COM’90,
CGS’88), Of Melville, N.Y. is the
mother of nine-year-Old Ben, SeVen-
year-Old Sydney, and three-year-Old
Sam and has pursued her love of
Photography. Beth also volunteers
David Cu「p
(CA§’88) of
Athens, Ohio,
Published his
冊st book, 』
的an wせ印?
柵e Po傭融of
刷十n応αean8硬
h Wおtem P脇n句
相45- 19β0
(University of
Rochester Press,
2006〉, Dav剛§ an
as§i§tant P「Ofes
SO「 Of history at
Ohio Unive「sity.
With Locks of Love, a Charity to
Which she donated her own hair
twice, and Smile Train, a nOnPrO飢
Organization dedicated to helping
Children with cleft lips and palates.
She writes that she misses Boston
and is “tragically raising three
Yankees fans!!’’Contact Beth at
dboom@optonline.net.
Roger Ske○○ey-Watts (STH’90) of
Huron, Ohio, PaStOr Of the Huron
United Methodist Church, WaS
elected chair of the East Ohio Con-
ference Commission on Christian
Unity and Inter'-Religious Concems.
One of the group’s goals is to foster
dialogue among Christian groups
and other maJOr religions. Roger is
married to Joan Skelley-Watts,
PaStOr Of Grace United Methodist
Church in Vermilion, Ohio. They have
two children, Andrew and Kathyrn.
電$㊥電
Nicole Cha「bomet (CFA’91) of New
Orleans, La・, Showed her paintings
in the exhibition The TrLZth Abo[Zt
God at the Arthur Roger Gallery
in New Orleans from August 5 to
September 23, 2006.
Mark Fishkin (CAS’91) of West
Or nge, N.J., and his wife, Adr‘ia,
Welcomed their second child, Lucy
Clementine, On July 25, 2OO6. Lucy
has a big brother, Max. Mark is the
director of integrated sales at the
BusinessWeek Group in New York
City and blogs about U.S. soccer at
thekino触sh.blogspot.com. E-mail
him at m五shkin@yahoo.com.
Michelle Gaseau (COM’91) of VAter-
town, Mass., is communications
manager for the Lean Aerospace
Initiative at the Massachusetts
Institute of TechnoIogy.
Marga「et Martin (CAS’91) of New
York, N.Y., is an assistant attorney
general for the state of New York.
She recently spent a year in Uzbek葛
istan, WOrking on legal reform
PrQjects. Margaret received a J.D.
from Columbia Universi七y.
Bill Mcしay (ENG’91, SED’93) of
Tampa, Fla., and his wife, Shan-
non, had their且rst child, William
Seanne, On February 12, 2OO6. Bill
is the new chairman of Tampa’s
Berkeley Preparatory SchooI
SCience department. Contact him
at wmclay@verizon.net.
噂㊨㊥笠
間zabeth I]avis Hoexter (CAS’92) of
Harriso , N.Y., and her husband,
Ken, annOunCe the birth of their
daughter, Samantha Pace, On Decem-
ber 2, 20O5. Samantha has two
big brothers, Zachary, age five, and
Be叩amin, age three. Liz stopped
PraCticing law in 2001 to become a
full-t,ime stay-at-home mom. E-mail
her at hoexgirl@aol.com.
Max Ma書ikow (STH’92) of Syracuse,
N.Y., is the author of a new book on
educational psychoIogy, 7bachers
for L脆: 4duice and M台thods Gafhered
AloJlg fhe T施u (R&L Education,
2006). Max is an assistant professor
Of education at Le Moyne College
in Syracu e; his career includes 20
y ars as a high school teacher.
Christophe Moerman (SHA92,
GSM’94) of West Chesterl, Ohio,
is client director at the marketing
information company ACNielsen,
after working lO years at its sister
COmPany BASES∴`The relocation
WaS re y easy as my new o触ce is
Only a few floors down from my
PreVious o綿ce,’’he writes. “Other
great personal news is that my wife
and I are expectingtwins, due in
Dec mbe . We just found out this
Week that we wi11 be having one boy
and one girl and are rea11y excited.
Regards to all friends from BU.’’
Esther (Carve ) NapolitanO (COM’92,
CGS’90) of Tarrytown, N.Y., WaS
married on May 21, 2005, tO Douglas
Napolitano. The bridal party
included Patricia (Kukan) Rose
(COM’92) and Gina (Alito) Brown
(COM’92, CGS’90). Esther is
 seni r media coordinator at
Memorial SIoan-Kettering Cancer
Center in New York City. E-mail her
at EstherLCarver@hotmail.com.
Douglas R, Wood (CAS’92) of Durant,
Okla., reCently earned tenure and
a promotion to associate pr‘Ofessor
in the department of biologlCal
SCiences at Southeastern Okla-
homa State University. E-mail him
at wood8533@sbcglobal.net.
増田93
Rache書Bouche「 (CAS’93) of Clinton,
Conn., is a middle schooI social
Studies teacher and lives with her
husband and their one-year-01d son.
She recently started her own Web
Si e, WWW.intuitionforteens.com.
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Thomas J。 Denham (SED’93) of
Delmar, N.Y., managmg Partner
and career counselor at Careers
in Transition of Albany, N.Y., WaS
recently honored as one of the
Albang軌st7teSSしJbzzmai’s 40 Under
Forty. The award recognizes
PrOmising men and women
under the age of 40 who have
ma,de significant contributions
to the community and achieved
PrOfessional success. Thomas is
Planning to finish his disserta-
tion for a doctorate in higher
education at Nova Southeastern
University. ``BU SED prepared
me well:’he writes.
しau「a Dolan (CAS’93, COM’93) of
Franklin Squa,re, N.Y., and her
husband, Scott Gilman, Welcomed
their且rst child, Caroline Doreen,
on July 17, 2005. ``Caroline has
glVen me mOre JOy than I could
have ever imagined,’’Laura writes.
Laura is a field producer for CNN
and has covered everything from
Hurricane Katrina’s aftermath to
Fashion Week. E-mail her at laura.
dolan@turner.com
Paige Valentine autier「ez (CFA’93)
Of Spring, Tex., is the usability
specialist at Baylor College of
Medicine in Houston. She lives with
her husband and two sons, ageS且ve
and two. She writes, ``Ⅷuld love
to hear from old friends - Well,
friends who are now older, anyWay.
Drop me a line!’’Contact her at
Paige@g ot.com.
E「wandi Henda「ta (GSM’93) of
Jakarta, Indonesia, is a senior
partner in the banking, finance, and
maJOr PrQjects group of the law且rm
Hadiput anto, Hadinoto & Partners.
``My M,B.A. education at Boston Uni-
versity provided me with knowledge
and skills that were valuable for
my practice as a corporate且nance
l wyer:’he writes.
Stacey Pinsky Kitay (GSM’93) and
Joel Kitay (CAS’94, COM’94) of
Pikesville, Md., annOunCe the birth
of their son, Alexander Reid, On
December 7, 2005. Alexander’s
sister, Isabelle, WaS born on June
26, 2004. Friends can contact them
at Joelkitay@comcast.net.
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Tracy PauI (COM’93, CGS’91) of
New York, N.Y., Celebrated the lO-
year anniversary of Tracy Paul
& Company, a boutique public
relations firm promoting goods and
s rvices in the worlds of fashion,
entertainment, the arts, and other
consumer markets. Joining Tracy
at the June 2006 celebration were
Adam Glassman, Creative director
Of Opra九magazine, and actress
Felicity Huffman. Check out the
COmPany’s Web site at www
.tracypaul.com.
Seba$tian Royo (GSM’93, GRS’93,
’98) of Medford, Mass., is associate
dea,n Of the College of Arts and
Sciences at Suffolk University,
Jordan Sy看veste「 (CAS’93) of
Albuquerque, N.M., married Jason
Verely in New Orleans on May 13,
2006. In attendance were Patty
Ty rell (SMG’93), Damon Rothstein
(SMG’93), Mary Ellen Osbum
(SMG’84), and former BU kung fu
teacher Larry Jones. Jordan is
enJOymg life in the desert, teaChing
Pilates and working as a consult-
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ant. Contact her at jwsylvester@
COmCaSt.net.
Brian Wheel (CAS’93) and Laura
Ga看lus Wheel (SED’93) of Westford,
Mass., annOunCe the birth of their
SeCOnd child, Evelyn, in June 2006.
Evelyn’s older brother, Ethan, is
SeVen. Brian is a history editor with
Oxford University Press, and Laura
is a freelance editor in educational
Publishing. E-mail Brian at wheelb@
COmCaSt.net and Laura at lwheel
@comcast.net.
Andy Woodrow (SED’93) of San
Antonio, Tex., is a lieutenant
COIonel in the Air Force Biomedical
Science Corps, heading the aero-
SPaCe PhysioIogy formal programs
at the USAF SchooI of Aerospace
Medicine. Andy writes that he
Still savors “the halcyon days of
Boston U. in England and Germany;
exchanged the Charles River for'
the Rhine and Thames Rivers. ‥
not a bad trade!’’
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Lori P獲att Å1exander (SAR’94:96)
Of Alexandria, Va., VOlunteered
as a physical therapist and in-
StruCtOr Of other PTs at the Da
Nang Rehabilitation Center in
Vietnam from May 21 to June 3,
2OO6. “The opportunity to travel
halfway around the world to tra,in
COlleagues in one s profession is an
honor and pr'ivilege:’Lori writes.
``To see this trainmg lmmediately
incorporated into a physical
therapy tr‘eatment plan to impr‘OVe
the functioning of people with
disabilities in another culture is
immensely satisfying.
John A, Cigliano (GRS’94) of A11en-
town, Pa., WaS PrOmOted last
Sprmg tO aSSOCiate professor of
bioIogy with tenure at ,Cedar Crest
College, He is also the director of
the biodiversity and conser'Vation
bioIogy program. John was recently
elected to t,he board of governors
Of the mar'ine section of the Society
for Conservation BioIogy. He is
Starting a research program in
Belize as part of an intemational
effort to study the effectiveness
Of the Sapodilla Cayes Marine
Reserve, focusmg On determimng
the effectiveness of the reserve in
PrOteCting and replenishing queen
COnCh populations. E-mail John at
Cigliano@rcn,COm.
BU alumni ran
into one another
While on safari
at Zu看u Nyala
game reSerVe
near Richards
Bay, §outh Africa,
Andrew Bardin
Williams (COM’01,
C肥01) of§an
Franci§cO, Ca!if,
(from left), Esther
(I]ruoker) Gold-
berg (COM’72)
and Arthur Gold"
be「g (CA$’71)
Of §w mpscott,
Mass,, and Paige
(Meli○○o〉 Wi!iiam§
(COM’02), `骨s
a sma○○ wo「td:’
Paige writes,
しaurie (carva漢ho) Hadamovsky
(CAS’94) of Groton, Mass., and her
husband, Petr, annOunCe the arrival
Of their first child, Veronika Tereza,
On May 31, 2OO6. Laurie would
enjoy hear'mg from old friends at
lauriehad@hotmail.com.
Miche音le (1de) Margules (CAS’94,
CGS’92) and Darin Margu音es
(SMG’94) of Encino, Calif., an-
nou ce the birth of their second
SOn, Dylan, They are also the proud
parents of three-year-Old Alex,
Contact Michelle and Darin at
dmargules@adelphia.net.
Hock Min Ng (ENG’94,’97:00) of
Westfield, N.J., is a member of
the technical staff at Bell Labs,
Lucent TechnoIogleS, Last fall, he
received the Charles W Tobias
Young Investigator Award,
Which recognizes outstanding
SCienti且c and pioneering work
in fundamental or applied
electrochemistry or solid-State
SCience and technoIogy, from
the Electr'OChemical Society.
Classmates can e-mail Hock
at hock.ng@gmail.com.
Ju ee (Smariga) Stephen$On (CAS’94)
Of Aldie, Va., married Gr'aham
Stephenson on June 3, 2006.
Among the guests were Katrina
Gleber (CAS’94, COM’94), Mu-En
Steeg (CAS’94), and Alexandra
Dzubak (CAS’95). E-mail Julee at
J CSmariga@yahoo.com.
しynn Michel Ta簡n (CFA94) of San
Francisco, Calif., and her husband,
Patrice, nnOunCe the birth of
their d ught r, Anais, this past
April. Lynn maintained a busy
Performance schedule on harp
and with modem dance up until
Anais’s birth. Last sprmg She per-
formed with the San Francisco
Chamber Orchestra, and last
Summer She chair'ed wor‘kshops
for the American Harp Society
Conference, in San Francisco.
Check out her Vfeb site at www
.1ynnta拍n.com.
Dawn Ostrom lalbot (CAS’94,
COM’94) of New Orleans, La., and
her husband, Shaun, Welcomed
their first child, Mo11y, in May.
Dawn is a stay-at-home mom and
freelance television reporter in
New Orleans. ``Ⅵねsurvived Katrina
Without any major damage and are
happy t  host visitors!’’she writes.
Contact Dawn at dostromski@aol
剛zabeth Torrie Zwaryczuk (COM’94,
CGS’92) of Glen Cove, N.Y., married
Michael Zwaryczuk in August 2005.
Elizabeth writes that their daughter,
Sarah Rose, WaS born October 3,
20O6, and ``she’s happy and healthy,
and mom and dad are massively in
love wi h her:’Elizabeth is director
Of communications for RedDot
Solutions in New York City, and
M chae  is a global Intemet mana-
ger for Computer Associates.
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E-mail Elizabeth at bethtorrie@
gmail.com.
1995
Sydney Cutle「 Abich (SAR’95) of Los
Angeles, Calif., married Nasar
Abich, Jr., in Coral Gables, Fla., On
Apri1 30, 2006. E-mail Sydney at
Syd.cutler@gmail.com.
Marina Umaschi Be「s (SED’95) of
Arlington, Mass., reCeived a 20O5
Presidential Early Career Award
for Scientists and Engineers from
President George W. Bush at the
White House on July 26, 2006.
Marina is an adjunct professor
in the department of computer
SCience at Tufts University and
an assistant professor at the uni-
VerSity’s Eliot-Pearson Department
Of Child Development.
Kathleen Hen「y (COM’95) of Ros-
1indale, Mass., is an attomey at
Choate, Ha11 and Stewart in
Boston. She recently received one
Of the 2006 Ten Outstanding Young
Leader Awards from the Boston
Junior Chamber of Commerce for
demonstr'ating outstanding com-
munity leadership and commitment.
Sylviaしee Maldonado (COM’95)
Of Chicago, Ill., is a Peace Corps
COmmunity development volunteer
in Guatemala. Pr'eViously, She
WOrked in television production,
Winnmg an亜mmy for her work on
StartZng OzJer for NBC Universal.
Co「inne Ma「rinan (CFA;95) of Alta-
dena, Calif., PrOduced the documen-
tary帥m4 Note ofTr誼mpれwhich
WOn a 2006 Academy Award. She is
an associate producer for the CSI
television franchise and recently
COauthored U描mate CSI (DK, 2006),
a companion guide to the show.
E-mail her at marrinan.corinne
@gmail.com.
!an C, Piia「czyk (LAW’95) of Cam-
bridge, Mass., a Self-emPIoyed
POSition trader specializing m
CIosed-end funds, is a mediator tO
the Massachusetts district courts
and executive director of the KaroI
Pilarczyk Foundation. He recently
established the Phoenix Fund at
WWW.PrOSPer.COm. E-mail Ian at
rabidemu@hotmail. com.
Ch「istina (Soko看off) Severin (SPH’95)
Of Jamaica Plain, Mass., is execu-
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tive di ector of Network Health
in Cambridge, Mass. Previously,
She was vice president and COO.
At that time, the Bosfon放LStれeSS
Jbzzr7tal included her in its list of 40
Under 40 business leaders to watch
in greater Boston.
1996
Fawzia Ahmad (GRS’96) of Boulder,
Colo., is the author of4 S餌匂of
Land cmd M掘e扉7訪he EarZひ肋orks of
Algerian-Bor71 Writers Albert Camzzs,
棚bL沈現d Fわaoz , Cmd Mohammed
Dめ(Edwin Mellen Press, 20O5).
Contact Fawzia at Fawzia.Ahmad
@coIorado.edu.
Hamud Balfas (LAW’96) of Depok,
Indonesia, Published his丘rst book,
CapZtaZ Market Lau痛t血do7teSZa (PT
Tatanusa, 2006), in the Indonesian
language. Hamud is a lawyer wi七h
Ali Budiardjo, Nugroho, Reksodi-
PutrO in Jakarta.
Pete「 Connors (COM’96) of New
York, N.Y., Created Hugz - ``cards
that hug’’- Which won the award
for b st new product at the 20O6
National Stationer‘y Show at the
Jacob Javits Convention Center
in New York last May. For more
information and photos, Visit his
Web site at www.hugz.com.
Daniel Fiedler (LAW’96) of Seoul,
South Korea  is a professor of law
at Sogang Universi七y in Seoul. E-
mail him t宜edler@sogang.ac.kr.
Natalie (Misiph) Gomstein (CAS’96)
and Eric ao「nstein (CAS’96) of
Lexington, Mass., Welcomed their
ne  son, Samuel Harris, On Apri1
5, 2006. He has a big brother, Noah,
Who is two years old. E-mail the
Gornsteins at ngomstein@hotmail
Lisa A, Hayes (CAS’96) of Seattle,
W去sh., a lawyer with the law firm
Rafel Manville, WaS included
among “the REAL hot lOO,’’a
Pr‘Qject that lists young women
fr'Om aCrOSS the country who are
breaking bar‘riers, fighting stere-
OtyPeS, and making a difference in
their communities or the nation.
Lisa was recognized for‘ her dedi-
Cat on to women’s rights and social
justice.
Ch「 stophe「 LaDue (GSM’96) of
Bedford, N.H., is founder and
Craig M。
Watts
(§TH’95〉 of Coral
§p「ings, Fia,,
i§ the autho「
Of鵬的応of
Peaoe:月厄xander
脇mpbe〃 on
掲oi応mタ的佃noe
and的e $ねでe
(DouIos Christou
Press, 2005), a
OOmPrehensive
Study ofthe paoi-
fism of AIexander
Campbel○○
Joseph Jones
(STH’98) of Ker-
nersviIle,冊,,
Publi§hed叩y
鵬Do肋at鵬
Do: α)r応的n
Wbr8h直面鵬
A moan ∵A mer厄an
柵跡的n (R, H,
Boyd PubIishing,
2006), “丁his book
Wi冊帥read s
under§tand the
WOrShi叩ing
rituaI§ Of the
Af「ic -Americ n
Church:’he write§,
E-ma冊oseph
at RevJonesO「@
aoI,cOm,
director of the Boston office of
GIobalview Advisors, a且nancial
Valuation and advisory fir‘m. Visit
the company’s Web site at www
.globalviewadvisors.com or e-mail
Chris at cladue@globalview
advisors.com.
Michael Alan Lencioni (COM’96),
Of New York, N.Y., a POP muSician
better known as Don Lennon,
r'eleased his fourth album, RoIZtine,
in 2005 on Martin Philip Records.
The singer-SOngWriter began his
Career With an obscure gr'OuP
named the Umpteens in the mid-
199Os, along with several other BU
Students. The group broke up in the
SPrmg Of 1997, and later that year,
Michael recorded his soIo debut
album, Mc肌tac'. Visit his Web site
at www.donlennon.com.
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Robert Asa「o-AngeIo (COM’97) of
Highland Park, N.J., Writes, “My
Wife, Sarah Kan, and I are about
to celebrate our son Joseph’s first
birthday. I Iook forward to bring-
ing him to my lO-year reunion
next year!’’Contact Robert at
ra_angelo62@hotmail.com.
Jemifer B「att (CAS’97) of New
York, N.Y., reCently returned
from宜ve months in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, Where she ran
three tango tours for dancers.
She teaches tango workshops
nationwide with her partner, Ney
Melo, and runs a weekly dance
Class in New York City. Check
out her Web site at www.cIose-
emb ace.com or e-mail her at
Jennifer@cIose-embrace.com.
K l獲y Dum (CAS’97) of Jamaica
Plain, Mass., married Alexandra
Pelletier in June 2006. Kelly is a,
Staff nurse at Children’s Hospital
Boston and is working toward
a nurse practitioner degree at
Northeastem University. Alexan-
dra works for Partners Healthcare.
Ke11y wri七es, ``I’d love to hear from
Old friends from South Campus
Or the BULGBA!’’E-mail her at
kdunnO 2 @hotmail.com.
Melissa Fleming (CAS’97) of New
York, N.Y., reCently completed a
Master of Fine Arts at the Parsons
School of Design in New York Ci七y,
Her work is shown at the Peer
Gallery in New York City. To view
SOme Of her artwork, Visit www
.melissa皿eming.com.
Jay Oabler (SED’97) of Cambridge,
Mass., COauthored Reco7tStr(ICttng
the [加をzJerS陶: T栃rld【。tde Sh娩s
手職Academta Zn軌e 20th CeJtt【LrU
(Stanford University Press, 2006).
Jay is a Ph.D. candidate in soci-
OIogy at Harvard University.
Laurel Hughes (CFA;97) of Man-
Chester, Mass., WaS a featured
artist in the show Summer at
Nielsen Ga11ery in Boston. The
exhibition ran from June 17 to
August 5, 2OO6, and included
WOrk by Shira Avidor (CFA’o6),
Shalini Bhat (CFA;06), and Maree
Emberton (CFAO6).
Stephanie巾!SZynSki (COM’97) of
Toledo, Ohio, COmPleted a Ph.D.
in American culture studies at
Bowling Green State University
in Ohio last May. She is a visiting
assistant professor in the depart-
ment of theater and且Im at the
University of Toledo.
Matthew A, Zavala (CAS’97) of
Boston, Mass., married Rebecca
Lynn Keithley on May 6, 2006, at
Boston’s Old South Church. Victor
Sorrentino (CAS’97) was the best
man. Matthew and Rebecca both
WOrk at the U.S. Department
Of Justice. Contact Matthew at
mzavus@yahoo.com.
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Savinaしau Joung (CGS’98) and
Grant Joung (CAS’99) of Melrose,
Mass., Were married on June ll,
20O5, in Cambridge, Mass., after
eight years together. Savina moved
back to the丑ast Coast from San
Francisco in 2003 to attend the
University of Massachusetts. She
graduated summa cum laude, With
a bachelor’s degr‘ee in socioIogy and
PSyChoIogy, in December 2005.
Marjo「ie Zeoli Musick (COM’98) of
Leesburg, Va., is the public rela-
tions coordinator at the Virginia-
Maryland Regional College of
Veterinary Medicine’s Marion
duPont Scott Equine Medical
Center in Leesburg. E-mail her
at marJOriez_99@yahoo.com.
Heather Bu「den Peckham (CAS’98)
a,nd Stephen Peckham (CAS’00,
GRS’00) of Brighton, Mass., Were
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醐躍鶉観閲醜鵡鰯軸灘離縛劉臆蘭醍醐観踊贈観輔弼純態軸醒麗暁闇礪悼蹴蝿観輔弼観輔甜
宮嶋瞳粥観嘲輔弼賭緻酪連繭醍醐舗輔軸輔鵡輔弼離醜聞繭醜態闘態醍醐鵡鞘軸場
暁臨弾醍醐輔弼輔弼醜態鮮曜輔弼鵡艶腑麗輔弼軸鵡輔弼軸観輔弼弼軸紙鴻
醍醐醜醜醜輔弼鰭醗翫輔弼闘鞘憎醍談贈醜輔弼醍醐醜繭鵬鰯雑観輔弼醍醐蹄舗
軸髄鞘醒庸勘軸闇軸輔輔軸鞭鵜摘軸摘軸諦鯛輔弼弼輔弼鵡輔弼舗
蝿鸞鵜離籍繭輔態噛輔弼甜艶聞鰭輔弼輔弼酔態舗醜縄醍醐胎醐醍醐講鴛醒輔難聴翻軸の醒配
鰯鏑軸聴葦胴鮎醍醐輔轟描軸軸離職融醜睡臨鵡醗睡酔粥醐醐輔弼灘説経酔態観韓鰯糊艶輔弼輔弼繭醍醐醒購醐轍轡輔弼躍蝿鏑輔弼繭艶縛鰭鵬翻醜輔弼睡醍醐輔弼鏑輔
弼輔臨闘雛酷薄態醒睦臨調輔弼醍醐鍋の弼輔弼輔闘輔醜聞牒髄鵡鵬鵡醜態輯弼
輔弼鰯醒輔弼潮離輔弼醜態睦輔弼輔讐醗緋醐輔弼哺醜態蹴静観軸睦醜聞輔弼
臨嘲掴矧闘軸駒醒臨擬嫡爛輔弼軸糊膳貯輔弼踊繭鰯紬繭観醜縄醒詣弼輔の
鵡割蝿曜鰭竃鮎紺観鵡弼粥醜態蝿鞄的
鎚醍醐曜輔舶鱈輔弼醍醐臨舗醜軸軸弼輔弼鵡輔弼鵡醒醜輔弼醒蓮麗粥骨髄弾
馨鞄軸輔弼輔弼鞘漸騰粥晒輔弼髄鞘蝿輔弼賦貯醜態弼簿糟輔弼弼蝿的醍醐醒憩墓麗輔弼
輔弼軸醜聞輔弼鱈廟舗離購髄鞘弼軸醐観輔醜能弼廟離贈醐輔弼粥晒鞘臨醍醐蝿臨馳
醍醐鎚弼舗鵬軸鵬観輔弼輔輔弼観醒態臨髄鞘輔弼鯛胱臨弛輔繊細髄聴聞醜刷醐鰯軸軸蹴
蜜鱈鱒晒蝿舗輔睦醜態脚部購輔弼臨耀籠鰯醗夕鶴弼鶴鵡綽融緋蝿酷税弼醜弼輔弼観輔の魂
蹴離輔醜繍舗鵡鮨鵡瞞醜輔弼軸鞘繭抽麟醜態醒鞘醒醒鵡灘賭輔弼醐繭職鏑繭舗舗軸
醒弼軸臆鵡醍醐醗輔弼醒醍醐輔輔蝿曜鰯瀞嚇鵡舗鵡輔離艦雛弼鵡鵬酢購輔離轟蠣醜購
醐離弼態観掴難聴蹴輔軸忠嫡態輔弼醜聞謹聴鏑踊睡蹴踊軸鱈臨轍鮒
配馳醍醐醗醜鵡鏑醒掴漸轡馳酔態舗輔弼輔弼轟鞘駒劉馨睡輔弼蹴鞠闘廟醐輔弼離掴輔調
鵠輔弼澗醜聞舗軸摘鮎錬蝿電蹴摘輔輔翻縄目講醐馨陸瞳舗輔弼鵡馳醜態酬贈輔弼輔弼弼
軸輔弼鵡醒醜繭馨醐醜輔弼駒舗醜醒輔弼鰯舗廟馳醍醐鵡睦醐輔踊掴鋭乱"
統帥輔弼贈軸鵡睡酔輔弼艶輔弼篭廟醜態醍醐聴講醐醍醐劉鵡鏑輔弼棚粥鞘乱闘臨醜
醍醐の醍醐晦雛鵡醜鵡瞳臨副職髄鞘廟輔弼輔繭鞄粥軸醒輔弼譲早場の醜態艦臨離宮
純瀞鴫鵡輔弼割鰭醒粥鵡醗繭潮軸馨晦隅醒野馳鰯鵡糊弼悼軸蝿態軸の輔軸購乱艶観梅輔弼醒闇廟
輔弼輔弼輔弼輔弼蝿轡欄潤鵡藍舗輔鵡輔諦摘醜軸捕縛輔弼輔弼鵡讃鵬鱗輔弼輔掛軸輔
の航鵡鵡輔弼の輔弼醍醐潮開場酷輔弼輔弼距
制輔弼軸輔弼澗鞘臆弼輔輔輔簿醍醐態古館輔弼態鰯観鞘購舗醜態難聴籠醍醐輔
醜糊捕蝿輔弼舗翻塘醗輔弼距離贈醐輔離輔軸醜弼翻掴軸酪罷縄輔弼醜闇繭鴇軸舗輔弼鱈弾
弼哨脂顛離騨講輔弼覿
輔醒醜聞弼髄鞘聴講醍醐鯉鞘鵡軸㊥聞醐聴許醐酷輔弼串態醐購醜態粥輔弼弼艶鴫師範睡輔
弼鞘帝鞘輔弼醜態緋軸酢軸輔弼輔弼踊醒蹴購摘㊧臨幣醒醜聞輔態睦掴輔弼繊軸鵡軸
翻噸購粥醜態繭塞賦鏑軸離縄軸鏡醍醐輔弼鵡鮨弼醗醒離贈醜艶輔弼野醍醐醍醐鯛醐醗朝粥醜態
簡轡範鵡導師　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　酷踊鏑虹醍醐掴粥
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married in Shelton, Conn., On
May 20, 2OO6. Dozens of BU alums
attended, including maid of honor
Lisa Schlimmer (CAS’98), best man
Scott Patterson (ENG’00), brides-
maids Erin McCoy (SAR’01) and
Jennifer Miller (CAS’99), and
groomsmen A. Joseph Dupre IエI
(ENG’96:00) and Seth Pritikin
(M宙T’06). Heather is a senior
SCientist at Applied Biosystems
in Beverly, Mass., and Stephen is
a softwaI`e engmeer at Lockheed
Martin in Burlington, Mass. E-mail
them at hpeckham@alum.bu.edu
Or SPeCkham@alum.bu.edu.
帥c Peter$0れ(LAW’98) of Placentia,
Calif., an attOmey at Rutter Hobbs
& Davidoff in Los Angeles, has
been named a 2006 Rising Star by
LaI。 & Poltttcs magazine. The honor
is glVen tO the top 2.5 percent of
Southern Califomia lawyers age
40 or younger or who have been in
PraCtice for lO years or less.
Emily Shea (SSW’98, SPH’99) of
Wellesley, Mass., is executive
director of the Boston Partnership
for Older Adults, a CO11aboration
Of more than 200 public, Private,
and nonprofit organizations and
individuals in Boston dedicated
to ensuring that all older adults
have access to the resources and
SuPPOrt they need to age with
dignity. She also is the board
PreSident of the Massachusetts
Adult Day Services Association.
``
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Wiley “Chip’’Souba, J「, (GSM’98) of
Wbrthington, Ohio, is dean of the
Ohio State University College of
Medicin . Previously, he worked at
Penn Stat ’s College of Medicine
as chair of surgery, WaS SurgeOn-
in-Chief at the Milton S. Hershey
Medical Center, interim director
Of the Penn State Cancer Institute,
nd a professor of ce11ular and
molecular physioIogy.
「9㊧9
Matthew Boggie (CAS’99) of New
York, N.Y , is the V¥feb designer and
technical consultant for a series
Of interactive且eld trips launched
by PrQject丑xplorer, an educational
not-for-prO帥whose goal is to take
K-12 tudents on virtual travel
adventures. The且rst program,
launched in September, focuses
On Shakespeare’s England. The
SeCOnd, about South Africa, Will
Start糾ming  March. E-mail him
at matt@prQjectexplorer.org.
Gabriela (Yagupsky) Dech (CFA;99)
Of Palmyra, Va., reCently relocated
to the Charlottesville area with her
husba,nd, Michael, and children,
Jason, four, and Meghan, tWO, and
the family dog, Leila. ``It’s beautiful
down here! If anyone’s in the area,
drop me a line and come visit:’
She w ites. E-mail Gabriela at
gyagupsky@yahoo.com,
Ke!〃y Kaduce (CFA99) of Brenham,
Tex., nd Meiina Pineda (CFA;02) of
le「rier footbali
alumni, Who
gather with their
fami!ie§ each
year for a reunion
game, PIay at
‖ickerson Field
in October. Photo
by A皿ert rEtoile
A音anしabonte
(購M’98:05) of
§oituate, Mass.,
WrOte, With Brook
B「owe「, A M胸n
価asons:岬I
句岬伽わr鵬
圃場Of鵬
伽sabhd 〈Hot
Hou§e Pres§,
2006), a nOnfiotion
account of being
fired from a Boston
看aw firm after he
WaS diagno§ed
With muitiple
§OIero§is and the
ensuIng legal
battle. Alan i§ a
Senior resea「ch
a§§Ociate at the
BU School of
Management.
Teguclgalpa, Honduras, Starred in
Puccini’s Mdama B重月tfer触, Which
kicked off Boston Lyric Opera’s
2006-20O7 season. Kelly, a SOPranO,
Sa g the role of Cio-Cio-San (Mad-
ma Butter岨y) and Melina, a meZZO-
SOPranO, Sang the role of Suzuki.
Learn more at www.blo.org.
Ka「es章an Koenen (GRS’99) of
Cambridge, Mass., is coauthor
Of a new book in clinical psychol-
Ogy, Treating机rZ舟JOrS OfC筋ld-
hoodAbLZSe: Psuchotherapu for fhe
励terrαpted L招e (Guilford, 2006).
Karestan is an assistant professor
Of society, human development, and
health at the Harvard SchooI of
Public Health.
Melissa Lehme「 (CAS’99, SPH’01) of
La Jolla, Calif., marr‘ied Eric Chen
at a winery in Sonoma County
in May 2006. Melissa Shuster
(SAR’00) was in the bridal party.
AIso in attendance were Jennifer
Foley (CAS’99), Akiva Lewis
(CAS’9 9), Shar‘On (Goldschmidt)
Lewis (SAR’00), Rachel Murray
(CAS’03, CGS’01), and Laura
Poulin (ENG’99). Melissa eamed
an M.D. at the University of
S uthern California in 2005 and
is completing a residency at the
University of California, San Diego.
E-mail Melissa at melissa」ehmer
@yahoo.com.
Julia (Orr)し00Per (SAR’99:01) of
Ypsilanti, Mich., and her husband,
Brian, annOunCe the birth of
their daughter, Audrey Maya, On
November 9, 2005. She weighed 6
POunds, 14 ounces∴Audrey and
her family are doing well, although
her parents ar‘e a little tired from
Chasing her around:’Julia writes.
Joe Monestere (COM’99) of Min-
neapolis, Minn., is an account
executive, WOrking on the General
Mills account, at Campbe11 Mithun,
a M n eapolis-based advertising
agency. Joe recently transferred
from the agency’s Irvine, Calif.,
Of且ce∴`I’d love to hear from any BU
alumni in the Minneapolis area,’’he
Writes. Contact Joe at jamc204@
y hoo.com.
Jack Mo「ris (COM’99) of Andover,
Mass., WOrks at Fox25 News in
D dham, Mass., Where he manages
the new Web site www.myfox
boston.com.
le「ri (Boone) Nabiam (M宙T’99) of
Quincy, Mass., is an auditor in
the Boston且eld o拍ce of the U.S.
Department of the Treasury,s
Office of the Inspector Gener.al.
She has two children, Alexandria,
eight, and Daniel,且ve, and she is
PreParmg tO Sit for the CPA exam.
``I would love to hear from anyone
Who stayed in Claflin Hall (on the
engineering皿oor, Particularly)
from September 1992 to May 1993
and anyone who participated in
MES (NSBE) from September 1992
to May 1996:’she writes. E-mail
Terri at tnabiam29@yahoo.com.
Rebecca Schweiger (CFA;99) of New
York, N.Y, an abstra,Ct multimedia
Painter a,nd the founder and direc-
tor of the Art Studio NY exhibited
her work in則りs ofHope fr'Om
July lO to September 17, 2006,
at the HoIocaust Museum and
Study Center in Spring Valley.
N.Y Rebecca’s work has appeared
in galleries all over the world,
including the Arta Gallery and
the Givatayim Theater Ga’11ery m
Tel Aviv, the Arad Art Museum
in Arad, Israel, and the Copley
Gallery in Boston, Mass. Visit her
Ⅵfeb site at wwwrebeccarts.com.
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Deborah Johnson (COM’00) of
New York, N,Y., married Evan
Rothenberg on June 25, 2006, in
New York City. Stefanie Seiman
(CAS’00) and Nidhi Bhatia (ENG,00,
GRS’01) were bridesmaids.
Ca ole F. Rabe
(併A’88),のu〃舶手
書卵価伽0励
2006, Oii on can-
VaS, 24′′ x24′′暮
Carole showed her
paintings at the
Artana GaIlery in
Brookline, Mass.,
in May2006, Her
WOrk was also
featu「ed at the
Oeorge Marshall
§tore Gallery in
York, Maine, from
July to §印tember
2006, §he isan
a$Sistant profes-
§Or Of visual a「ts
at Pine Manor
College in Chest"
nut Hi!1, Mass,,
and di「ector
Of the oo書1ege’s
Hes§ Oa○○ery.
Nicol (しaily) fapp (COM’00) and
Jason巾pp (CAS’02) of Davenport,
Iowa, Were married at Marsh
Chapel on August 19, 2006. Stacey
(Pedersen) Heffernan (SAR,00:01),
Kristen McCarthy (SAR’00,’03),
Karen Kwan Oppegard (COM’00),
and Leigh Dumoulin (SAR’02,
CGS’00) were in the wedding party.
Nicol is an anchor with WHBFTV
and Jason plays hockey for the
Quad City Mallards. Contact
Nicol and Jason at collally@
hotmail.com.
しauren Tullio (CAS’00, CGS’98) and
KyIe Wagner (CAS’99) of Chicago,
I11・, are engaged to be married,
With a June 2007 wedding planned.
Lauren is an associate producer
for Towers Productions, and Kyle is
PurSu宣ng a doctoral degree at the
Univer‘Sity of Chicago.
Michelle Unde「ko¶er (SAR’00)
Of Philadelphia, Pa., graduated
from the Philadelphia Co11ege of
Osteopathic Medicine in June 2006.
She is doing her intemship near
Philadelphia and will begin her
anesthesia residency at Thomas
Jefferson University Hospital in
July 2007.
盆①①鴨
Mark Celusniak (SMG’01, CGS,99)
Of Norwalk, Conn・, is a product
director at Greenwich Associates,
 market research-based financial
COnSulting firm. He has progressed
through the company over the past
five years and has traveled abroad,
SerVing customers in the United
Kingdom and elsewhere in Europe.
When he wrote, Mark and his wife,
Kristen Faerber-Celusniak (CFA’01),
Were Plannlng tO relocate to Denver,
Where Mark will continue to pursue
his career in the五nancial services
industry and Kristen her love of
music and opera. E-mail them at
mcelus@hotmail.com.
Wesley Ebe「le (CAS’01) of Boston,
Mass., Wa,S PrOmOted to director
in the communication division
Of O’Neill and Associates, a gOV-
emment relations and public
relations firm in Boston.
0ina Keratsis (SED’01) of Somer-
Vi11e, Mass., Published her second
book, Kfc短ng Stdeu,agS (Wings
ePress, 2OO6)・ The book is a spin-Off
from her fiI‘St nOVel, Charlesgate,
about Boston’s Charlesgate Hotel.
Visit Dina’s Vfeb site at www
.dinakeratsis.com.
Mayしow (COM’01) of Brighton,
Mass., is an associate at Mintz
Levin Cohn Ferris GIovsky and
Popeo in Boston. She received a
Juris Doctor from New England
SchooI of Law in May 2006.
Kevi  M, NichoIs (CAS’01, CGS,98)
andしeah M. Forma (COM’02,
CGS’00) of New York, N.Y., Were
mar‘ried on February 4, 2006, at
the One  Only Ocean Club
On Paradise Island, Bahamas.
The wed ing party included
Richard Estrin (COM’oo, CGS’98),
Christian C. Grimm (SMG’00),
Randi Marshall (COM’02, CGS’00),
Erin Jennings (SMG’02, CGS’00),
Tova Berger (COM’02, CGS’00),
and Vanessa Wissing (COM’02,
CGS’ 0). AIso in attendance were
Kelly Snell (COM’02, CGS’00),
Melissa Armento (COM’02,
CGS’00), Melissa Sudhakar
(CAS’03, SMG’03), Swathi Narra
(SMG’02, CGS’00), Tiffanie Graham
(CGS’00), Travis York (COM,00),
Matthew Doyle (COM’00), Jeffrey
Scott (COM’00, CGS’98), Jane
Lovascio (CAS’01, CGS’99), Sinead
Fyda (SMG’00), Kate Fitzpatrick
(SMG’00)  Marcello Bellisar.io
(COM’02, CGS’00), and Rachel
Carafora (COM’02, CGS’oo). Kevin
WOrks at Morgan Stanley, and Leah
is an interior esigner at Kemble
Interiors.
Jon Whiten (COM’01, CGS’99) of
Jersey City, N.J・, reCently marked
the pr. nt launch of Cttg Belt, the
alternative newspaper he founded
in N w Jersey The print edition
is published monthly, but the Web
Site, WWW.Citybelt.org, lS uPdated
daily. You can e-mail Jon at jon@
Citybelt.org.
釜①⑭2
Stacy A chison (CAS’02) and CharIes
Kiib (CAS’01) of Salem, Mass.,
Were married on May 12, 2006, in
Southbridge, Mass., after almost
Six years together. Stacy lS a
Spanish teacher, and Charles is
a lawyer. E-mail them at sa742@
hotmail.com.
Mathew Cer看etty (CFA;02) of
Brooklyn, N.Y., Showed a selection
Of paintings and works on paper
`7
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in the exhibition MdtheztJ Cerlettgr
F捌t7tg【。ater at Boston University’s
Sherman Gallery from September
12 to OctOber 20, 2OO6.
Jemy Oatherine Eriksen (CAS’02)
Of Brighton, Mass., is a media
relations specialist at Joslin
Diabetes Center in Boston. E-mail
her at jennyceriksen@yahoo.com.
And「es Familia (COM’02) of New
York, N.Y., is an associate producer
for the news division of SportsNet
NY, after spending three and a
half year‘S WOrking for ESPN. He
writes that he ``would love to hear
from former classmates in COM or
those who took some of Professor
Lasartes’s Spanish classes:’Con-
tact Andres at andres.familia@
gmail.com.
帥ka Oa「cia (SED’O2) of Huntington
Beach, Calif., is a member of the
National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. She was selected
to travel to China in September
to participate in the NCTM Math-
ematics Education Delegation.
Jonathan Hazghiyan (SMG’02) of
Great Neck, N.Y., and his wife,
Stefanie, had a baby boy, Oliver,
On September 18, 2006. Jonathan
is a diamond wholesaler and
Can be reached at Jonathan@
Culetdiamonds. com.
Geo「ge M, J, Perry (CAS’02) of
Groton, Conn., is a lieutenant
Junior grade in the U.S. Navy. He
recently completed a depIoyment
to the Middle East on the attack
Submarine USS Tbledo. George
WaS the assistant weapons offi-
cer and of且cer ofthe deck for
SeVeral missions. Contact him at
gmJPerry@yahoo.com.
20勘3
Jessica (しippert) Benveniste
(ENG’03) of Palmdale, Calif., and
Steven Benveniste were married
O  Oct ber 16, 20O5. The ceremony
七ook place in Hartland, Wis., and
included Adriane Baylog (ENG’03),
Katie Peitz (ENG’03), and Kevin
O’Brien (COM’03). E-mail Jessica
at lipps@alum.bu.edu.
しau「a M。 (S wed) Fant (COM’03)
nd James L, Fant (CAS’03, CGS’01)
Of Linden, N.J., Were married at
the SoHo Grand Hotel in New
York City on August 5, 2006.
James is a student at Seton Hall
Law School, and Laura works
at the International Ticketing
Association.
Veronika (Zubkova) Fitzgerald
(CAS’03, CGS’01) of Pawtucket,
R.I., married Thomas P. Fitzgerald
OnJuly 8, 2006.
Kristen (Restuccia) Goodrich
(SAR’o3) and Chad Ooodrich
(ENG’00, CAS’Ol) of Salem, Mass.,
Were married on June 17, 2006,
t the Colony Hotel in Kennebunk-
POrt, Maine. Attending were the
bride’s father, Domenic Restuccia
(SED’72, GSM’75), Karly (Ludwig)
Pinizz tto (COM’02, CGS’00),
James Curry (SAR’01, CGS’98),
Eric Padua (SAR’00), Jason Man-
tagos (CAS’00, MED’o4), Holly
(Spencer) Nickerson (SAR’86),
Jacqueline Roche (SAR’03),
Heathe「
(Neumam)
Salaga (§M帥3)
and Robe「t Sa獲aga
(§M帥3) of
Danbury, Com,,
We「e ma「ried on
Ootob r 29,
2005, in Comecti-
cut, five yea「s
after they first
metat BU。 More
than 35 BU a看ums
attended the
We州ing,鵬「oom§-
men inoluded
Benjamin Gon-
Za漢es (§M帥2),
Ryan Hard盲ng
(§MG’02), and
§cott Cotさ
(§M甘05), Among
the bridesmaids
Wa§ Joyo  Hat“
固d (C肥03),
Heather and
Robert work for
Hewitt As§00i-
ates, aglobal HR
Out§Ourclng and
OOnS皿ing firm,
Contact them
at The§alagas
@aol,cOm,
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Lawrence Silverman (SED’00),
and Kirsten Ru皿eth Silverman
(SED’00,’06).
Jessica Keliy (CAS’03, GRS’03) of
West Pittston, Pa., reCeived the Na-
tional Science Foundation Doctoral
Dissertation Improvement Grant in
Geography and Regional Science
for her prQject Reassessing Forest
Transition Theory: Gender, Land
Tenure Insecurity, and For‘eSt
Cover Change in Rural副Salvador.
She will be co11ecting data in亜1
Salvador from January to October
nd expects to complete her Ph.D.
at Rutgers University in 2008. She
Writes, ``I would love to hear from
CEES and Newman folks!’’E-mail
her at jesskell@rci.rutgers.edu.
N thaniel Pica「d (ENG’03) of Orring-
ton, Maine, is an assault amphibian
Platoon commander (mechanized
infantry) in the U.S. Mar‘ine Corps.
``I’m on my second trip to Iraq and
Will be getting out ofthe Corps in
December:’he writes. `After that
it’s a ’round the world trip and then
go to grad school or lose my mind
in a cubicle.’’E-mail him at nate
.pICard@yahoo.com.
K「istin (Mackie) Wi○○iamson (SED’03)
Of Lowell, Mass., and her husband,
Scott, Welcomed their daughter,
Brinley Grace, On September 28,
20O6. She weighed 8 pounds, One
OunCe, and was 21 inches Iong.
Kristin writes, “She has a full head
Of strawberry blond hair‘! We are
all doing well:’
20①4
John G。 B「eme「 (MET’04) of Fair〇
五eld, Conn., is a registered nurse
at Yale University. He recently
retired from the Bridgeport Police
Department. Contact John at john
.brenner@yale. edu.
Jacqueline (Belkin) Fu看op (CAS’04) of
Queens, N.Y., married Joshua Fulop
On January 15, 2006. Meredith
Polirer (SAR’04) was in the bridal
party. Other alumni in attendance
included Alexandra April (COM’04),
Tracy Fogel (CAS’04), Jessica
Rosenraich (CAS’05), Lori (Michael-
SOn) Salkin (CAS’04, CGS’02),
Shushannah Wblshe (COM’01,
CGS’99), and Maya Wolfe (SAR’03).
しisa Romeo (CAS’04) of Commack,
N.Y., and John DeVe「na (SED’04) of
Hoboken, N.J., are engaged and
Planning a June 9, 2007, Wedding.
Lisa works at an architecture firm
in Manhattan, and John teaches
high school math and computer
SCience at the Newark Academy
in Livingston, N.J〇日-mail Lisa at
LisaMRomeo@yahoo.com and
John at JDeverna@gmail.com.
Gil看es Simle「 (GSM’04) and Amelia
Brower (GSM’03) of Watertown,
Mass.’Were mar'ried on August 5,
2006・ E-mail Gilles at gslmler
@hotmail.com.
F「ancis Sza書ay (ENG’04) of Ashbum,
Va・, graduated from the University
Of Michigan with a master’s in
aerospace engmeering in Apri1
20O6・ He is a systems engmeer in
the space systems group at Orbital
Sciences Corp. in Dulles, Va., and
WOrks on the NASA/Jet Propulsion
Laboratory Dawn mission. E-mail
Francis at fszalay@gmail.com.
Jordan Vanek (CAS’04, CGS’o2) is
a first lieutenant in the U.S. Ar‘my・
When he wrote, he was depIoymg
to Bulgaria and Romania as a
Platoon leader for Immediate Re-
SPOnSe 2006, a trilateral training
exercise invoIving U. S., Bulgarian,
and Romanian soldiers・ ``Training
Wi11 include live且re exercises, mili-
tary operations on urban terrain,
air assault operations, and cross-
border convoy maneuvers, a11
While building relationships with
the Bulgarian and Romanian
tr`OOPS and civilians,’’he writes.
E-mail Jordan at jordan.vanek@
us.army.miL
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Stephanie (しa「sen) Cathcart (CFA;05)
Of Salt Lake City, Utah, married
Creston Brian Cathcart on May
6, 2OO6, in Salt Lake City. Sasha
Callahan (CFA;02), Matthew Reeder
(CFA:03), and John Englund (CFA;74)
attended.
Hama Oole (CFA’o5) of Medford,
Mass., Showed her work in the
exhibition NezJ, Patnt訪1gS at AIpha
Gallery in Boston from September
9 to October 4, 20O6.
Elaine Dickson (COM’05) of Attle-
boro, Mass., is president and
COfounder of Generis Financial
Consultants (GFC) in Attleboro.
GFC provides accounting,且nance,
Mukoma
Wa N gl
(G博01) of
Ober看in, Ohio, a
POet and autho「,
Pub音i§hed is
SeCOnd book,
伽肋哩肋r疎at
Oonsoんu$neS8
(Africa Wo「id
Pre§§, 2006), He
i§ 000「dinato「 of
the organization
Toward an Afrjca
Without Border§,
and management advisory ser-
Vices to small businesses and
individuals. Check out its Web site
at www.generisfinancial.com.
Jac!yn巾op (COM’05) of Boston,
Mass., reCeived two honors from
the 2005 Excellence in Journalism
COnteSt, SPOnSOred by the Society
Of Professional Joumalists, for her
reporting for the W班on別朋ett71
in Wilton, Conn. She is assistant
editor for the BeacoJI H訪l Hmes
and the BackBau机n. E-mail her
at jaclyn@jaclyntrop.com.
悪㊥①㊨
R chard Chandier (MET’06) of Can-
ton, Mass., is the author of a new
book, the political thri11er Dark
Natton (Vantage Press, 20O6).
Che「yl A, Eagan-Donovan (MET’06)
Of Winchester, Mass., is a docu-
entary糾mmaker and a producer
at Controversy Films in Boston.
In June 2006, She became a board
member of Wbmen in Film & Video/
New England. The organization
SCreened Cheryl’s documentary
AllKZ融sa G調s at M工T last Septem-
b r・ She is working on her second
feature-length documentary,
No掘Jlg Js TrzJer T九an Tr【克h, based
On the life of Edward de Vere, the
17th earl of Oxford.
Co○○een Layman (COM’06) of Mi-
ami, Fla., Writes, “I will be attend-
mg the Miami Ad School in October
2006 in South Beach. Wbot!’’Con-
tact her at cvlayman@gmail.com.
Jes ica Mo「ris (COM’06) of Boston,
Mass., is the online communication
SPeCial  for Pod Digital Design,
a viral mar‘keting and digital en-
tert nment company. She is re輸
SPOnSible for developmg a neW,
Strategic approach to the com-
Pany’s word-Of-mOuth campalgnS
and ensuring that the promotions
devel ped by Pod reach the ap-
PrOPriate target audiences. Jessica
COmeS tO Pod with a foundation in
Public relations and bloggmg.
Ame O’Rourl(e (COM’06) of Wbr-
Wick, R.I., is an account coordi-
nator at O’Neill and Associates, a
government elations and public
relations宜rm in Boston.
Todd Thomas (MET’06) of Boston,
M s., a graduate of MET’s master
Of city plannmg PrOgram, is town
Planner for the town of Norwell,
Mass.
HARRY V. AND田RSON (SED’57),
88, former SchooI of Education asso-
Ciate dean and associate professor
Of education, On September 30.
Anderson earned a B.A. from
Trinity College, an A.M.T. from
Harvard University, and an Ed.D.
from Boston University. Beginning
in 1958, he taught at BU for more
H r「yV" Ander80n than twenty years, focusing on
elementary education and super-
Vision. He also was director of
undergraduate studies before
becoming associate dean in 1965.
He retired in 1983.
School of Education Associate
Dean Boyd Dewey, a CIose col-
league of Anderson’s, reCalls being
interviewed and hired by the for-
mer dean in 1968. “I was coming
Out Of twenty years in the Air Force
and, frankly, I was quite worried,
but he was very warm. He was
quite the gentleman, and someone
Who could converse about many
different things and put you at ease
When you were talking with him,
he says.
Before commg tO BU, Anderson
WaS the prmCIPal of the Claflin
School in Newton, Massachusetts,
and tau ht E lish and speech
at high schooIs in Grosse Point,
Michigan, and Newton.
H田RMANN FR田DERICK EILTS
(HoN.’78), 84, University Professor
and a College of Arts and Sciences
distinguished professor of inter-
national relations, On October 12.
Eilts wasn’t just a witness to
history. The former United States
am assador to Saudi Arabia and
to Egypt was part of it. He played
a maJOr advisory role in the 1978
Camp Davi  Summit, When an
accord between Israel and Egypt
WaS Slgned, the宜rst peace treaty
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between Israel and an Arab state.
``Because of his deep under-
Standing of the Arab countries and
their leaders, Ambassador Eilts
WaS a key adviser throughout the
negotiation of the Camp David
accords:’former president Jimmy
Carter said in a statement to the
Boston Gfobe on October 20. ’`His
PerSeVeranCe, knowledge, and
relationships in the reglOn Were
instrumental in crafting a peace
agreement between Egypt and
Israel that to this da,y remains
unbroken :’
Eilts was a dipIomat for thirty-
two years and held posts in several
embassies.
After retiring from the Forelgn
Service in 1979, Eilts came to BU.
Shortly afterwards he founded
the BU Center for International
Relations and became its first
director. He was the first chairman
Of the CAS department of inter-
national relations and was chair-
man of the CAS department of
POlitical science. He became a
PrOfessor emeritus in 1993.
Eilts was born in Vfeissenfels,
Germany, and immlgrated to the
United States with his parents
in 1926. He became an American
Citizen in 1930. A graduate of
Ursinus College and the SchooI of
Advanced International Studies at
Johns Hopkins University, Eilts
eamed the Purple Heart, the Bronze
Star, and seven European and
North African campalgn StarS for‘
military service in Wor.1d W去r II. He
joined he Foreign Service in 1947.
He was U.S. ambassador to Saudi
Arabia from 1965 to 1970 and to
Egypt from 1973 to 1979.
At BU, he gained a reputation
for his bility to recruit outstand-
mg SCholars, teaChers, and practi-
tioners in the宜eld of international
af airs.
``Hermann Eilts exuded author-
ity,’’recalls University Professor
Igor Lukes, also a professor of
international relations and history.
“But he was so comfortable with
who he was that he had no needto
flaunt it. From the summit he had
reached after decades devoted to
SOIving p oblems of intemational
dipIoma y, he looked at academics
nd their problems with benevolent
disdain. However, he surprised them
by taking the problem at hand mor‘e
Seriously than they did, and finding
the best solution, tOO. On such
occasions he would lean back in his
extra-large chair, hands behind his
head, grmning, his eyes sparkling.’’
Saui Å, Seder (しAW’25)鰯醍輔弼醗
臨謳糊珊瑚醐)
§amuel Zaritt (§間’32)馳駆髄鞘隅
Adoiph Å. De‖uccio (CA§’34, M帥’38)
鞘騙晒醐開脚ず離舗置
Madlyn Å, Mullowney (p仙34)醜醐輔弼鵜軋
Sidney S. Bemstein (§MG’36)脚鯛職嘩軋
軸wa「d W, Keough (§MG’36) EN輔弼離乳
佃ce R, KiIgour (部M’36)醐輔弼EN憧醒
Carlton Lake (CÅ§’36)醜輔弼.
Fred A, Wing (0§M’36)輔弼蹴
James P」 A「c皿aId伽W’37)輔弼緋醐離
John E, Arthur (§MG’37)馳蹴鵬醒輔弼乱
Mary Å, Hallaran (S帥’37川構酷鯛閲購乱
Richar肝しynch (§MG’37〉醐欄糊
Albert H, Richardson (§MO’38)醜踊醐
しewis職r「y (OR$’38)醐輔弼醍乱
Dona獲d P ChamberIiれ(§ED’39)醐匡髄鞘
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Mary Cunningham Hogan (CA§’39)
髄鞘離宮凋腕章
軸arold舶rlin (CA§’39, M間’42)
駕髄鞘踊目観曲調鵬郵
しouis B「emer (CA§’40)舗灘渦潮帽醒
P営jscilia Browれ(SRE’40)醜聞醐醒糟重
Mona O. Bur南e (§AR’40, §間’56油槽輔弼種
James T, Pal菓adino (§MG’40)鞘醐綱開聞
Constaれce Caton ($ED’41)弼醐胴的蹴轍
James Å。 Hi製iston (§間’41,’58)
悪蹴醐輔弼臓的蹴紙
軸elen E. PaIm (§町41〉醜聞強調脚農
Marian B, Wa§hbum (OR§刑)鱗蹴帥艶輔
Owight Webster (§TH’41)脚離職
Ma「ian §, Woodbridge (GR§’41) RE輔弼乱
Char看es Zibbeli (§§W’41) EN馳勘醐艦
§idney §. Brown (§MG’42)輔弼賦闘
蘭gar Å,聞ridge (§TⅢ2:43)鯛醐騨轍鮒
Ra看ph §, Foste「 (§MO’42)輔弼醐輔弼軋
G「eta Ooodwin ai看more (CÅ§’42)踊蓋醐里親
Herm m
Frederick EiIts
I)avid J. Maness (COM’42, SMG’42)
観閲蹴醍醐鍔
Rocco §. Marino (MED’42)
弼輔弼醍醐醒湖圃
Mild「ed C, Tryman (PAL42,部§’44)
醐輔弼艶輔謹胤登用軋
Ciyde E, Way (§TH’42)鞘醍醐醍醐鼎
Jamesし, Wood (§MG’42〉輔弼網棚曲
J hn H, Yerger (§§W’42) R醜聞醐購肌
John E. Mara (§MG’43, Ho‖.’69〉
醍醐闇弼闇眠
Robert W, MitcheII (§M鵬’43〉醍醐弼
Amedee O. Richards (§MO’43)
鯛輔弼贈灘,諦観臨
W, Wayne Yeater (ST軸’43)鰯醐暫阻棚乱
Robert H, Courtれey (ST軸’44)
醍醐醍醐醍醐賦朝粥
Job E, Fuchs (M帥’44)醍醐鵡蹴粥か
Anita W, Oreene (§AR’44洞輔弼髄鞘
§arah Noye§ (§ON’44, §間’44)蹴髄鞘
Virginia §, Mclnti「e (CÅ§’45津輔弼鴨EN醍
しouis E, §iagel (CFA’45) EN醐周紺
‖an y Gar「i§On (§§W叫6) E蹴輔弼脚$職
Charles E, G叩at「ick (M間’4即糊醐脚馳阻
Pauiし葛しonardo (CA§’46, GR§’47)開脚　闘鵬患。
John E. §heehy (CA§’46)脚韻醍醐蹴
Joseph §. WaIlace (M帥46?迪寘?_脚$,
Ma「garet Keyser HilI鞘鵬,輔。
Robert §, Katz (SMO’47)醍醐的R鵬.
Kathieeれpadeifo「d (§帥’47,’49)胴臨時朋離乳
Frank E, Wandrey (§MG’47) e糊醒輔鵬鞘圃さ
She細man B, Ze看in§ky (CFA’47,’51)闘醐弼網棚脚
Comeiia J. Abeiman (S§W’48)轍鮒醐醍醐弧
Josep肝Åzza「ito (§M筋’48) N醐弼醜聞
Ruth Bauer (CA§’48, §§W’51)
撹醍醐縄目蝿綱鴫離轍
Roger Ganem (COM’48)醍醐鞘
Claude I). Harding ($MG’48)醍醐亨鞘乱
Wi○○iam H,しatham (LAW’48) B蹴蹴掴帥馳駆
Thomas J. Mc鵬rimley (§帥’48)醐輔弼鵡乱
Constantine Photos (M間’48)醍醐臓即賄
Vincent E. Ouagge ($間’48〉開脚蹴棚鎚.
Margaret W, Rutte「 (P皿48)鞘輔弼朝脚
John Stewa「t Bamister (CÅ§’49〉弼髄鞘蹴.
Oeo細ge E, Burdick (CA$’49)晒醒韓輔弼鞭
No「ma Freedman (DOE’49)醍醐珊醜騨蹴弧
Ånthony B. Kuczynski (剛0’49)顕職鵬騨閥鮒軋
E. WaIlaceしaw「ence (I)GE’49)醍醐聞出軋
Henry S.しuck「aft (SM間9)轍鮒醐醒
Ruth Pattj (CA§’49〉艶聞職印轍鮒
WiIiiam P, Gianotis (§間’50)胴戦陣胴鵬.
WiiIiam D, Goodwin (§MG’50)輔弼醐蹴
Joviano O. Joa叩im (§MO’50)輔弼勘醜輔$.
AIfred N, Johnson (§TH’50)鯛醐骨髄,
Robert B,鵬ith (SMG’50)脚醍醐軋離粥は
Theodore A. Austin (S間’65〉蹴晒睨輔配置
Walter P, GIeason (SED’65)臓醐鵬
Wa漢ter T. Brown (囲§’66:71)醜聞電離暗闘
Mu「iel paimer (CA§’66)輔弼醐構轍
Amy Shimotsu (§ON’66〉開脚鯛圃醐
しinda"§ue plumb (CAS’67, §即’69)
鰯醍醐蹴聴聞
Charle§器Washbum (しAW’68)醍醐
Joseph A, Vaccaro (COM’5T SEI)’69)
踊醐醐騨蹴鯨
鍋irleyし, Veno (CFÅ’57)鬼鯛脚顕
Ma「y Babiec (S間’58)粥輔弼
Doris W, Bates (§ON’58)腕骨W輔弼輔弼
PhjIip W。 Milier (C田58〉醐醍醐
Cathe血e H. Rivet (§帥’58)輔弼醗
Agnes E, Vorro (§ON’58,’60)醗鞘蹴
Pau! E, Adams (§MO’59鵬M’60)顕馳顕輔弼
Malcolm H, Davie (GRS’59) R蹴踊輔弼闘
Martin F. 00rham (鵬S’59)晒輔弼醍醐韓
F「ancis W。 McI)emott (C田59)
駒輔弼輔弼
John R再uckingham (SM鵬0)聞髄鞘醗
Richa「d A, Hubbard (しAW℃0茜6〉輔弼賦鰯韓
しyle K. Joyce (S間’60)削踊粥糊舗
Pavid S, Keane (C鵬§’60)顕鰯醐朝鵬
John W. Krummei (STH℃0Gは$’61)屈醍醐醒
Vincent L。 LaCorte (CA§’60, D肥58)
粥粥輔弼鋪鞘蹴,鞘鰯が
David P Leiand (COM’60,耽§’58)
蹴鵡醍醒鰯
しloyd L §tanley (CA§’60, ORS’64〉
臓踊鵬髄鞘
Frederio M, Chacker (§DM’61)輔弼醍醐棚薗
Ma「ian Dubruie (§間’61,’77, SON74)
弼輔弼閏灘蹴凋鵬。
剛zabethし, Kemedy (§0‖’61, S間’67)
弼醜聞購
Richa「d H。しitner (M間’61)醜聞駈
Ruth B. Borofsky (SO‖’62ずSED’69〉
蹴醐輔醍
Ma「tha J,軸averstick (S冊62)踊昭鞘
G. AIfred Hess (§TH’62〉醜髄粥
James H. Kenda○○ (LAW’62)輔弼粥
Leo F. Oueenan ($EO’62)輔弼国鞘輔弼鵬韓
帥zabeth Vesta Upham (§間’62)轍鰯醐購鵬
§tephen M葛Berzinis (SMO’63)
離輔弼鏑醜鰯
Constance E, Jack§On (脚’63,’66)
輔弼糊鞘灘脚部即馳駆一
Ouido R, Masiero (SED’63〉開聞輔弼鵬欝
I)orothy Sexton (SO購3$間’74〉蹴喘憩粥闘
WiIljam F, Keith (COM’64)臨鴫臨輔弼
Gerald E, Kochansky (GRS’64
’70)輔弼憧鏑
Laurence C, Patz (SM帥4〉輔艶
Joanne [ Vania (CA§’64, S§W’68〉
蹴醒琶醗鶴間縄粥。
Charles E, Waters (STH’88)鞘削親睦
Marcia Curtis (SEI)’69)醜聞髄鞘胆乱
0ale Friedman (COM’69, Cus’67) EN醐鞘
Reg盲na M, Haggerty (§帥’69)輔輔弼弼
And「ew M, Baer (SMO’70) RE鴫粥
Joan Marie Ca「rigan (CA§’70)
醍醐髄 輔弼
R,丁homas Co!1ins (CÅS’70)醐醐
Kathe「jne S, Dewey (§間’70,’74)輔弼
Oerhardt J, Suhrstedt (脚’70)蹴臣醐暗闘鰯
Barbara A, Dembi§hack (§0‖’71)馴醐鞘
John Frede「ick Jansen (脚’71)輔弼骨鞘
Arthur N。 King (§間’71)轍邑鯛帥鵬
Ann 「宙ese Dwyer (S帥’73)弼輔弼欄胆賦
James Ryan (M間’73〉脚鵬脱蛸
Robin M, Feldman (§帥74)輔弼朝粥お
He!en l。 Strom (SAR’74)蹴擬輔弼醜聞
Michaei S, Zonis (CA§’75) §鯛甘鵬鞘髄棚輔
Char-ene §, Gregg (S帥’76)醜聞鰯鞘韓鵬
§usan R。 Ha「tIey (CAS’76)醍醐瀾
E「ic Pet「aske (しAW’76〉醜聞即轍鮒
Stephanie I). Jones (S帥’77)蹴醐醒
Therese M, Levesque (§ON’77)醍醐醐
Dorothy l, Lord (§TH’77) W胤輔弼朝粥
Francis L, Mulcahey (SEO’78)輔弼輔弼RE
しarry M。 Dickens (MET’79)観輔弼臨席醐
11ene Magidson ($M鵬’79)輔弼弼
‖icholas Sefchuck ($MG’80)輔弼
Lauraしee ($chmedtje) Chave (§帥’81)
醍醐醐,輔離乳
Joe luliano (CA§’81〉醍醐弼鰯
Ma巾rie E, Korff (脚’81)醐鞘患鞘輔弼鵬
Paul J, “errigan (鵬M’82)脚閲醗,鰯蹴
CharIes H, Zimmeman (剛a’82〉輔弼朝鵬
Michaei T, B「ezina (MET’83)醐輔弼醗
Andrew T WelzeI (§$W’83)醍醐醐
Susan Lorraine Hりnsaker (OSM’86〉
醗馴駒爛弼
Andrew Knoll (§間’86脚脚韻胤臣,醐鱗
Cynthiaしee Stoltzfus (soN’86〉輔蹴鞠
Ma「y Ann Zern (S§W’86川朋輔弼
Dana Brayton (皿’90)輔弼糊粥
Andrew M, Kis§ei (COM’90)弼輔弼髄鞘
Mario V. Medei看os (MET’90)醍醐澄陣頭
Å Se正o鵬丑00kき弗も血e田耽輔亜es
Wearing her trademark red
dress, mOP-headed Little Orphan
Annie is tormented by a boy who
has come to the Home to see what
OrPhans Iook like - and, eVer
Plucky, She gets her revenge. In
another orlgmal Sunday panel
at the Howard Gotlieb Archival
Research Center, Annie mops
floors and lugs coal from the
basement for a promised chicken
glZZa,rd dinner she never receives.
The two orlgmal panels, done
in ink and watercoIor wash by
Harold Gray in December 1924,
are part of the exhibition BZack伽d
W柘te伽dReadAZZ OL)e7? On the甜th
floor of Muga,r Memorial Library
through May. It’s a sampling of the
Gotlieb Center’s extensive comic
art holdings, Which range from
James Gillray (1756-1815), Who
Satirized George IⅡ and Napoleon,
to Frederick Burr Opper, Who drew
among many strips, HdppE/ HboHgan
(which debuted in 1900), tO Mort
Walker, Whose Beetle Bailey joined
the Army in 1951, during the Korean
War, and has been making light of
military life ever since.
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But Annie - Who triumphed over
adversity t ks to her courage,
relentless optimism, and wealthy
Daddy Warbucks臆holds center
Stage at the exhibition, aS did the
COmic strip for more than four
decades in homes and in the com-
m rcial world. The exhibition also
i cludes an Orphan Annie watch,
PuZZle, books, and Golden Whistle
喜early examples of commercial
PrOducts spun off from a popular
work of art.
By the 1930s, Gray s conservative
POlitics took an even sharper tum
to t,he right, and he used the strip
to bat le his pol誼cal nemesis FDR,
among others. `Agree with him or
not, Gray demonstrated the power
Of the comic strip as a political tool,’’
SayS AIston Purvis, an aSSOCiate
PrOfessor of graphic design at the
College f Fine Arts. ``LZ紹e OrphaJI
AnJ高e WaS Oft n cynical and even
brutal, but Gray dismissed criti-
Cism by saymg, `Sweetness and
light - Who th  hell wants it?
What’s news in the newspapers?
Murder, raPe, and arson, That’s
what stories are made of.’’’
Fi「st two paneIs
from a 1924 [ittle
Orphan Amie
comic strip
(ab ve); O「phan
Annie watch
(be!ow), f「om
the Harold G「ay
CoIIection at
the Howard
Gotlieb Archival
Res a「ch Center,
Most of the other cartOOnists
in the exhibition - and through
history - make light of life’s
dif且culties. “The main theme of
all the strips is the humanity of
man and the universality of his
PrOblems,’’wrote BeetZe Ba子leu
crea r Walker. “Success isn’t
funny; failure is. Authority is some-
thing to be put down by ridicule.
Physical mayhem (if it’s happen-
ing to someone else) is hilarious.
Seeing our comics’characters
Suff r and fail and resist authority
helps ease our own failures and
f ustrations:’闇　　　TI‖rL0然りc晴漢1L
【
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